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Introd uction:
Southwestern Mining in the
Twentieth Century
CHRISTOPHER J. HUGGARD, GUEST EDITOR

This issue of the New Mexico Historical Review is devoted to southwestern mining in the twentieth century. The contributors address a
subject begging for attention in a regional field ~raditionally dominated by scholars of the Spanish, Mexican, and early-V. S. periods. Instead of focusing on the goldrush prospectors and grubstakers of the
Old West, these essays seek to answer questions about engineers, everyday miners, national mining policies, and the role of large corporations in the New West. In essence, this issue reflects recent attempts
by scholars to come to grips with the dawning of twenty-first century.l
This issue examines one of the West's oldest industries that, contrary
to popular myth, has survived and thrived well beyond the frontier
stage.
The facets of mining history are so numerous that this issue could
have taken a multitude of directions. Mining, for example, incorporates economic, political, technological, labor, gender, ethnic, and environmental issues over the entire course of southwestern history. In
other words, to ge~ at the minerals of the West and Southwest, innumerable socioeconomic factors mingled to form an amalgam that needs
processing to fill the.: mold of mining historiography.2
If there is a period in mining history that has been carefully examined, it is the nineteenth century and the technological and socio-political aspects of that experience. The work of T. A. Rickard, Rodman
W. Paul, W. Turrentine Jackson, Otis Young, Clark C. Spence, Duane
A. Smith, and many others do a thorough job of digging into these
important faces of the st'opes of mining history.3
On the other hand, the twentieth-century experience has hardly
been tapped. Spence's Mining Engineers and the American West (1970)
and Duane Smith's Mining America: The Industry and the Environ317
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ment, 1800-1980 (1987) provide> two outstanding exceptions to this
general rule. On the whole, however, the twentieth-century studies
barely dip into the post-frontier era and are often written by historians
with corporate interests in mind. 4 Furthermore, few studies, even those
that focus on the nineteenth century, look at mining in the Southwest.
To begin to fill this gap, this issue is devoted to twentieth-century
mining in the American Southwest. But more than a time and a region, this collection of essays contributes to the "new" American history that has molded western historiography since the late 1970s. 5 In
mining history, this newness, which is actually the latest lamination
in a generations-built field, harkens back to 1979 when several new
social history monographs appeared, including Mark Wyman's Hard
Rock Epic, Elliott West's The Saloon on the Rocky Mountain Mining
Frontier, and Ronald C. Brown's Hard-Rock Miners. 6 Since that bonanza year, numerous "new" West essays and books have appeared to
address social, gender, ethnic, and environmental issues along with
the traditional economic, political, and technological themes in mining history. Among the best are Michael P. Malone's The Battle for
Butte (1981), Marion S. Goldman's Gold Diggers & Silver Miners (1981),
Ralph Mann's After the Gold Rush (1982), Paula Petrik's No Step Backward (1987), David Emmon's The Butte Irish (1989), and Sally Zanjani's
Goldfield (1992).7 With these new studies as models, the authors of
this issue delve into questions of labor, management, power, culture,
Cold War strategy, and the environment.
A. Yvette Huginnie's "A New Hero Comes to Town: The Anglo
Mining Engineer and 'Mexican Labor' as Contested Terrain in Southeastern Arizona, 1880-1920," explores the complexities oflabor-management relations in Arizona. She argues that mining engineers were
not the heroes that historians, such as Rickard, claimed they were.
Rather, traditional, practically trained miners made as much of a contribution to southwestern mining as did university-trained engineers.
Racist ideologies and practices that often subjected Mexican and Mexican-American laborers to unfair treatment and unjustly low wages also
contributed to competition and) conflict. Written as new western history, Huginnie's essay contributes to new labor history by giving credit
to workers often oveflooked in previous accounts. 8
Kevin J. Fernlund's "Mining the Atom: The Cold War Comes to
the Colorado Plateau, 1948-1958" also opens a new road in western
historiography. After placing the Colorado Plateau's uranium boom in
an international and strategic context, Fernlund examines the practical role of the prospector within the real life socio-political culture of
the Cold War in comparison to the more traditional, mythical perspective of the region, represented by western film heroes of the 1950s. The
result is a classic dichotomy of reality versus myth in which the ura-
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nium prospector emerges as much a product of rugged American individualism as of federal sponsorship. Out of this blending of old and
new, reality and myth, regional and global emerges a new era~ the socalled atomic age. This period, which opened with so much optimism,
was brought to a close by the peacetime disasters at Three Mile Island
and Chernobyl, and an unsustainable arms race. Despite the tremendous costs, Fernlund contends the United States won the Cold War
largely because of the Southwest's uranium boom.
Another aspect of recent historical investigation is the use of photographs to interpret the past. Arthur R. G6mez's photographic essay,
"Mining New Mexico," illustrates the multifaceted nature of this extractive industry in the Southwest. These images reveal the
multicultural, industrial, social, and environmental faces of one of the
West's most important economic endeavors. Clearly, these snapshots
into the mining past impart images not easily captured in words.
Christopher J. Huggard's "Mining and the Environment: The Clean
Air Issue in New Mexico, 1960-1980" examines the southwestern copper industry's smelter emissions problem. Choosing the Kennecott
Copper Corporation's smelter at Hurley, New Mexico, as a focal point,
Huggard places the air pollution issue in a local, state, and national
context. In examining this volatile issue, he argues that the environmentalism of tht: 1960s and 1970s redirected national industrial policy
just as unionism had in the 1930s and 1940s. The drama of the more
recent transition, which culminated in the federal Clean Air Act of
1967 and subsequent amendments in 1970 and 1977, was acted out in
hearings before the United States Senate, the Environmental Protection Agency, and the Environmental Improvement Board of New
Mexico. Huggard's essay contributes to a maturing environmental history which has traditonally focused on agriculture and forestry rather
than mining in the West.
Finally, Elizabeth Jameson's closing comments assess the issues
raised, and Gene Gressley reviews two recent mining histories: Sally
Zanjani's Goldfield and John Fahey's Hecla.

NOTES
1. Gerald D. Nash has urged western historians to examine the twentieth-century West
and Southwest for more than two decades. See the first edition of his The American West in
the Twentieth Century: A Short History ofan Urban Oasis (Albuquerque: University of
New Mexico Press, 1973).
2. For a thorough grounding in western mining historiography, see Rodman W. Paul, "A
Tenderfoot Discovers There Once Was a Mining West," Western Historical Quarterly 10
(January 1979), 4·20; and Clark C. Spence, "Western Mining," in Michael P. Malone, ed.,
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Historians and the American West (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1983), 96-122.
This issue also follows in the tradition set by the Journal of the West's special issue on
mining, "Boom to Bust and Back Again: Mining in the Central Rockies, 1920-1981," of
October 1982, edited by Duane A. Smith.
3. T. A. Rickard's A History ofAmerican Mining (New York: McGraw-Hili Book Company, Inc., 1932), Paul's Mining Frontiers ofthe Far West. 1848-1880 (New York: Holt,
Rinehart and Winston, 1963; paperback ed., Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press,
1974), W. Turrentine Jackson's Treasure Hill: Portrait of a Silver Mining Camp (Tucson:
University of Arizona Press, 1963), Otis E. Young Jr. 's, with Robert Lenon, Western Mining: An Informal Account ofPrecious-Metals Prospecting. Placering, Lode Mining, and
Milling on the American Frontier from Spanish Times to 1893 (Norman: University of
Oklahoma Press, 1970), Spence's Mining Engineers & the American West: The Lace-Boot
Brigade. 1849-1933 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1970), and Duane A. Smith's Rocky
Mountain Mining Camps: The Urban Frontier (Bloomington: Indiana University Press,
1967; paperback ed., Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1974). The history of mining
in the colonial period also needs development. Peter Bakewell's Mining and Society in
Colonial Mexico: Zacatecas. 1546-1700 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1971),
his Miners ofRed Mountain: Indian Labor in Potosi. 1545-1650 (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1989), and Elinore Barrett's The Mexican Colonial Copper
Industry (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1987) do an excellent job of examining colonial Mexico and Potosi.
4. Spence, Mining Engineers; Duane A Smith, Mining America: The Industry and the
Environment, 1800-1980 (Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 1987; paperback ed., Niwot:
University Press of Colorado, 1993). Examples of corporate histories are Isaac F. Marcosson's
Anaconda (New York: Dodd, Mead & Co., 1957), and Robert Glass Cleland's A History of
Phelps Dodge. 1834-1950 (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1952). Some exceptions to this rule
are Russell R. Elliott's Nevada's Twentieth-Century Mining Boom: Tonopah. Goldfield.
Ely (Reno: University of Nevada Press, 1966), H. Lee Scamehorn's Mill & Mine. The CF&I
in the Twentieth Century (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1992), Raye C. Ringholz's
Uranium Frenzy: Boom and Bust on the Colorado Plateau (New York: W.W. Norton Company, 1989), and numerous essays published in state and regional journals.
5. See Eric Foner, ed., The New American History (Philadelphia: Temple University
Press, 1990); Gerald D. Nash, Creating the West. Historical Interpretations. 1890-1990
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1991); and Patricia Nelson Limerick, Clyde
A. Milner, and Charles E. Rankin, eds., Trails. Toward a New Western History (Lawrence:
University Press of Kansas, 1991).
6. Mark Wyman, Hard Rock Epic: Western Miners and the industrial Revolution. 18601910 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1979); Elliott West, The Saloon on the Rocky
Mountain Mining Frontier (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1979); Ronald C. Brown,
Hard-Rock Miners: The Intermountain West. 1860-1920 (College Station: Texas A&M
University Press, 1979); also, see James E. Fell, Jr., Ores to Metals: The Rocky Mountain
Smelting Industry (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1979). A year later, Spence,
"The Golden Age of Dredging: The Development of an Industry and Its Environmental
Impact," Western Historical Quarterly 11 (October 1980), 401-14, highlighted environmental issues in mining history. Richard Lingenfelter's The Hardrock Miners: A History
ofthe Mining Labor Movement in the American West. 1863-1893 (Berkeley: University of
California Press, 1974), also made an important contribution to the New Social History
that was incorporated into mining historiography in the 1970s.
7. Michael P. Malone, The Battle for Butte: Mining and Politics on the Northern Frontier, 1864-1906 (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1981); Marion S. Goldman, Gold
Diggers & Silver Miners: Prostitution and Social Life on the Comstock Lode (Ann Arbor:
University of Michigan Press, 1981); Ralph Mann, After the Gold Rush: Society in Grass
Valley and Nevada City. California. 1849-1870 (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1982);
Paula Petrik, No Step Backward: Women and Family on the Rocky Mountain Mining Frontier, Helena, Montana. 1865-1900 (Helena: Montana Historical Society Press, 1987); David
M. Emmons. The Butte Irish: Classical Ethnicity in an American Mining Town. 1875-
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1925 (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1989); Sally Zanjani, Goldfield: The Last Gold
Rush on the Western Frontier (Athens: Swallow Press/Ohio University Press, 1992); also,
see James Whiteside, Regulating Danger: The Struggle for Mine Safety in the Rocky
Mountain Coal Industry (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1990), and Richard V.
Francaviglia, Hard Places: Reading the Landscape of America's Historic Mining Districts (Iowa City: University of Iowa Press, 1991) for similar "New" West monographs.
8. See David Brody, "Reconciling the Old Labor History and the New," Pacific Historical Review 62 (February 1993), 1-19, and Leon Fink, "American Labor History," in Eric
Foner, ed., The New American History, 233-50.
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A New Hero Comes to Town: The
Anglo Mining Engineer and
"Mexican Labor" as Contested
Terrain in Southeastern Arizona,

1880-1920
A. YVETIE HUGINNIE

In 1901, a story appeared in an Arizona mining town newspaper that
presents one vision of social and labor relations within the hardrock
mining industry. The story revolves around Gassy Thompson, a miner
"as well as something of a diplomat." Although usually broke, Gassy
was a man of "wonderful resources." As the story opened, he was driving a tunnel on contract for a local company. After striking "some lightening hard rock" and finding himself unable t~ make headway
compensatory wi th the val ue of his time and labor, Gassy yearned to be
rid of the contract yet still make a good showing for his labor. Returning
to town, Gassy easily convinced his manager, "a young man, recently
arrived from the states," that he needed to attend to a personal emergency as soon as the account could be settled. Both men returned to the
mine to measure the footage completed and to finalize the deal:
The [manager], who was a confiding young man, gave
Gassy the loose end of the tape to enter the tunnel,
while he remained at the mouth hol~ing the reel .... As
Gassy pierced the darkness he absent-mindedly wound
the tape a number of times around his elbow. He finally
reached the breast .... He jerked the tape, the signal
agreed upon. The [manager] noted the figures in his
book, and ... the money was paid in a check. l

A. Yvette Huginnie is "an assistant professor at the University of Colorado at
Boulder. Currently, she is a postdoctoral fellow at the University of California at
Berkeley where she is writing a book on race, class, and politics in Arizona.
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Portraying the manager as a tenderfoot in Arizona mining country,
this story comically represents the interaction of two different types of
mining men: the manager/engineer and the miner/laborer. Examined further, the vignette juxtaposes two understandings of expertise: one based
on formal training and the other on practical experience. It places considerable value on Gassy's hands-on experience, while mocking the formal education of the manager.
Of course, the actual social relations of production were far more
complex than the Gassy story suggests. Throughout most of the nineteenth century, working-class hardrock miners possessed skills the western mining industry needed; by the early twentieth century, however,
professionally-trained Anglo~American, middle class mining engineers
and managers increasingly assumed the mantle of expertise and power
in the workplace. 2 The situation was much the same in other industries.
From the, 1880s through the 1920s, bosses and managers throughout
United States industries assumed more on-the-job decision-making
prerogratives as they restructured workforces. While the pace and character of this transformation varied among industries, in part due to differences in time, place, and worker actions, there was a fundamental
shift in social relations of production. According to historian Robert
Wiebe, during that time period, industrialization, urbanization, and mechanization "distended" United States society. In its "search for order," the
society responded to those changes by establishing middle-class bureaucratic structures designed to manage and bring order to the United
States economy, society, and politics. On the industrial front, this reordering of society took the form of managers and bosses assuming more
control. 3
My examination of social relations of production in the Arizona copper industry both corroborates and contradicts the profile suggested by
Wiebe and other historians. Overall, there was an upward shift of authority, through the growth of bureaucratic structures in the workplace;
however, these structures did not bring about order. In Arizona, managers' attempts to assume control and instill order brought about disorder
and strife. This article focuses on mining engineers to examine the social
relations of production in southeastern Arizona between 1880 and 1920.
Engineers attempted to define and enforce their authority as "experts"
and as "managers," breeding conflict and chaos.
Western historians have established the mining engineer as a pivotal historical figure in the development of the regional industry. Clark
C. Spence's Mining Engineers and the American West: The Lace-Boot
Brigade, 1849-1933 is the foremost study. In his effort to move away
from a romanticized and Turnerian view of western American history,
Spence tended to naturalize the role and the rise of engineers in the
mining industry. Consequently, Spence glossed over the dramatic
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struggles around the emergence of the engineer and the contributions
of other groups within the industry. In other words,what Spence and
other western historians have depicted as a smooth and inevitable "rise"
of the mining engineer was actually a series of contests for power among
a variety of groups.· In Arizona's copper industry, the role of the engineer as expert and as' manager was contested: engineers, foremen, and
workers engaged in a complicated struggle for meanings and for power.
This struggle engaged race~ gender, and class ideplogies. 5
My work expands upon previous studies by U.S. social, western
American, and labor historians by extending the breadth of causal factors that shaped social and power relations. While class and profession
were central categories, I argue that these class and professional locations were themselves constituted and fortified by racial and gender
categories.
In examining the ways in which engineers were a racialized category,
I engage recent scholarship regarding the historical construction of
whiteness. David Roediger's study of antebellum white working class
men's construction of "whiteness" vis-a-vis their notion of "blackness"
is the foremost work in this new area of study. I indirectly explore middle
class white men's construction of their whiteness primarily in relation to
what they conceived of as "Mexican." Roediger's work and this essay
thus offer regional variations of the larger historical construction of
whiteness. 6
Finally, I rely on discursive use oflanguage. Western American historians often discuss ideology or myth independent of the social and
material context in which they existed. In this essay, I assume that the
ideological and the material are dialectically connected and are constructed within the same historical context.' I attempt to demostrate how
ideological categories such as race, class, and gender are used to shape
and disguise social relations. In the case of Anglo-American, middle
class engineers in Arizona, these categories established the foundations for their attempts to position themselves as experts and managers
in the industry.
The category of "expert" was central to the contests for power within
the western mining industry. Engineers positioned themselves as "experts," vital to the industry. They depicted themselves and their work in
masculine, heroic terms. Recent scholarship in the. history of
professionalization and of gender has demonstrated the importance of
notions of manhood in the emergence of, for example, the legai profession. 8 Anglo-American mining engineers exhibited similar patterns. They
wrote many of the earliest accounts of western mining, and in those
histories they positioned themselves at the center, as driving forces in
the industry's development. One of the principle purveyors of the engi-
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neers' importancewas T. A. Rickard, a mining engineer, journalist, and
historian. Rickard was instrumental in conceptualizing the engineer as
the new mining hero, supplanting the skilled working class,miner. 9
Rickard's belief in the importance of mining engineers infuses his
technical writings with a sense of gravity and nobility. In a technical
.presentation of new mining technology, Rickard moves beyond a strict
rendering of information, noting that something of "such momentous
importance ... deservers] to be considered historically."lo His reader
might reasonably expect a historical overview of outdated methods previously employed to accomplish the same purpose-but Rickard's "historical" treatment instead turns to Herodotus' account of how to retrieve
gold from mud and the story of Jason and the Argonauts capturing gold
with fleece. By juxtaposing engineers and their achievements with great
mythic figures of western civilization, Rickard casts a golden light on
engineers, portraying them as victorious, modern-day versions of classical heroes. These allusions to classical myths place engineers within a
larger cultural context-implicit in which are racial and gender categories. hi this heroic role, engineers saw themselves as leaders not only of
industry, but of society and of civilization as welLII
In positioning themselves as heroes, engineers relied on ideas about
science and technology emerging at the turn of the century. David Noble,
in his book America by Design, shows how engineers in science-based
industries cultivated social prestige and power by heralding the banner
of "science." While mining engineers were in a craft-based field, they
made similar assertions, contrary to Noble's argument. 12 These engineers proclaimed their expertise by asserting their heroic mastery of the
science and technology of mining. William F. Staunton, a prominent Arizona engineer, wrote: "To some people,a smelter is simply a noisy, dirty
mess, to be got away from the soonest possible moment; but to me it is
a place ofjoy-symbolic of the control by men of great creative forces." ()
Here engineering has an almost religious quality, though it is cloaked in
science and rationality. Staunton clearly implies that those like himself
who could master these forces were superior to ordinary men.
In many respects, mining engineers fit the profile depicted by Noble;
they posited themselves as experts, as masters of science, and therefore
as leaders of society. Staunton's quote, however, suggests an important
distinction between mining engineers and the science-based engineers
of Noble's study. Mining engineers, unlike chemical and electrical engineers, had to position themselves in relation to skilled workers who had
long been the mainstay of mining industries. Engineers were part of a
profound transformation of the social relations of production in the mining industry, an industry in which skilled miners had long held the leading role. This fact complicated engineers' efforts to position themselves
as experts. 14
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In defining t~emselves vis-A-vis skilled miners, engineers at times
claimed for themselves the title of "miner." In essence, they hoped to
· acquire positive features of traditional craft miners for themselves.
Rickard's depiction of United Verde Extension (UVX), one of the leading
Arizona companies, shows such an attempt. In 1911, Dr. James S. Dou- .
glas of Phelps Dodge fame, and other engineers, personally invested in
mines in Jerome, Arizona. Together they sank $275,OOOinto exploration,
until they discovered profitable ore in 1914. Describing Douglas, Rickard
declares the engineer the real champion of the UVX proj~ct, but not as
an engineer. Rather, he describes Douglas as a miner: "It requires courage, the grit of real miner, to go through with an adventure such as the
UVX." In calling Douglas a "miner," Rickard equates the engineer's investment of money and skill with the physical labor and skill oftraditional hardrock miners. Claiming the appellation of "miner," Rickard draws
a firm class distinction between the old and new miner through his emphasis on the large personal monetary investment. Futhermore, Rickard
adds, "Mining is a calling of peculiar dignity." IS Rickard presents Douglas and his fellow engineers as the new mining heroes.
In his effort to elevate engineers, Rickard disregarded the role of
workers in his UVX account. This omission points to the dilemma skilled
miners posed to mining engineers, struggling to define themselves. Miners had skills that continued to be vital to the industry, which made it all
· the more difficult-and necessary-for engineers to distinguish themselves.Spence notes that engineers depicted miners as stale, inflexible,
and resistant to change and innovation. Mining engineers, iIi contrast,
were able to "initiate and adapt." 16
Dr. Douglas' own professional history is evidence of the struggle
between engineers and miners over expertise. Despite Douglas' triumph
with the UVX, his career achievements were not always illustrious. During the mid-1880s, the Copper Queen Consolidated Copper Company,
one of Arizona's foremost mining companies, nearly went bankrupt several times when Dr. Douglas and his fellow engineers failed to locate ore
bodies. One of the most valuable ore bodies eluded Douglas, but not the
men in his employ. Wes Howell, a miner and foreman, disobeyed the
· orders of management and secretly sent a crew of miners into a tunnel
where the managers thought no ore existed. The crew had so much faith
in Howell's "sixth sense" that they worked without pay, knowing that
unless new ore was discovered the company would fail. Howell's intuition and know-how paid off when his crew found an ore body large
enough to keep the company in operation for years. 17 This incident reveals how tenuous were engineers' bluster that they alone were the
experts. Rickard omits the event from his heroic biography of Douglas.
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Much of the discourse in which engineers distinguished themselves
from miners emphasized the engineer's role as a manager. The ability to
"handle" workers became a defining element of expertise and management. This reflects their work sitution: much of the day-to-day work
performed by mining engineers was not as technical experts, but as managers. Their jobs as managers included a wide variety of financial, administrative and technical tasks. Their central chore, however, was
overseeing workers. Managers endeavored to master the workmen under their charge and to assume control and authority. Therefore, the
ability to handle miners became a basis of self-definition.
In the Arizona copper industry, struggles over the role and position
of the engineer took on racialized notions, particularly in light of
Arizona's diverse copper workforce. From 1880 to 1920, Arizona's copper workforce increasingly became more ethnically Mexican as more
Mexican and Mexican-American men gained access tojobs in the industry. 18 This "Mexicanization" occurred for a number of reasons. The development and expansion of the copper industry required large numbers
of workers, and Mexico was one obvious source of labor. Meanwhile,
during the 191Os, European immigration to the United States slowed and,
with the advent of World War I, ceased. Finally, the economic and political disruption of the Mexican Revolution, from 1910 to 1920, pushed
skilled and unskilled Mexican nationals out of that country and into
border states of the United States.
The increased participation of ethnic Mexican men occurred in different degrees. In southeastern Arizona, specifically the Clifton-Morenci
district, Mexican and Mexican-American men had been the mainstay of
the mining workforce since the 1870s. From that time through the 1920s
they composed eighty percent of the workforce, with the remainder being Anglo-American and southern and eastern European immigrant men.
Ethnic Mexican men also predominated in the Ray copper district, located in southern Arizona. Anglo working-class men, however, predominated in the other major Arizona copper districts, Bisbee-Douglas,
Globe-Miami, and Jerome-Clarkdale, respectively located in southern,
central, and northern Arizona. During the first two decades of the twentieth century, large numbers of ethnic Mexican men joined them, eventually becoming approximately twenty-five percent percent of those work
forces. Southern and eastern European immigrant men also made up a
significant proportion of these workforces. 19
Despite the varied degree of participation by Mexican and MexicanAmerican working class men, there were some practices related to "Mexican labor" in Arizona. Mexican and Mexican-American workers
throughout Arizona were poorly paid. Employers took advantage of the
poor economic and political conditions in Mexico by paying these men,
as well as women, low wages. Moreover, southwestern employers prac-
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ticed a "dual wage system" under which ethnic Mexicans, regardless of
their nationality, received lower wages than Anglos for the same work.
In Clifton-Morenci, ethnic Mexican men held a range of positions from
skilled miner to unskilled laborer. While excluded from trade and supervisory positions, they were not limited to unskilled work as was common
in other Arizona mining towns. 20
The material significance of the dual wage system is obvious: lowpaid Mexican workers underwrote the expansion of the mining industry,
building railroads, mills, smelters, mining and processing copper, and
providing maintenance and other support services. The achievements
and "expertise" of Arizona's mining engineers were thus linked to the
use of low-paid ethnic Mexican men. The dual wage system and the
availability of these workers were "the cushion upon which inexperienced managers relied to absorb losses incurred by poor mining judgment," according to Joseph F. Park, an Arizona historian. 21 Even the
Engineering and Mining Journal questioned engineers and managers'
judgement, acknowledging that "cheap labor" enabled them to speculate. In a study of the Bisbee copper district, the author of a 1904 article
wrote, "Some of the companies that have been exploring Bisbee have
been 'experted' from the front porch of the Copper Queen hotel, where
there are good chairs and a comfortable place for one's feet. "22 Engineers, as suggested, relied more upon the work and skills of "cheap
labor" than on their technical or managerial expertise.
The ideological significance of the dual wage system and the
"Mexicanization" of the industry is pivotal to the construction of engineers as experts. In their professional journals, engineers discussed at
great length the tendencies, Characteristics, and employment of "Mexican labor." That frequently used term represents a racialized, gendered,
and classed understanding of Mexican working class men. 23 The common thread throughout such discussions asserts that "Mexican labor"
needed to be managed, controlled, and directed. Such depictions of
Mexican working class men invested Anglo-American middle class engineers with an aura of expertise. Engineers' conceptions of "Mexican
labor" established their own roles as "handlers" oflabor. Moreover, the
hierarchial relationship between these two groups was often naturalized: the control of Mexican laborers by Anglo managers was frequently
said to be,rooted in shortcomings in the Mexican "race" and strengths
of the usually unmarked Anglo "race."
Central to discussions of "Mexican labor" was the notion that Mexican working class men were infinitely malleable. An October 1904 issue
of Leslie s Weekly describes Mexican workers as the backbone of the
labor force in Clifton-Morenci: "Mexican laborers are largely employed
because they work much [more] cheaply than the white laborer and are
easier to handle. "24 In 1911, the Engineering and Mining Journal char-
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acterized Mexicans as "a simple-minded people, a~customed for generations to conditions not far removed from actual servitude and who have
not yet learned to act on their own initiative. "2S Such depictions were
also gendered. Essayists in the engineering journals imbued Mexican
working class men with less-than-manly qualities. They were depicted
as childlike, emotional, and in need of goverance: "The Mexican workman intellectually is a child. He is governed by emotion rather than by
reason. He does not bother to think about what does not immediately
affect him. As a rule he is not hard to please and to satisfy."26 Mexican
men also supposedly lacked the masculine ability to protect themselves
even in the face of unjust treatment: "In showing this resentment they
often do not take the direct and straightforward course of protesting to
their boss, or patron, against the injustice, and giving their r~asons.
They fail to adopt this obvious and manly way of endeavoring to secure
redress. "27
According to these characterizations, Mexican working class men
welcomed being "handled": "He even has a strong feeling of loyalty to a
boss who appeals to him as being the real thing, that is, whom he can
respect and look up to."28 In this construction of "Mexican labor" the'
Anglo middle class manager and engineer played the role of leader and
general: the man who provided the expertise and who organized labor.
One manager wrote: "Great things have been accomplished with this
labor by those who understand and can direct it. Napoleon's maxim that
an army of sheep led by a lion is better than an army of lions led by a
sheep ... holds good. "29
In their professional journals, engineers and managers shared advice on howto handle Mexican men. One writer warned managers against
ever treating Mexican working class men as equals:
The Mexican workman will misunderstand an attitude of.
social equality toward him ... he cannot be your equal;
he must either be your superior or your inferior. Treat
him justly and kindly, but never with familiarity, for if
you do you will not only lose his respect, but you will
spoil him as a workman. He will regard this treatment as
an evidence of weakness and fear, and will endeavor to
become your master. In his eyes your attitude will be a
confession of weakness and inferiority.30
This discouraged Anglo middle class managers from rethinking or transgressing the social boundaries among classes and races of men. The
warning implied that such transgressions reduce the Anglo
middle~class man to the racial subordinate and rob him of his manhood
in the process.

.
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While some articles depicted the ability to handle Mexican working
men as a skill to be learned, most presented it as an innate quality of
Anglo middle class men. In either case, handling "Mexican labor" was a
test of a manager's skill in a way that managing white workers was not:
The Anglo-Saxon laborer will maintain his standard of
work under poor leadership, but the Mexican rapidly
deteriorates. Real leadership implies a superiority-superiority in patience, knowledge, courtesy, tact, refinement, force, and courage. Character is the grandest
thing, it is the basis of all achievement. Different types
of men are successful in controlling Mexican labor, but
whatever the type, it must be genuine. Any false note
will have a bad effect on discipline. They respect the
quiet and refined type of superior who has the air and
manner of a gentleman and who possesses a confident
way of directing them. 31
This quote marks the Anglo managers' class and race with notions of
"character," "refinement," "courtesy," and "tact," while still retaining
more physical attributes such as "force" and "courage." The AngloAmerican middle class man, because of his social status and refinement,
was best suited to manage. 32 Similarly, Anglo middle class managers'
constructions of Mexican labor "marked" Mexican working class men's
race by attributing supposed characteristics to their race:
To understand the Mexican workman-and without understanding there can be no real success in directing
him-one must go back to his racial origin. Half of the
population of Mexico is pure Indian.... The mass of the
people, and nearly all of the laboring class, show general Indian characteristics. 33
These passages racialize power relations between Anglo middle class
managers and ethnic Mexican working class men. The writer asserts that
subservience is inherent in the latter's racial makeup; by extension, that
assertion invests the "unmarked" racial category of the managers-their
"whiteness"-with an inherent proficiency in leadership. Because these
constructions of Anglo engineers and "Mexican labor" are so thoroughly
raced and gendered, it is difficult to extricate racial ideologies from those
of gender. Indeed, I would argue that these categories are inseparablethey help to constitute each other. Depictions of race are themselves
gendered, just as depictions of gender are always within a racialized
context.
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While the articles in mining engineers' professional journals uniformly agreed that Mexican working class men needed to be "handled,"
they offered varying asssessments of Mexican working class men's intellectual abilities and skills. Some engineers and managers wrote that
Mexican men lacked intelligence and skill, often attributing that deficiency to their race. Others recognized a range of skills and the ability to
learn new ones. This suggests that depicting Mexican working class
men as unskilled and lacking in intelligence was less crucial to managers
than positioning them as needing a "handler."
Of course, these ideological concepts had very concrete material
consequences: "handling men" meant, in part, having the power to hire,
to fire, and to profit from another's labor. Furthermore, these beliefs lent
credence to the economic pattern of the dual wage system. These ideological constructions of race and gender masked and naturalized power
relations.
These constructions of Mexican working class men also served to
delegitimize their defiance 'of managers' assumptions of power and their
resistance to practices such as the dual wage system. Referring to these
male workers as "emotional" and to their resistance as "resentment,"
managers presented Mexican working class men's actions as irrational,
childlike tantrums instead of strategies for empowerment. That Anglo
managers needed to address and undercut Mexican men's actions suggests a power struggle.
In the workplace, engineers attempted to shape laboring men's work
habits and cultures by restructuring them according to company needs.
Copper managers tried to assert authority over workers both on and off
the job; issues included turnover, length of the workday, work pace, use
of new technology, and drinking. Workers, however, challenged this authority even though managers had at their disposal the power to hire
and fire.
The size of mining operations-in terms of physical layout and number of employees-further complicated managers' attempts to assert au~
thority. Copper production necessitated economy of scale. In Arizona,
the leading companies operated a score of mines, mills, and smelters,
and employed thousands of workers. The Clifton-Morenci district's largest companies, Arizona Copper, Detroit Copper, and Shannon Copper,
employed over 10,000 men at the height of World War I. No manager
could "handle" all of these workers. Therefore, they relied on a network
of lower-level Anglo supervisors to control workers' behaviors.
Much of the responsibility of exerting company authority fell to
foremen: Anglo working class men experienced as skilled miners, but
whose job was to supervise other workers. That cadre of lower-level
supervisors was responsible for the day-to-day supervision of all workers, including tradesmen and miners. In personal contact with workers,
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those foremen issued orders and attempted to regulate men's work habits. Making rounds through the mines and mills, they supervised workers, reprimanding or firing men caught not working or violating company
rules. Copper managers relied upon foremen as part of the broader industrial transformation of social relations of production during the first
two decades of the twentieth century.34 While the tendency within United
States labor historyis to view this managerial structure as whole and
cohesive, my work shows otherwise. In the western mining industry,
the managerial structure was another site of struggle between managers
and foremen. Foremen were managers' means of asserting control over
workers, and although managers were dependent upon foremen, they
did not want to relinquish authority. Foremen had many years ofpractical experience as skilled miners-more than engineers or managers. Foremen had their own notions of expertise and authority, beliefs which were
often positioned as superior to managers. Managers thus had to control others' control.
In their professional journals, engineers and managers discussed,
and at times debated, the qualities that made a good foreman. At the
heart of these discussions were issues of character, workplace authority, interpersonal relationships, and notions of manhood. In 1906, the
Mining and Scientific Press ran a series of letters and articles about the
foreman, the last of which, taken from a handbook written by Ernest
McCullough, described the ideal foreman. McCullough's expectations
of a foreman were high: he must be knowledgeable of and have experience in all aspects of mining and also be a "master" of men. According
to McCullough, the foreman makes the company profit; therefore, a good
foreman should be given complete control over laboring men and daily
operations. The manager's role then would be to monitor closely the
foreman's performance, as indicated by revenues, and fire him if he lost
money or be·came too familiar with the workers. According to
McCullough, good foremen were, unfortunately, as "scarce as the proverbial hen's teeth."lS
The bulk of the McCullough article was devoted to circumscribing
interpersonal relationships among managers, foremen, and workers. The
ruin of a foreman was to get too close to "his" men; a foreman should
not listen to men's troubles, especially not "family troubles." A foreman
should assert his authority and his manhood by showing that he has
"no patience with a man who is continually voicing his hard luck and
troubles." A foreman should be called "Mister" and should never socialize with his men: "If he is generally called by his first name by his
men, and is found to go with the crowds to the nearest saloon at quitting
time, it is doubtful if he ever gets,the best results from the men under
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him." Respect was the only legitimate feeling for a foreman to inspire in
his workers; any kind of affection, camaraderie, or love was a sign of a
bad foreman.)6
Overtly relying upon notions of manhood, McCullough similarly
proscribed personal relationships between foremen and managers. While
he suggested that the scarcity of a good foreman would make a manager
want to befriend the man, McCullough strongly warned against crossing that boundary: "an appreciative pat on the back goes to the head
like champagne." His comment implies that affection or appreciation ruined proper relationships among grades or classes of men and destroyed
the manhood of the subordinate by making him light-headed or giddy.
McCullough used notions of manhood to denote proper authority and
control within the workplace.
Taking great exception to McCullough's remarks, a letter writer,
"Miner," utilized his own notions of manhood to define the role of a
foreman and relations among these two types of Anglo mining men.
"Miner" challenged McCullough's desire to restrict interpersonal relations by describing his ideal foreman in quite different terms: "The best
foreman of a mine I ever knew was illiterate, not much of a worker himself, yet he knew how; he would hob-nob and drink with anyone, and get
drunk too; but he could handle men, and distribute labor to advantage,
he was very successful as a foreman." This letter suggests a very different sense of relations among mining men, one built upon camaraderie
and personal relations rather than depersonalized control.
"Miner" agreed that McCullough's idealized foreman had greater
knowledge of mining than any manager could. Whereas McCullough
firmly established the subservience of this idealized foreman to his manager, "Miner" argued that such a foreman's superior knowledge should
place him above his manager. In words laden with sarcasm, "Miner"
critiqued McCullough's idealization:
[McCullough's foreman] was a perfect paragon, a blending of angel and tyrant, a philosopher and diplomat, he
must take his whisky alone.... It is a foregone conclusion that such a man would not remain a foreman. He
would rise? Why? Because there is more pay higher up,
with generally, less knowledge of the business required
than the foreman possess[es] . . . . No wonder such
forem[e]n are scarce as hen's teeth.)7
"Miner" rejects McCullough's assumption that a manager who knows
less about the business than his subordinates should nonetheless retain his position, status, and profit. He insists that the more knowledgeable foreman would of course rise into a job that paid more money and
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required less knowledge. "Miner's" heavy sarcasm makes his larger meaning somewhat harder to pin down, but he appears to mock the class
distinctions that force foremen to remain in positions subordinate to
managers who know a great deal less than they do. Where McCullough
referred to champagne, for example, "Miner" talks about whiskey, and
his own paragon is illiterate rather than a "philosopher and diplomat,"
happy to "drink with anyone" rather than the type "who must take his
whiskey alone." "Miner's" biting remarks point to the fact that, by the
turn of the century, it was class and professional boundaries, rather
than expertise, that placed managers over foremen.
These ideological constructions had material significance in the social relations of the mining industry. In Arizona's copper towns, managers' attempts to assert their expertise and control bred conflict. In 1903,
1915, and 1917, tensions in Clifton-Morenci engendered large strikes. In
the summer of 1917, miners across the state went out on strike. That fall
President Woodrow Wilson's Mediation Commission, established to
mediate wartime labor conflicts, held hearings in Clifton-Morenci because of the protracted strike and the need for copper during the war. 38
The records of the Clifton-Morenci hearings provide a unique window
into social relations in the industry. Conflict reigned as Anglo managers, Anglo foremen, and ethnic Mexican miners struggled for power. The
hearings demonstrate that managers' attempts to expand their control
over workers had precipitated the massive walkout.
While Anglo managers looked to Anglo foremen to impose order
upon the predominantly ethnic Mexican workforce, that supervisory hierarchy was itself riddled with confli.ct. Upper- and lower-level Anglo
supervisors argued over who should be managing workers. In testimony
before the commission, three copper foremen portrayed both
labor-management relations and intra-management relations as muddled.
Directing their complaints equally against workers and managers, these
men argued that they themselves were the mining men most capable of
exercising authority at the point of production.
Arizona Copper Company foreman H. P. Hill complained that efficiency at the mines suffered because he and other foremen were not
given enough authority to maintain discipline over men, even in the
simple yet dangerous task of handling powder magazines. 39 Ultimately
blaming upper-level managers, Hill complained that working men left
dynamite in their stopes at the end of shifts even though magazines,
located at the entrance of the mines, existed for extra charges. As foreman, howev~r, Hill had no authority to fire men who repeatedly broke
this rule; company managers had reinstated workers and shift bosses
whom he had dismissed. 40
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Lee Lawhead described similar tensions between lower-level supervisors and company managers. He reported that the latter often disregarded the suggestions of foremen and shift bosses when making
decisions. According to Lawhead, the workplace lacked discipline because company managers did not uphold foremen's decisions. Perceiving power relations in terms of "us" and "them," Lawhead complained,
"[There is] a grievance committee here, but they [the managers] have
overruled everything we do; they are always right and we are always
wrong. "41 Lawhead and Hill argued that foremen knew work situations
firsthand and thus should have the authority to enforce measures in the
. Clifton-Morenci copper operations. They depicted copper managers, in
contrast, as men preoccupied with wartime profit margins and labor shortages; according to Lawhead, "we have been the [scape]goats all the
way through. "42
Just as racial ideologies informed managers' sense of their own expertise, they shaped Anglo foremen's assertions of authority over ethnic Mexican workers. Across the state, ethnic Mexicans suffered more
severe abuse from Anglo foremen than did other workers. Charles E.
Witesman, a lower-level supervisor, told a federal investigator that
"Mexicans are treated brutally, being abused bodily by the foreman."43
Physical violence and abusive treatment by Anglo foremen against ethnic Mexican workers added to the strife in Clifton-Morenci. Workers
countered such treatment, often collectively: in one instance, when an
Anglo foreman put a hot lamp on an ethnic Mexican worker's bare back,
a wildcat action erupted. 44
Wildcat strikes were one way ethnic Mexican men resisted lowerand upper-level supervisors' attempts to control them. Between January
1916 and July 1917, ethnic Mexican men conducted at least sixteen wildcat strikes in the Clifton-Morenci district. These job actions usually
involved between several dozen to several hundred men. Most often
they were staged to protest low wages and abusive actions. On one
occasion, ethnic Mexican men in the converter department of the smelter
went on strike because the company hired an Anglo man as supervisor
instead of promoting one of them. In another instance, several men went
on strike after a shift boss physically assaulted a mucker who had quit
working before the end of the shift. 4S
Faced with a strife-ridden managerial hierarchy and persistent resistance by his ethnic Mexican workers, Arizona Copper Company manager Norman Carmichael took drastic steps to bolster his control. In
1916, he called on Anglo .timbermen to take on supervisory duties.
Carmichael granted the Anglo timbermen power to oversee co-workers
whenever foremen and shift bosses were not present. 46 This strategy
decentralized managerial authority at a time when the tendency across
United States industries was toward the centralization of power. The
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racial and social context of the Southwest made Carmichael's order seem
logical; in his enlistment of Anglo timbermen, he relied upon racial hierarchies to bolster managerial authority.
This attempt to assert control produced more conflict. Ethnic Mexican men not only rejected the alleged authority of Anglo timbermen, but
also disputed Carmichael 'sauthority to designate Anglo timbermen as
their bosses. Wildcat strikes flourished, many triggered by Anglo
timbermen giving orders to ethnic Mexican miners. Opposition to
Carmichael's move led to the murder of one timberman. 47 Superintendent
Carmichael complained to the President's Mediation Commission that
these wildcat actions had become so prevalent that the word strikitos
(little strikes) was commonly heard in the community;48
Carmichael's repeated efforts to assert control betrayed his lack of
authority andprovoked increasing discord. On 28 June 1917, he issued a
multi-page statement to all workers; of particular note are his words
about timbermen:
The giving of directions by timbermen has been, and is
being, bitterly resented by other workers in the [stopes]
on the supposition that the timberman has no jurisdiction or authority over them. A timberman, Jim Maggi,
was murdered and thrown down a ladderway by a miner
who resented his instructions. Other timbermen have
been intimidated by the open threats that they would
get "the same as Jim Maggi got" .... It is necessary for
the safety and efficiency of the work that this authority
should be delegated to the timbermen and acknowledged
by the men working with him. 49
As Carmichael again publicly granted Anglo timbermen the authority to
give orders and supervise other men, ethnic Mexican workers repudiated his claim to bestow such powers, Two days following Carmichael's
letter, 10,000 Clifton-Morenci miners went out on strike.
Although ethnic Mexican men composed over eighty percent of the
Clifton-Morenci workforce, the President's Mediation Commission permitted only two to testify. C. A. Vargas was an officer in the local union
as well as a strike leader; he also served as the secretary of Arizona
Copper Company's General Grievance Committee. His testimony on management intervention in the workplace contrasts sharply with depictions given by foremen. Vargas told the commission that complaints
about abusive Anglo foremen kept the committee busy. While the committee was able to settle some of the grievances, whenever a complaint
reached the manager, the ethnic Mexican worker lost regardless of the
evidence. Vargas argued that foremen who engaged in abusive behavior
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should be dimissed. He accused the company manager of using grievances to fire union men. His testimony challenged Anglo foremen's presumptions that they should control ethnic Mexican workers, and Vargas
denounced the means by which they· asserted their power. $0
Vargas' testimony posed a powerful challenge to Anglo middle class
managers' positions as leaders. Indeed, he proposed a different notion
of what qualifies one for "manhood" when he stated that the district's
company managers did not act "honorably." He noted that in 1916,
Carmichael and the other managers had promised federal mediators that
they would adjust wages for men working on contracts, but they had yet
to fulfill that promise. Sl
Vargas also rejected Anglo managers as "handlers." Contrary to the
many articles concerning "Mexican Labor" discussed above, Vargas insisted that he and the thousands of men behind him did not seek or
require that kind of treatment:
We have no satisfactory way of adjusting a grievance ..
. . The general managers take the stand that he is the
supreme power and if his word is not satisfactory to us
we can strike. We don't want to strike over one or two
men so we passed it up. That is the reason we do not
have any relief. S2
Vargas also asserted that ethnic Mexican men had appropriate leadership in the form of their own local union. He placed the blame for the
strikes on attempts by Anglo foremen and managers to assume excessive and dishonorable power.
Despite the fact that Clifton-Morenci had remained quiet and peaceful during the strike, members of the President's Mediation Commission
viewed ethnic Mexican work~rs as violent and out of control. The commissioners repeatedly raised the specter of Mexican men overrunning
the district. They believed that unacceptable behavior by Mexicans was
at the root of problems in the district. S3 In their questioning of Vargas,
the Anglo commission members focused on what was, to them, an unacceptable level of strike activity, rather than on foremen and managers'
actions. They questioned whether Vargas' union or another organization could really "inflict discipline" on the Mexicans. Members of the
commission repeatedly asked whether these "boys" could be controlled. $4
Commissioner Spangler stated, "One of the troubles here is that you
have had seventeen big and little strikes. You haven't union methods to
discipline the boys. They do not pay any attention to you, they do as
they please."ss The commissioners' perceptions-their concern with vio-.
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lence, their preoccupation with control, and their assumption that any
action by ethnic Mexican workers was out of control-were permeated
with racial ideologies~
In response, Vargas refuted assertions by Anglo middle class managers, foremen, and commissioners that ethnic Mexican men on strike
were necessarily "out of control." In a particulary heated exchange,
Vargas contested the idea that when Mexican working class men stood
up for themselves they were "causing trouble." Furthermore, Vargas rejected the notion that the union was supposed to "discipline" its members-that it was anything other than an extension of the men
themselves. He insisted that the men were taking reasonable and appropriate steps through the union to improve their work and living conditions, and that for doing so they were unjustly deemed radical and "out
of control":
Now, for the last twenty-five years the men in this district have been good workers. They have always depended on their work. Now, since we were organized in
1915, why every man has taken some position as an officer in the union, [but) according to [the copper companies) he is a dynamiter or an I. W. W., or he is
everything bad.... No men are causing trouble; we are
just looking after the men to see that things are right.'6
To Vargas, his union provided a voice to workers, not a means of controlling them. Moreover, he identified the cause of the conflict as Anglo
managers' attempts at complete control and their betrayal of promises
regarding work conditions and wages. Above all, Vargas' testimony challenged the notion that ethnic Mexican working class men wanted and
needed to be led by Anglo men.
In Clifton-Morenci, Anglo managers, Angio foremen, and ethnic
Mexican workers struggled for power and control. Racial, gender, and
class ideologies profoundly informed these conflicts. The picture of
social relations within the regional copper industry, as presented before
the President's Mediation Commission, was one of conflict rather than
order. The sheer number of wildcat strikes, the siz~ of the 1917 strike,
and the complaints by Anglo managers and foremen before the
President's Mediation Commission are testimony to ethnic Mexican men's
resistance to "handling" by Anglo men.
At the behest of the commissioners, the Clifton-Morenci workers
went back to their jobs and awaited a ruling by the commission. The
decision ultimately' estabiished another company-controlled grievance
committee while failing to respond to workers' grievances about abuse
(
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and wages. The commissioners' failure to address the concerns expressed
by Vargas is suggestive of the extent to which racial,gender, and class
ideologies informed wartime labor policy.
The social relations of production in Clifton-Morenci as well as the
ideological constructions of engineer, manager, foreman, and miner were
more complex and conflict-ridden than the Gassy Thompson story which
opened this essay would suggest. That vignette posits a vision of social relations that obscured tensions and struggles as much as engineers' writings did, although in different ways. As I have argued, the
position of mining engineers was a contested site. In both ideological
and social realms, other men in the mining industry"-specificaIIy Anglo
foremen and ethnic Mexican miners-disputed Anglo middle class engineers' claims to expertise, claims based on knowledge and especially on
the ability to "handle" working men.
Gassy's triumph over his manager offers ajub~lant and gleeful conclUSion for traditional miriers-a conclusion quite different from the
transformation taking place in the social relations of production at the
time. The story offers a benign version of the labor-management struggle
in the industry. In the vignette, Gassy does challenge the role of the
engineer, both in terms o{his expertise and his management abilities.
This challenge, however, goes uncontested.· Given the history of the
"strikitos," as well as the huge 1917 strike in Clifton-Morenci, it is clear
that this tale takes the conflict out of labor-management struggles. The
story presents the worker as having evaded his duties, as opposed to
having legitimate complaints or demands. It then ends with the worker
having achieved a simple victory by hoodwinking the manager. The resolution is neat, not conflict-ridden. The appellation "old-timer" does acknowledge the ultimate demise of the traditional miner. It presents it as
an inevitable and uncontested process; a result, perhaps, merely of old
age.
By investing men with regional identities, the narrative presents an
allegory of the larger social and power relations within the industry: the
eastern-trained manager loses against the old-time westerner. Gassy is
the figure of western ingenuity. The allegory simplifies the complex workings of capitalism by reducing them to a struggle between two regions
of the United States. Contrary to many recent historical accounts, the
industrial development of the West was not controlled by the East. Corporate interests and elites in Arizona, California, and Montana, for example, shaped this transformation.
The industrial development of Arizona involved complicated sets of
power relations; including but not limited to economics; thus the regional identification of the two characters has other implications as well.
The Gassy Thompson story depicts an encounter between two Anglo
men. Neither is specifically identified or "marked" as Anglo; their names
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and positions imply they are Anglo, while the story remains silent on
the issue of race. The vignette thus presents a contest between the
eastern outsider and the western insider. Gassy is "western" and an
"old-timer"; the story implies that he is of the region. The story grants
nativity to him, as opposed to the ethnic Mexicans who had been the
predominant workers and residents in Clifton-Morenci's mining industry since its inception. The story presents a southwestern history with;'
out ethnic Mexicans. The vignette demonstrates the workings of racial
hegemony, marking some groups as racialized and eclipsing such roles.
Much like "Mexican labor," the "Anglo foremen," and the "Anglo
manager," Gassy himself is an ideological construction that shaped and
masked social relations and struggles for power. These sets of power
relations profoundly informed the history of the mining industry and the
development of western American society.
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*1 would like to thank Debbie Elkin, Katie Gilmartin, and Chris Huggard for their
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Mining the Atom: The Cold War
Comes to the Colorado Plateau,

1948-1958
KEVIN J. FERNLUND

In the 1948 issue of Mining Year Book, a trade journal published by the
Colorado Mining Association, the editor opened with a glowing retrospective of the industry. The piece entitled, "Westward Ro," recounted
in a triumphant narrative a century of mining history, from the California Gold Rush to the ~stablishment of the western steel industry. On
this occasion, the association also declared that the "Western movement" was far from over, but wistfully acknowledged that the roughing
it days of the early prospectors had long since passed. I
That same year the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) announced
in a series of circulars that it would purchase-at a ten year guaranteed
minimum price-the uranium content of carnotite and roscoelite ores
from the Colorado Plateau. Prior to these public notices, miners received
only 35 cents a pound for uranium; after they got $3.50. 2 Coming on
the eve of the mining industry's second century in the West, this news
seemed auspicious indeed. For if anything represented the future, it was
uranium. In the years following World War Two, the atom's promise as
a new frontier of opportunity beckoned, just as the lure of other frontiers had before. 3 And with a collective m'emory that tended to recall the
political and financial rewards of past expansions, rather than the societal and environmental costs, the nation entered the Atomic Age with
little to guide it except a deeply held belief in progress.
Caught up in the optimism of the times, the U.S. Bureau of Mines
reported that, "By the end of 1946 there were some predictions that
commercial electric power from atomic prime movers was only about 5
Kevin J. Fernlund is the director of the social science division at Teikyo Loretto Heights
University in Denver, Colorado. He prepared an earlier version of this article during a
1993 Summer Seminar for College Teachers sponsored by the National Endowment for
the Humanities. He is currently editing an anthology on the Cold War American West for
the University of New Mexico Press.
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years away. "4 Besides looking ahead to a world run on this new energy,
the bureau speculated about the potential of the atom in fields as diverse as science, industry, agriculture, and medicine. Thus, the prospects of atomic energy benefiting humankind appeared very promising
in the postwar years. Anxieties over national security and the steady
deterioration of the relationship between the United States and the Soviet Union, however, suggested a very different future for nuclear power. 5
The AEC's decision to create a domestic uranium industry was but a
case in point in this dramatic turn of events.
John K. Gustafson, director of the AEC's raw materials office, recognized the need to develop the nation's uranium resources. He noted
in April 1948 that the nation imported more than three-fourths of its
ores from the Shinkolobwe mine in the Belgian Congo (Zaire).6 In the
event of another world war, even the uranium mines in Canada, which
were another important source of supply for the United States, were
deemed too faraway. Given the relatively low price of uranium on the
global market, the ten-year domestic plan that Gustafson developed
clearly made much'more strategic than economic sense. Whatever the
motive, the director's plan to achieve a degree of self-sufficiency in what
might turn out to be the raw material of the next millennium was greeted
enthusiastically by the mining interests of the Four Corners area of Utah,
Colorado, Arizona, and New Mexico, although one of their chief congressional spokesmen, Senator Edwin Johnson of Colorado, was soon
complaining about the government's "pinch-penny" prices for uranium. 7
Long before the start of the Cold War, Southwesterners had mined
uranium at various sites on the 100,000 square miles of the Colorado
Plateau-a land, or rather barrier, situated behind another barrier, the
Rocky Mountains, both of which had divided the torrent of America's
westward expansion like two great boulders in the middle of a stream.
From the standpoint of development, the Plateau, which remained difficult to negotiate well into this century, had at least one redeeming feature: its mineral secrets were relatively easy to uncover. For the geology
of this massive, but deeply eroded, block of uplifted earth was clearly
exposed, or rather, illustrated in a spectacular display of colors, ranging
from dark chocolate browns to luminous whites, including the bright
canary yellow of carnotite, a complex mineral compound containing
radium, vanadium, and uranium. s
As early as 1871, miners of the Colorado Plateau shipped limited
quantities of uranium to Europe. Uranium salts and oxides were used in
several manufacturing processes, but uranium was chiefly valued as a
colorant. Not until 1896 did scientists discover that uranium emanated
invisible rays. Two years later, Pierre and Marie Curie learned how to
separate radium, another radioactive element, from uranium pitchblend,
which was mined in Bohemia. 9
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While uranium excited scientific curiosity for decades to come, radium, which was believed to hold the cure to cancer and other ailments,
became the object of wide interest and great demand. When uranium
carnotite was found to contain radium, the hunt for the rare white metal
was extended to the Colorado Plateau. In the early 1920s, however, the
rich Katanga mines in the Belgian Congo went into operation, a development that quickly killed the American West's _radium industry. Foreign competition, in this case coming from Peru, also stifled the
vanadium industry, although only temporarily. By the mid-1930s, domestic suppliers, backed by the Reconstruction Finance Corporation,
the Bureau of Mines, and the United States Geological Survey, benefited
from a new demand for this steel-hardening agent. Orders increased soon
thereafter when the United States military armed itself in the fight against
.
the Axis powers. IO
The war dramatically accelerated the production of.many of the
West's minerals, such as copper, lead, chrome, zinc, molybdenum, manganese, and mercury. Uranium was also on the list of strategic minerals.
Not until after the war, however, did the public learn that tiranium was a
key material in the Manhattan Project, a two billion dollar atomic research and weapons production complex under the direction of Major
General Leslie R.Groves, United States Army Corps of Engineers. 1I
Significant amounts of uranium were known to exist in the tailings
left over from the operations of two of the Colorado Plateau's major
vanadium producers-Vanadium Corporation of America as well as U.S.
Vanadium Corporation and Union Mines Development Corporation,
both of which were subsidiaries of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation. Lieutenant Philip C. Leahy, stationed in Grand Junction, Colorado,
was one of the officers assigned the job of recovering as much "green
sludge" as possible from these tailings. Leahy could not have performed
this task wi thout the advice of local mining experts such as Blair Burwell,
who had previous experience in the radium and vanadium industries. 12
The secret work of the Manhattan Project, which had centered
around the activities of a brilliant group of European and American scientists at Los Alamos, New Mexico, led to the detonation of an atomic
device on 16 July 1945. By 6 August, an American B-29 dropped this
revolutionary weapon on the Japanese city of Hiroshima; three days
later Nagasaki met with the same fate. These attacks instantly killed over
180,000 civilians; thousands more died in the aftermath. This awesome
demonstration of power and loss of life surprised Japan, despite President Harry S Truman's warnings, and convinced the war-torn, but defi- .
ant, empire to accept the Allied terms of surrender. 1J .
One of the effects of keeping the development of the atomic bomb
a closely guarded secret-was the tremendous strengthening of authority
in the United States, be it governmental, military, or scientific. For in
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"harnessing the basic power of the universe," as Truman put it, to bring
a long and costly war to a close, the nation's leaders had proven almost
Olympian in ability and sense of purpose.1 4 Nowhere would this new
and urihealthy trust of power become more evident than in the American West.
During the ensuing Cold War, westerners accepted virtually without question the need for a military-industrial complex, which, in no
small part, had already been built-up in the war against Germany and
Japan. IS With all of its many bases, command centers, proving grounds,
training schools, nuclear test sites, bombing ranges, missile fields, arsenals, laboratories, weapons plants, naval yards, and strategic mining
sites, the West became, in effect, the front line in the forty-year standoff between the United States and Soviet Union. As a result of this extensive military activity, the lands of the American West, in relation to
the rest of the country, bore a disproportionate environmental impact.
The pollution and cleanup problems at Rocky Flats Weapons Plant outside Denver, Colorado, or at the atomic reactors and plutonium plants
in the Richland-Hanford area of Washington, are but two examples of
the environmental damage that will be problematic for decades, perhaps
...
centuries. 16
Of course, a commitment of this magnitude was not made in a re_
gional vacuum. National fears of internal betrayal and preoccupations
with international crises disturbed the American West as much as any
other part of the country. These anxieties were especially acute during
the tense and uncertain time between Gustafson's announcemeht of the
AEC's uranium procurement plan in 1948 and President Dwight D.
Eisenhower's initiation of the Atoms for Peace program and his signing
of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, in which private industry and other
countries were invited to participate in the peaceful development of
nuclear power. 17
At the start of this difficult period, the United States began testing a
new generation of atomic weapons during exercises code named Operation Sandstone. These tests were conducted on the faraway Eniwetok
Atoll, in the Marshall Islands. The United States then took the far-reaching step of reactivating the Selective Service System. On the other side
of the world, Communists staged a coup in Czechoslovakia and imposed
a blockade on West Berlin, which Truman countered with a ten-month
airlift of supplies. The next year the North Atlantic TreatyOrganization
was established, tying America's defenses to Western Europe's, a move
the Soviet Union countered by detonating its own atomic device a few
months later. Then, Communists seized power in one of America's old
missionary fields-China. With these developments in Asia, the struggle
against communism became global.
o
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To regain the military and political advantage in this potentially dangerousstruggle, Truman escalated the arms race on 31 January 1950 by
ordering the development of a hydrogen bomb. This decision was followed by a momentous shift in American foreign policy. In April, the
United States assumed the burden of defending the free world. Like the
Republican Party of the 1850s, which opposed the extension of slavery
to the western territories, the National Security Council urged a halt to
the further spread of Communism. This new policy of containment was
tested two months later when North Korea invaded South Korea. True
to its word, the United States entered the war under the auspices ofthe
United Nations. In October 1950, the AEC initiated an ambitious expansion program that enlarged and strengthened each link in the production chain, from the procurement of uranium to the preparation,
manufacture, and final use of fissionable materials. IS
At the same time America was making these global commitments,
fears· of subversion mounted at home. In this regard, various events included the revival of the House Un-American Activities Committee, the
trials of Alger Hiss, the growing use ofred-baiting in politics, Truman's
federal loyalty program, the passage of the McCarran Internal Security
Act, blacklisting, the Klaus Fuchs-Rosenberg case, and the intimidations of Joseph McCarthy. As Eisenhower stated in November 1952,
approximately a year after the explosion of the first thermonuclear device, "Actually we see threats coming from all angles, internal and external, and we wonder what is going to happen to us individually and as
a nation. "19 Out West these anxieties were just as pronounced. The residents of Denver, Colorado, for instance, were subjected to mock air
raids and detailed speculations about how. much damage a hydrogen
bomb would do to their city, while not far from Las Vegas, Nevada, real
atomic bombs were being tested in the desert. 20
The Cold War would continue-with varying degrees of intensityuntil the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989. The 1950s, however, were an
especially insecure time. 21 As early as 1953, J. Robert Oppenheimer
wrote that in terms of the respective size of the nuclear arsenals of the
United States and the Soviet Union, the superpowers were like "two
scorpions in a bottle, each capable of killing the other, but only at the
risk of his own life. "22 Learning to live in a stalemate that grew ever
more deadly would be the challenge facing policy-makers and statesmen over the next thirty-six .years.
Great power rivalry was hardly new. The historic antagonism between the French and the English comes to mind, as do the heroic
struggles of the Greeks and Trojans. What clearly set the Cold War apart
from these and other confl icts was that this new set of belligerents had
the power to destroy themselves, and much of the civilized world, in a
single battle. The bomb, of course, changed everything. And at the front
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of the nuclear production line stood the determined uranium prospector, dressed in sweat-stained khaki, wearing a knapsack, and sporting a
Geiger counter. At first glance, this figure appeared to have more in
common with Death Valley Scotty than a soldier in the industrial army
of the United States national security state.
It is true that prospectors, no less than other westerners, were driven
by motives other than loyalty, patriotism, and sacrifice. By maintaining
a vast military-industrial complex, the West won various economic benefits-from high-paying jobs to improvements in infrastructure. 23 Certainly good citizenship was not the overriding concern of the thousands
of uranium prospectors who came to the Colorado Plateau. Contained
in the opening paragraph of a popular prospecting handbook, for instance, was the alluring idea that:
Uranium prospecting offers one of the greatest opportunities of modern times to "strike it rich" without major investment ofcapital, time, or
knowledge.... All over the country, "weekend prospectors" are hunting uranium. The strikes that have already been made prove that even
the novice can prospect for uranium without excessive expense and
training. 24
These prospectors-weekend types or fulltimers-mainly sought, like
the Forty-Niners a hundred years before, to find their fortune and realize, out there among the radioactive outcroppings of the Colorado Plateau, the American Dream.
The Forty-Niners and their latter-day counterparts also had something else in common: they were both actors in the great national dramas of their day. The gold nuggets that the prospectors discovered in
the stream beds of California seemed to vindicate the sacrifices of the
Mexican War, and prove that there was more to the idea of Manifest
Destiny than political rhetoric. By the same token, the uncovering of
significant deposits of uranium on the Colorado Plateau during the worst
years of the Cold War suggested once more that America was blessed
with the "right" resources at the right time. 25
On a more secular level, the uranium "rush" or "boom" of the 1950s
was portrayed as yet one more exciting episode in the go-for-broke history of the American West. From this perspective, the uranium prospector differed little from other western resource finders or users who
became heros, such as the fur trapper, Forty-Niner, or cowboy. In a
sense, viewing the activities that occurred on the Colorado Plateau at
mid-century in terms of the Old West provided the nation with a familiar, if mythic, counterpoint to the frightening realities ofa world on the
brink of nuclear devastation. Along these same lines, trying to satisfy
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the psychological need for reassurance at such an insecure time might
also be one explanation why Americans were enthralled with Western
novels, movies, and television shows. 26
There will always be something compelling about individuals physically wrestling the earth for its riches, despite the environmental wreckage mining left behind-from hydraulic-blasted hillsides in California
to radioactive uranium tailings on Colorado's Western Slope. Not surprisingly, the heroic story of the human struggle with nature has been
the subject of the West's best writers. In the classic travel guide, Roughing It (1872), for example, Mark Twain captured the colorful and expectant, if hard and gritty, life ofthe frontier miner with wit and telling
detail. 27
In Desert Solitaire (1968), Edward Abbey, who bemoaned the ruthless development of Arches National Monument and the loss of wilderness, found the uranium prospector an irresistible figure. Here, after all,
was the common man in a great western setting battling against huge
odds:':""-a rough and unforgiving country, the s-"lperior resources and advantages of big mining companies, swindlers, and numerous safety haz- .
ards. Seduced by the western myth of tbe rugged individualist, however,
Abbey failed to recognize that the uranium rush accomplished at least
as much as "industrial tourism," his bete noire, in bringing
"syphi lization" to the Colorado Plateau. 28
. In the realm of film, the uranium prospector was a real-life western
figure who literally shared the same stage with the western heros of the
imagination. For example, renowned Western film director, John Ford,
often used Monument Valley, situated in the heart of uranium country,
as his main outdoor set. While Ford was out among the spectacular red
buttes and mesas filming such classics as Fort Apache (1948), She Wore
a Yellow Ribbon (1949), Rio Grande (1950), and The Searchers (1956),
miners busily worked the same area, extracting a new kind of lead, for a
new kind ofbu~let, to be used in a new kind of gun, in what might turn
out to be the last of the great showdowns..29
The moral clarity of the Western actually complemented the black
and white ideology of the Cold War. At times, the dividing line between
"savagery and civilization" on which many a Western plot depended
seemed to run right through the national security apparatus. The Central Intelligence Agency certainly saw the world as an intense battle
ground between Communism and Democracy, that is, between the black
and white hats. Such comparisons can be easily overdrawn, and the complexity and ever-changing nature of popular culture in postwar America
all but precluded the reduction of art into government propaganda. Yet,
even in the best artistic examples of the Western genre, films like George
Steven's Shane (1952) and Ford's The Searchers (1956), the message
was clear to an audience raised on Hitler and Tojo: World War Two might
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be over but civilization still had to be ready to fight violence with,vio. lence. Clearly Cold War America needed Shane's fast-draw, backed up
by Ethan Edward's tenacity and grim determination. 3o
Off screen, the country also required the real skills and talents of a
famous frontier type-the bewhiskered prospector. Jesse C. Johnson,
one of Gustafson's successors at the AEC's Division of Raw Materials,
expressed it this way in 1950:
I am convinced that the prospector, like the infantryman, is not outmoded. We still need the prospector to find mineral deposits. The
geologist's technical knowledge is no substitute for the optimism and
persistence of the prospector. 31
According to the Colorado Mining Association, "The greatest asset that
America possesses, as well as the only real atomic secret, is the ability
and ingenuity of the American citizen in rising to an emergency and
performing the task at hand. "32 These sentiments were shared in True
West magazine. In an article entitled "Uranium: 1956," the author declared: "Uranium hunting isajob that has to be done individually; it's a
job cut out for the small-time shoestring operator, for the amateur prospector who's got the guts to buck the long odds with his last few bucks.
Uranium is the one last treasure in the earth that's left for the little guy."33
Here was a chance to get a piece of the frontier before it was too late.
Nearly ten thousand prospectors took advantage of this great opportunity, some of whom were professional hard-rock miners displaced
by the idled lead and zinc industry. On the whole, however, they came
from many different walks of life-grocers, dentists, repairmen, and
school teachers. But not everyone came from distant parts. Mormons,
Navajos, and other locals were also swept up in the mining "frenzy." In
contrast to the footloose stereotype of the prospector, an indefinite number of these fortune-seekers were married. And despite the excitement,
they and their families sought some semblance of domestic order in the
dusty trailer parks that sprang up everywhere. 34
The most famous uranium prospector was Charles Austin Steen,
popularly known as "the Cisco Kid." This hard-headed, down-on-hisluck, and out-of-money geologist from Texas staked a dozen claims,
one of which he named Mi Vida ("My Life") on the Lisbon Anticline in
eastern Utah. Typical of other prospectors, Steen lived with his wife
and four toddlers in a tiny trailer adjoined to an eight by sixteen foot
shack in Yellow Cat Wash, near the little town of Cisco. By 1952, after
years of doggedly overcoming one setback after another, Steen discovered a bonanza of high-grade uranium ore (uraninite) worth millions.
Moreover, Steen succeeded in ~urning this find into a persomil fortune.
News of his strike inspired hundreds of would-be nabobs to try their
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luck in the field; others stayed closer to home and traded in uranium
penny stocks. Not everyone became rich in the uranium rush, and an
unfortunate and undetermined number who were overexposed to radiation while mining ore eventually lost their lives. 3s
In spite of the prominent role the independent prospector played in
the urani um rush of the 1950s, it would be wrong to interpret this event
as yet another grand exercise in rugged American individualism, because at every turn Uncle Sam was there with a guiding hand. Indeed,
the success of the boom depended as much on "socialism" as entrepreneurial capitalism-a curious amalgamation that was peculiarly American.
As Fortune magazine observed, this event was "the first gpvernment-promoted, government-supported, and government-controlled
mineral rush in American history. "36 In addition to providing financial
incentives to prospect and mine, the government allocated funds for
the construction and maintenance of ore-buying stations, for the building of hundreds of miles of access roads, and for an ambitious exploration program that included such innovative techniques as airborne
reconnaissance, carried out on planes equipped with scintillation
counters. 37 Besides the exploratory activities of the AEC, the United
States Geological Survey (USGS) also made an important contribution
in helping prospectors locate uranium.
The USGS, unlike the AEC, enjoyed a long history on the Colorado
Plateau that dated back to the 1870s. After the interruption of World
War Two, the federal agency resumed its historic role, compiling a detailed inventory of the nation's mineral resources that resulted in the
publication of thousands of reports and maps. Nevertheless, for obvious reasons uranium was of special interest. With financial support from
the AEC, the USGS undertook a host of exploratory projects, ranging
from diamond drilling to plant distribution studies in search of the radioactive metal. 38
In 1958, the Atomic Energy Commission's ore-buying program
achieved its goal of creating a native supply of uranium, and the miners
found themselves victims of their own success. The uranium industry,
for example, produced from 60 to 76 million tons of ore in that year
.alone. Initially, most of the mines were located on the western slope in
the Uravan mineral belt. By 1954, however, hundreds of producing claims
were located throughout the Southwest in. Utah, Arizona, and New
Mexico, and on the northern Great Plains in Wyoming and South Dakota. Given this large and rapidly growing supply, the AEC decided on
24 November 1958, to limit further purchases of ore to only those reserves already under contract, an act which marked the end of a mining
boom. 39
. .
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The uranium industry nonetheless remained optimistic. By the end
of 1958, there were five civilian power reactors in operation, suggesting
that in the near future private demand would supplant the government's
guaranteed market. 40 Moreover, the International Atomic Energy Agency
considered the atom a boon, rather than a curse. Founded 1 October
1957, this agency enjoyed a membership of sixty~five countries. Similarly dedicated organizations included the Inter-American Nuclear Energy Commission of the Organization of American States (OAS) and
the European AtomiC Energy Community (Euratom).
Within the context of the Cold War, the uranium prospector served
the country's interests and greatly contributed to a thriving peacetime
nuclear industry. Eventually, though, a host of problems engulfed the
nuclear power industry, such as poor reactor designs, high costs, constructiondelays, safety concerns, and waste disposal. The turning point
came in 1979 with the partial meltdown of the reactor core at Three
Mile Island. Whatever hope remained that the industry's reputation and
sense of promise would recover were dashed seven years later by the
disaster at Chernobyl. In a strange way, it was this failed attempt to use
atoms peacefully, rather than being exhausted by maintaining a nuclear
defense, that helped undermine the Communist Party's authority to govern effectively, thereby hastening the end of the Cold War. 41
The Colorado Mining Association was right in 1948. The "Western
movement" was not over. Clearly, the uranium rush shared a number of
the classic characteristics-both good and bad-of previous mining
rushes. But this was only one, and perhaps the least significant, part of
the story of uranium mining and prospectors. In the larger picture of
the Cold War, this colorful episode was one among many that ultimately
led to the victory of the United States over its great Communist adversary.
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Mining New Mexico:
A Photographic Essay
ARTHUR R. GOMEZ

In January 1965, at the request of New Mexico's senior U. S. Senator,
Clinton P. Anderson, chairman of the Senate Committee on Interior and
Insular Affairs, Congress published a report titled: Mineral and Water
Resources ofNew Mexico. This comprehensive, mid-century evaluation
of the state's mineral industry ranked New Mexico seventh among all
the states in annual production of mineral resources, and first among
the states of the Rocky Mountain region. According to the report, the
southwestern state contributed 3.6 percent of the total domestic minerals produced in the United States. At the time ofthe publication, New
Mexico's mineral industry ranked first among the nation's producers of
uranium and potash, third in copper, and sixth in oil and natural gas.
The report estimated the value of mineral resources produced since 1861,
when commercial mining began, at $9.1 billion. Significantly, out of that
total all but $26.7 million was produced during the twentieth century. 1
While it is evident that most of New Mexico's mining productivity
occurre4 since 1900, interest in the mineral industry began several centuries earlier. During the Spanish colonial occupation, which officially
dates to the arrival in 1598 of Juan de Onate and hundreds of trail-weary
colonists, nuevo mexicanos mined salt deposits in the Estancia Valley.
Freighters carried their cargo to the silver mines in ParraI, Mexico, .
Arthur R. Gomez is a stafThistorian with the National Park Service,Southwest Region,
Santa Fe, New Mexico. He holds a Ph.D. in history from the University of New Mexico.
His major publications include a history of the Big Bend region of Texas, A Most Singular Country (1991) and a postwar urban-economic history, The Quest for the Golden
Circle: The Four Corners Region and the Metropolitan West, 1945-1970 (1994).
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A typical mining operation is depicted in ,this panoramic view of the Kelly Mine near
Socorro, New Mexico, ca, 1910. From 1903 to about 1930 zinc was the principal metal
produced in the famous Magdalena district. Nearly halfofthe zinc produced in New Mexico
(valued at about $16 million for those years) came from this district alone. Note the mine
workers housing in the foreground. Although these shacks satisfied only the most minimal
standards as living quarters, miners could own their house, but never claim the property
it sat on. Courtesy, Robert Eveleth, New Mexico Bureau of Mines & Mineral Resources
(NMBM&MR) Photo Collection, number 710.

where salt was used in the metallurgical process essential to the separation of silver bullion from. ore. More important to the extraction of minerai resources in the twentieth century, however, was the petition for
the Santa Rita del Cobre land grant in 1804. In that year; Francisco
Manuel Elguea contracted with the viceroy of Mexico to supply his government with copper for coinage. As a result of this nascent entrepreneurialundertaking, the Santa Rita deposits are today recognized as the
first known commercial copper mines in the continental United States.
By the mid-1800s, American speculators, who followed Elguea to New
Mexico in substantial numbers just prior to the U.S. Civil War, peppered the countryside in search of gold, silver, lead, coal, zinc, copper,
and-toward the close of the century-petroleum. 2
While the earliest foreign arrivals sustained an interest in copper
mining, more pressing was their desire to exploit precious metals. New
Mexico recorded one of the earliest gold rushes in the American West
when, beginning in the late 1820s, 3,000 miners worked placer deposits
in the Ortiz and San Pedro mountains near Santa Fe. By the end of the
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The discovery of rich zinc-carbonate ores at the Kelly Mine just west of Socorro, New
Mexico, early in the twentieth century led to a period of unprecedented prosperity. Few
towns in the Magdalena mining district, however. could boast the support of a twentyfive-piece band such as the one seen here. The gentleman seated in the first row on the far
right is band leader Leand;o Lucero. Courtesy Leandro Lucero, NMBM&MR Photo Collection, number 161.

Mexican-American War, mining camps were active throughout the Or- .
gan Mountains in the south as well as the Jicarilla Mountains in the
north of the newly acquired territory. Discoveries of substantial gold
deposits near Elizabethtown in Colfax County and silver at Magdalena
in Socorro County in the 1870s guaranteed New Mexico the distinction
as one of the most profitable mining regions in the American Southwest. The state's cumulative output of 2.25 million ounces of gold and
74.5 million ounces ofsiIver from 1848 to 1963 ranks New Mexico among
the nation's top ten producers of precious metals in the United States. 3
A more lasting contribution to mining development in the modern
West, however, has been New Mexico's role in the production of nonferrous metals such as copper and zinc. Since the initial opening of
Elguea's copper mines in 1804, the famous Santa Rita district near
present-day Silver City remained active nearly every year thereafter. The
Hanover mine near Fierro in Grant County began operation under American ownership two years before the outbreak of the Civil War. While
mining continued virtually uninterrupted until the final decades of the
nineteenth century. it was the arrival of the Chino Copper Com-
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Tramming crew at the Hanover Bessemer Iron & Copper Company, Fierro, New Mexico,
a major producer of copper, lead, zinc, and iron in New Mexico since the beginning of
World War 1. Victims of discrimination and recipients of lower paying unskilled jobs,
hundreds of local Mexican Americans nevertheless contributed measurably to the mining
industry throughout the state. Lack of safety equipment such as hard hats, goggles, and
gloves, apparent in this ca. 1925 photo, were one of the principal causes for the famous
"Salt of the Earth" walkout in the 1950s. Courtesy Robert Eveleth, NMBM&MR Photo
Collection, number 153.

pany to Grant County in 1909 that brought unprecedented prosperity to
New Mexico's copper mining industry. With the construction of its reduction mil1 at Hurley in 1912, the Chino Copper Company accounted
for more than 90 percent of all copper produced in the state until the
end of the Second World War. In addition to its fully integrated mining
operation, the introduction of innovative open-pit extraction techniques
served to maximize the company's conversion of low-grade ores to commercial1y marketable copper.
Without question, the economic/strategic imperatives of the First
and Second World Wars elevated New Mexico's copper industry to preeminence in the American West. The metal's high electrical conductivity, tensile strength, malleability, and resistance to corrosion combined
to make copper virtual1y indispensable to the global war effort. Its ability to alloy with tin to form bronze and zinc to form brass, moreover,
made the red metal a critical material in the production of planes, tanks,
warships, and munitions. During the economic hardships of the interwar years, the Kennecott Copper Corporation, the world's largest pro-
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Domingo Terrazas, seen here ca. 1948 driving "Old Blackie," the last of the tramming
mules, as he approaches the dump pocket on the 400-foot level of the Hanover number 8
copper mine, in Grant County, New Mexico. The average weight of the loaded ore car that
a mule would pull exceeded 1,500 pounds. Drivers used two mules-one in the morning
and one. in the afternoon-to work an eight to ten hour shift each day. While mules were
still in use after World War II, the widespread u·se of electric power (note wires above
"Old Blackie's" head) hastened the industry's conversion to electric tramming cars. Courtesy New Jersey Zinc Company, NMBM&MR Photo Collection, number 155.

ducer, absorbed the Chino Copper Company, taking advantage of unprecedented national demands for copper during and after World War
II.

This merger brought Chino into Kennecott's corporate fold, which
stretched from Utah to Nevada and Arizona to Chile, South America.
Because of this association, by 1963 copper accounted for approximately
seven percent of the total value of all mineral production in New Mexico,
exceeded only by petroleum, natural gas, and uranium. During its years
of activity, Grant County's mining industry has been responsible for
98.7 percent of all copper mined in the state and, despite signs of exhaustion, promises to produce at this same level for perhaps another
generation. As a result, the productivity of New Mexico~combined with
its southwestern neighbor, Arizona-has proven invaluable to the rise
of the postwar military-industrial complex as well as to the emergence
of a modern and dynamic electricai industry.4
While perhaps not as vital as copper to the economic well-being of
the state, the production of zinc in New Mexico deserves recognition.
Although the earliest recorded output ofthe metal occurred in the 1890s,
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Mine safety was the primary concern of all employees in the industry. Winners of the
"Safety Day" competition held in ca. 1922 the rescue team at Gallup-American Coal Company (Gamerco)-suppliers of coal needed to operate the Chino copper mine and milling
activities in Grant county, NM-pose fully equipped in front of the safety station prior to
heading underground for more training. In 1932, Kennecott brought both Gamerco and the
Chino Mining Company under its corporate umbrella. Courtesy John L. Kleiner,
NMBM&MR Photo Collection, number 696.

zinc mining evolved most dramatically in the twentieth century. Before
1900, miners often encountered the metal when mining gold, lead, and
silver, but they viewed zinc as a waste product with little or no commercial value. Not until the turn of the century, when its' usefulness in producing paint products, select types of rubber, and alloy metals such as
brass became known, did zinc stimulate a vibrant commercial market.
Since 1903 the Hanover mines of Grant County and the Kelly/Magdalena
mines of Socorro County have dominated the zinc industry in New
Mexico. Because of these mines, which yielded nearly a million tons
from 1903 to 1963, zinc emerged as a viable base metal in the southwestern economy. According to the 1965 congressional report, zinc
ranked fourth-behind iron, aluminum, and copper-'-among all metals
produced in the United States.~
Traditional uses of coal for household heating and as a fuel for the
mining and railroad industries made it a marketable commodityin New
Mexico by the end of the nineteenth century. Nationwide, coal mining
reigned as the second largest mineral industry, doubling each decade in
production from 1850 to about 1918. After World War I, public con-
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Built in 1939 to smelt ore from the famous Chino Mine near Santa Rita, NM, the Hurley
smelter had become part of the gigantic Kennecott Copper corporate structure when this
photo was taken in 1949. Kennecott produced more than ISO million pounds of copper
annually at the Hurley smelter. Note the fire-refining furnaces and the giant ladle. During
the 1970s, this smelter became the central focus of New Mexico's air pollution battles.
Courtesy Robert Eveleth, NMBM&MR Photo Collection, number 597.

sumption of coal declined. This was due in large measure because of
the gradual conversion of the railroad and mining industry to dieseland electric-powered machinery. After a brief resurgence during World
War II, coal mining in New Mexico vacillated with the dictates of global
petroleum economics. In the early 1950s, coal production reached its
nadir as consumers switched to cleaner burning, less expensive fuels
like fuel-oil and natural gas.
In response to the OPEC oil embargo of the early 1970s, however,
the coal industry in New Mexico was rejuvenated. The phenomenal postwar urban expansion of the American West, moreover, placed unprecedented demands on the public utilities companies for affordable electric power. For the past two decades, inexpensive, stripped-mined coal,
derived from seemingly inexhaustible quantities onthe Navajo Indian
Reservation near the New Mexico-Arizona border, has been the principal source of fuel for the development of huge electric power generating plants locate.d in the Four Corners region. Annually, Navajo Nation
strip mines supply 380,000 tons of coal to the 350-megawatt steamelectric generating plant located at Fruitland, New Mexico. 6
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Women were rarely, if ever, permitted in New Mexico's mines. Open house day at the
Dawson coal mine appears to be the exception here. The ladies have had their faces blackened with coal dust, however, to give the impression that they actually spent time in the
mine. Dawson with a population of about 4,000 people when this photo was taken in ca.
1925 was considered by many mine workers to be one ofthe most dangerous coal mines in
the West. Courtesy Fred and Florence Swopes, NMBM&.MR Photo Collection, number
216.

Perhaps no minerals associate New Mexico with postwar urban-economic growth in the West more than oil, natural gas, and uranium. Since
the discoveries of the Hogback Oil Pool in San Juan County and the
famous Artesia Pool of Eddy County in the early 1920s, New Mexico
has been one of the nation's leading oil-producing states. Virtually all
of the wells are located in eight ofNew Mexico's thirty-two counties,
four-San Juan, Rio Arriba, McKinley, and Sandoval-in the northwest,
and four-Roosevelt, Chaves, Eddy; and Lea-in the south. By 1962
the estimated value of the state's oil output was $3.8 billion.
Of greater interstate significance, however, is New Mexico's role in
the production of natural gas. The completion of the EI Paso Natural
Gas Company's transmission pipeline in 1955, and that of the Pacific
Northwest Pipeline Corporation two years later, enabled New Mexico
to supply California, Oregon, Washington, and Idaho with approximately
four trillion cubic feet of natural gas annually; enough fuel to supply
home owners on the Pacific coast with 100 million cubic feet per day
for the next twenty yearsF
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Carl Mash (left) watches William Rowley use a geiger counter to test uranium levels at
San Mateo mine, twenty miles north of Grants, New Mexico. Because of its strategic
value in the production of nuclear weapons, uranium was a highly valued find in New
Mexico. Before.World War II the main sources of uranium with radioactive content sufficient to produce nuclear weapons were Peru and the Belgian Congo. The discovery of
uraninite-a particulary high-grade, radioactive ore-in southeast Utah and the Ambrosia Lake area of New Mexico made the United States the leading producer of nuc.lear
material throughout the 1960s, when this photo was taken. Courtesy EI Paso Natural Gas
Company.
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The demand of the postwar metropol itan west for electric power resulted in the removal
of millions of tons of coal from the Navajo Reservation in northwest New Mexico. The
employment oflarge-scale, heavy equipment, such as this dragline working at the Navajo
strip mine near Farmington in 1978 produces long term damage to the desert landscape.
Courtesy Steve Frost, NMBM&MR Photo Collection, #1088.

Another important mineral for New Mexico is uranium. Before
World War II, uses for the radioactive metal and its by-products radium
and vanadium were limited to the paint, cosmetic, and steel-making industries. The scientific creation of nuclear weapons during the war; and
the expansion of the nation's Cold War arsenal, however, pushed uranium to the top of the nation's strategic minerals list. Until the discovery and development of carnotite-bearing ores in southern Utah and
north-central New Mexico during the early 1940s, American scientists
had no domestic source of the vital, radioactive material. Although uranium deposits in New Mexico had been evident since 1918, they were
little more than a geologic curiosity until the advent of the atomic bomb.
From 1942 to 1944 aJew thousand tons of ore were mined in Shiprock
mainly to extract vanadium, a by-product of uranium used as a hardening agent in steel manufacturing. When the strategic importance ofuranium was realized, however, even mill tailings were recycled for uranium
recovery.
In 1948 the newly created Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) stimulated the full-scale recovery of uranium by offering a $10,000 bonus for
all new discoveries and the promise to purchase all uranium-bearing
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Aerial view of the Molybdenum Corporation of America mine and crusher-concentrator
near Questa, New Mexico. A vital steel-hardening agent, molybdenum's applications in
the nuclear and aerospace industries resulted in increased demands for the metal during
the Cold War years. These demands, however, were not without consequence to northern
New Mexico's landscape as evidenced by the dramatic changes seen here in- this ca. 1960
photo. Courtesy John Schilling, NMBM&MR Photo Collection, number 85.
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ores mined. Deposits discovered in the early 1950s near Grants, and
enormous subsurface sandstone deposits at Ambrosia Lake (both in
McKinley County) served to make New Mexico a leading contributor
to the scientific development of nuclear armaments for the next two
decades. By 1960 New Mexico's production of carnotite ore reached its
peak at 3.8 million tons. The state's total output from 1953 to 1963 was
21.2 million tons valued at $374 million. In February 1957, the AEC
terminated its bonus program, and in 1962, announced a "stretch-out"
program for federal purchase of uranium ore until December 1970. Hereafter, the uranium industry in New Mexico dramatically declined, no
longer supported by generous federal contracts. s
As this brief survey suggests, New Mexico is rich in a multitude of
mineral resources. The 1965 congressional report is testimony to this
salient fact. Other important minerals not detailed in this summary are
potash, perlite, molybdenum, lead, pumice, and gypsum. This essay,
however, examines the most exceptional minerals of the southwestern
state. Clearly, copper, zinc, coal, oil, natural gas, and uranium have had
the greatest economic impact on the state, transforming New Mexico
into a leader in the western mining industry. Likewise, these minerals
played a crucial role in the rise of the United States to global preeminence in the twentieth century.
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Mining and the Environment:
The Clean Air Issue in New Mexico,
1960-1980
CHRISTOPHER J. HUGGARD

Air pollution was a growing problem in the Southwest after World War
II. Yet, because of the nearly century-long confidence in the smokestack industries in the United States, few citizens complained of the
atmospheric toxins emitted by this economic leviathan. In New Mexico
and other mining states in the West, people traditionally accepted these
tradeoffs. Economic prosperity and jobs took precedence over protection of the environment. From their perspective, mining and other industries had propelled the United States to the top of the world power
structure by 1945, and Cold War policies required a continuation of the
United States industrial revolution that began in the late nineteenth
century. In the post-World War II era, westerners continued to think in
exploitative terms characteristic of an extractive, frontier society.
By the 1960s, however, environmentalists introduced a new awareness of the injustices against the atmosphere and lithosphere of the
Earth. No longer was the West's mineral wealth seen solely in economic
terms. And, with the increasing number of deaths to cancer, humans
began to perceive themselves as vulnerable victims of industry's environmental irresponsibility. National, regional, and local environmental
groups decided to alleviate these problems by protesting the release of
toxins into the air. Congress also reacted by imposing regulations on
industry. Among these remarkable measures was the Clean Air Act of
. 1967, and its amendments in 1970 and 1977. These laws established regulation of industrial and automobile emissions and initiated a national air
pollution debate that trickled down to state and local levels in the Southwest.
Christopher.J. Huggard recently completed a Ph.D. in history at the University of New
Mexico. His dissertation is titled, "Environmental and Economic Change in the Twentieth-Century West: The History of the Copper Industry in New Mexico."
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The environmental movement represented the second major confrontation that industry faced in the twentieth century. The first, of course,
was the rise of labor. Clearly, both movements threatened the traditional
power base of industry. And, just as industry fought to stifle the rise of
labor in the 1930s and 1940s, it also fought to block environmental regulations in the 1960s and 1970s. When Congress announced intentions to
amend the Clean Air Act in 1977, for example, the result was the geatest
flurry of lobbying since the Taft-Hartley Act of1947. Despite industrial
delay tactics concerning labor in the 1940s and the environment in the
1970s, industry was required in the end to change its policies.
In the same year that copper workers of the International Union of
Mine, Mill, & Smelter Workers (Mine-Mill) merged with the United Steel
Workers to form a mega-union for mine laborers, Congress passed the
1967 Clean Air Act, which implemented the first ever federal air pollution
regulations. Industry began to accept its responsibilities to the workers,
agreeing to generous labor contracts that provided higher wages, safer
working conditions, health care, and insurance. Industrialists had no
intention, however, of giving in to environmentalism. From 1967 to 1977,
in fact, industry did everything in its power to delay implementation of
air quality controls.
In many ways, the air pollution battle in New Mexico paralleled the
national fight. The state legislature, for instance, passed the Air Quality
Control Act in 1967, paving the way for regulation of industrial emissions. The climax of New Mexico's air battle occurred in June 1975. At
that time, the Kennecott Copper Corporation was pitted against the environmentalists of the New Mexico Citizens for Clean Air & Water
(NMCCA&W) at an Environmental Protection Agency hearing in Silver
City. Years of debating federal and state air standards were at stake in
the emotion-filled meetings. The tension was so high that a local labor
leader tried to pick a fight with John BartHt, chair of the NMCCA&W. At
the heart of the debate was whether to keep a copper smelter open, and
how to insure clean air, two of the most salient economic features of
New Mexico-industry and tourism. 1
The first of these economic factors, the mining industry, had longstanding roots in New Mexico. Since the late nineteenth century, mining
flourished in Grant County. Initially, gold and silver dominated the
county's mineral output through 1900. By 191O,however, precious metals
gave way to copper production, a transition common to many mining
districts in the American West.
As early as 1800, the Spanish mined the red metal at Santa Rita, the
oldest copper mining camp in the continental United States. Yet Apache
military resistance through the 1850s, lack of efficient transportation
until the mid-1880s, and limited technology until the early 1900s delayed
the development of low grade copper deposits. A new era was inaugu-
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rated in 1906, however, when Daniel C. Jackling initiated open-pit mining
at Bingham, Utah. Soon thereafter, copper pits were started throughout
the West: the Ray pit in Arizona, the Ely in Nevada, and the Chino in
Grant County, New Mexico. 2
In 1932, the Kennecott Copper Corporation, with roots in Alaska and
financial backing from the Guggenheim family, bought the Chino mine.
Anticipating World War II demands, Kennecott built a smelter in 1939 at
Hurley, the milltown ofthe original mine owner, the Chino Copper Company. Production at the mine, the fifth largest copper pit in the world at
that time, jumped from 33 million pounds in 1938 to 152 million in 1942;
from the end of World War II to 1987, the mine averaged more than 140
million pounds a year, peaking at 244 million in 1987. Such output warranted employment of nearly 2,000 workers, although these numbers
gradually declined to about 1,300 with rising mechanization in the three
decades after the war. Simultaneously, the average expenditure per copper worker rose from about $5.50 an hour to nearly $20 during this period. Grant County's per capita income, for example, was the highest in
the state at $168 a week in 1973 (copper workers actually averaged $213),
with Bernalillo ranked second at $138. The copper operations, in essence, were a mainstay of the New Mexico economy by the 1950s, the
county's producers alone contributing more thilO a million dollars annually in taxes, a figure that rose to six million by the late 1980s. 3
The state allowed Kennecott's smelter to operate unregulated from
1939 through the 1960s. The company's tax revenues benefited both Grant
County and the state, and there were no complaints about the toxic
emissions. Regardless, workers and their families living in Hurley regularly experienced respiratory problems, especially in the cooler months
from September through March. Herb McGrath, who worked in the smelter
for thirty years (1953-1983), remembered in a 1993 interview that "there
was usually a very thick layer of smoke from Santa Rita to Hurley until
they began to correct it in the 1970s." Likewise, Larry Himes, who "grew
up in the shadow of the smokestack" in the 1940s and 1950s, recalled
that winters were the worst tim y for bad air. Paint jobs on automobiles
"went bad within two years. We accepted ... [these things) ... as part
of living in Hurley."4
By the mid-1960s the toxicity of New Mexico's air began to concern
citizens. State measurements revealed rising levels of sulfur oxides during the 1960s from a 250-'kiloton average to more than 500 kilotons. By
the mid-1970s, the figure peaked at about 975 kilotons. s These high levels of sulfuric gases in part corresponded to the rapidly risingpopulation of the Southwest (i.e., more automobile operators). But more
important were the increasing emissions of the copper smelters in the
industrial corridor from Douglas, Arizona, where Phelps Dodge had been
operating a smelter since 1914, to EI Paso, Texas, a lead-copper smelter
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center since the late-nineteenth century. When weather systems pushed
the "bad" air to the north, where it combined with smog from Los Angeles, Phoenix, and Albuquerque, and smoke from oil refineries of Texas
and coal-burning utility plants of the Four Corners area, one of the
nation's most treasured natural wonders, the Grand Canyon, was filled
with polluted air. Southwesterners literally visualized the "blurring" of
the open skies by the mid-1960s. 6
At first, retirees and other newcomers to the area complained about
the air pollution. But their complaints failed to move the copper industry
to clean up the smelter emissions. Larger forces would be needed to
confront the copper behemoth. The roots of the fight to clean up the
Southwest's air began with a biologist-writer, Rachel Carson. Her bestselling book, Silent Spring, launched environmentalism into a new phase.
Her graphic descriptions of the dangers of pesticides, especially of DDT,
and the real and potential human loss of the carcinogenic sprays dramatically elevated public awareness of the threats of atmospheric toxins. Carson's pleas moved President John F. Kennedy in 1963 to appoint
a special panel of the President's Scientific Advisory Committee to examine pesticide use. The committee agreed with Carson and criticized
the industry and the federal government for allowing unregulated pesticide use. Eventually, Carson's efforts resulted in the Pesticide Control
Act of 1972. 7
Silent Spring galvanized the environmental movement in the United
States and the rest of the western world. At the second quadrennial
meeting of the National Conference on Air Pollution in 1962, for example,
former U.S. surgeon general Dr. Luther L. Terry vociferously announced
that the destruction of the atmosphere was a crime. "Who is to blame?
Where are the culprits? ... Where?" he queried, knowing the answer.
"WE ARE ALL GUILTY-not health officials alone, nor legislators, nor
businessmen-but ALL of us!" The environment was at the mercy of
humans and "we cannot blame the vagaries of nature for its defects. The
time is past [for such thinking]. WE are responsible. Let's get on with it!
Let's clean the air!"8
As a result of such environmental concerns, Congress amended the
1955 Clean Air Act in 1963. But this act demonstrated the power of the
smokestack industries in the United States by reiterating that air pollution, although becoming a national problem, was still a local responsibility. In large part, the law reflected the traditional authority of industry,
and the still limited power of the nascent environmental movement. In
addition, industrialists understood that they had greater sway over state
legislatures than Congress, largely because ofthe monumental economic
benefits in jobs and taxes that industry produced. Consequently, indus-
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try-the Kennecotts and General Motors of America-won the first air
battle, despite evidence that industrial stacks annually spewed more
than 20 million tons of sulfur oxides into the atmosphere. 9
By 1967, however, the tide began to turn as new environmental groups
emerged and learned how to lobby effectively. National organizations,
such as the Citizens Committee on Natural Resources, the National Wildlife Federation, and the Sierra Club, led the fight for federal emission and
ambient air standards. Their power grew in lobbying, legal strength; and
in numbers as membership in these organizations skyrocketed to nearly
a million by the mid-1960s. lo
Federal regulation and enforcement would have to wait, however,
until 1970, despite support from President Lyndon B. Johnson, who had
hoped to bolster his Great Society program with a stricter Clean Air Act.
The chair of the Senate Subcommittee on Air and Water Pollution, Senator Edmund Muskie, did not support federal emission standards at this
early date because he was unwilling to compromise his presidential hopes
by antagonizing corporate America. Thus, an industrial conglomerate,
headed by the American Mining Congress, the National Coal Association, and the American Petroleum Institute, staved off federal emissions
controls in favor of ambient air standards beginning in 1967. \I
Attempts to curb New Mexico's air pollution began with little fanfare in 1962. While the city of Albuquerque did create a city-county
board to address the growing automobile emissions problems that many
western cities faced in the postwar era, the state legislature did not pass
the Air Quality Control Act, the first of its kind, until 1967. Like the
federal air laws of 1967 and earlier, no specific regulations or standards
were established; the lack of scientific understanding, combined with
strong industrial lobbying, resulted in a watered-down bill. 12
Until 1970, air quality in New Mexico was under the jurisdiction of
the Department of Health and Social Services. Yet, its air quality division had no qualified experts as late as the end of 1968, and only four air
pollution monitors existed in the entire state; not a single state employee, in fact, knew how to interpret the monitors' readings, which
only detected and did not measure contamination. The Board of Health
also had limited air control in rural areas that requested state regulation;
municipalities and Class B counties, like Grant County, were selfregulated. As a result, Kennecott determined the "safe" quantities of sulfur
dioxide and particulate matter (dust-like particles of smoke) to be emit'
ted from its smelter. 13
The federal ambient air standards established by the 1967 Clean Air
Act amendment influenced New Mexico's similarly weak law. Instead of
curbing the amount of pollution emitted from the stacks, which required
new technology to capture the wastes for recycling, the ambient air
regulations only enforced measurement of the concentration of toxins
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such as sulfur dioxide (S02) in the area around the smelters. Weather
and terrain greatly affected the parts per million (ppm) of S02 and particulates dispersed in the atmosphere. Because this standard did not
measure the amount of material corning out of the stacks, but how it was
dispersed in the atmosphere, new technology was not necessary. If alterations in the smelters were needed, Intermittent Control Systems (ICS)
were available, at a far lower cost, which allowed near constant production (e.g., at the Hurley smelter), despite continued high levels of S02
and particulates.
Because of the ineffectiveness of the 1967 amendment, Congress
worked to formulate a scientific definition of pollutants and how to regulate them. That investigation culminated in the hearings before the Senate Subcommittee on Air and Water Pollution in 1970. Unlike previous
legislation, however, the resulting amendments took on far greater significance because Congress had created the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) on 1 January 1970, to define and enforce the new regulations. Furthermore, the environmental contingent-e.g., the Environmental Defense Fund and the Sierra Club-made a strong showing at the
hearings.
Despite the public and federal call to clean up the air, the mining
coalition reiterated its support for local control. In his statement to the
Senate committee, David Swan, vice-president of technology for
Kennecott and representative for the American Mining Congress (AMC),
introduced his opposition to federal regulations in the following manner:
The environmental effects of ... operations are carefully considered in the planning and engineering of every mining and
processing facility developed [in America] ... Industry, as a
part of the community, accepts the obligation to operate in a
socially responsible manner. Both through their own resources
and those of manufacturing suppliers, AMC members have been
at the forefront of the development of measures to protect environmental quality, including air quality, and of the technology
needed to do SO.14
In spite of this seemingly pro-environment pronouncement, Swan
next stated his opposition to federal emissions control in the "air regions" established under the provisions of the 1967 law. "There is no
reason," Swan argued, "to believe that the federal government is in a
better position than state and local air pollution control agencies to
promulgate emission standards or regulations.... Virtually every citizen-individual and institutional-is contributing to air pollution and
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other environmental degradation."'s The mining industry, therefore,
viewed air pollution as a problem for local agencies, government institutions that either did not exist or were in the planning stages.
The mining industry's attempts to curtail federal emissions standards in 1970 did not succeed, though, despite a hushed meeting between executives of the major copper corporations and White House
officials. The new air quality amendment, in fact, redirected national
resource policy. No longer did Congress allow unlimited production and
growth. Rather, the nation's legislators called for limitations on production, especially when air and other features of the environment were
threatened. The new law, in effect, redefined the role of the federal government, represented by EPA, and initiated guidelines for states to devise implementation plans to meet the new standards. Each of the "copper"
states-Arizona, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, and Utah-followed
the national example, establishing plans to meet the new standards and
creating new environmental agencies to address the pressing problem. 16
In the hope of protecting life and property, the 1970 amendments
established primary and secondary standards. The primary standards
protected "public health," whereas the secondary protected "public welfare." The former regulations defended against disease, while the latter
category protected vegetation, animals, property, soil, and, extremely
important for the scenic West, visibility. The law set the primary S02
standard at .03 ppm and the secondary at .02 ppm, and then EPA regulated compliance. The new agency gave the states until February 1972 to
submit implementation plans to meet the federal guidelines, and established the last day ofl974 for attainment of primary standards, and the
end of 1977 to meet secondary regulations. 17
In 1970, New Mexico's legislature created the Environmental Improvement Agency (EIA). During the next year and a half, the EIA set out to
write an implementation plan to meet the federal guidelines. At public
hearings, another state body, the Environmental Improvement Board
(EIB), played a decisive role in setting emissions standards and granting variances to the mining companies. But the EI.!3, consisting of five
governor-appointed members, often disappointed environmentalists
because the board tended to decide in favor of industry, jobs, and taxes. 18
To establish air quality standards, the state held several public hearings. The first important meeting occurred in Santa Fe in October 1971.
Here the interested parties-Kennecott, the state, and environmentalists-defined their positions for what became a heated debate. One of
the main issues was emissions at the Hurley smelter..
State air division official, Betty Perkins, initiated the debate. She
told how the smelter poured nearly 300 tons of sulfur into the air daily
and how there were no emissions controls at the Grant County plant.
Furthermore, although Kennecott knew of and had even implemented
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environmental technology to curb emissions in Arizona, the company
had not done so in New Mexico. Something had to be done, she argued,
to stop this abuse.
Kennecott's expert witness, Dr. Charles Hine of the University of
California School of Medicine, responded that the problem was not as
grave as Perkins suggested. The atmosphere safely processed sulfur
emissions, Hine claimed, because the earth and its living creatures produced two-thirds of the sulfur in the air. Moreover, he asserted, the
federal standards for S02 were far more stringent than needed. In fact,
he argued, irritation did not occur until levels reached 2 to 3 ppm and
that "most persons" could handle 8 to 12 ppm in the air. 19
The pro-industry forces, however, met strong opposition at the
meeting. Helen Gram, state president of the League of Women Voters, for
example, argued that the EIA needed to set standards that were stricter
than the federal regulations. After all, in an earlier statement the EIB
declared New Mexico a "clean air" state. The League, therefore, she
continued, urged "the board to adopt emission regulations that ... reflect the wishes of the citizens of this state and prevent further degradation of New Mexico's environment."2o
At the next day's hearing, a longtime Grant County resident, LaVerne
Herrington; voiced similar concerns. She complained of a regular cloud
of smoke that socked in the Arena Valley where she lived. The Hatchita
Mountains along the Mexican border, Herrington contended, were "rarely
seen now, rather than rarely obscured." Many of the valley's residents
viewed the bad air as "unpleasant smog," pollution they had escaped
when they moved there from cities such as Los Angeles and Phoenix. 21
On the third day of the hearings, "witnesses mixed the fine points of
science with the rough edges of personal emotion."22 Most of the sparring pitted Kennecott lawyer William Dempsey of Washington, D.C.,
against Mike Williams, research coordinator for the John Muir Institute
for Environmental Studies. Whereas Dempsey reiterated the company's
argument that S02 emissions at Hurley were safe for workers and the
plant life nearby, Williams attacked these assumptions. His calculations
showed that as much as 650 tons of S02 poured daily out ofthe smokestacks. At these levels of discharge, he said, the smelter was "spewing
more of the chemical into New Mexico skies than Houston, Texas,
Marietta, Ohio, or Los Angeles, California." Furthermore, this measure
of toxins was 60 percent of the daily emissions of New York City and "it
should be obs,erved that sulfur dioxide is
responsible-along with
in New York in Novemparticulate matter-for the 168 excess deaths
ber ofl966. "23
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Kennecott even had to endure a tirade from one of its own stockholders, Valerie Kockelman of Santa Fe. She "delivered a vitriolic tongue
lashing against Kennecott officials-who at first laughed at the presentation but grew more silent as the personal indictment became more severe":
Kennecott does an awful lot of air polluting-besides the kind
you do in your executive suites [in] New York City.... Kennecott
owns, as a subsidiary, the Peabody Coal Co., which is engaged
in coal mining operations on the Navajo Reservation at Black
Mesa. That says a whole lot about you ... Let the stockholders
pay, and pay through the nose [for environmental technology],
for their past unearned profits. Let them pay for your company's
shortsightedness and for your company's mismanagement, and
for your firm's lack of social conscience. 24
By going on the record and donating her dividends to conservation
organizations, she hoped to alleviate her "distressing and embarrasing
position" as a stockholder of the offending company.2S Kockelman's
belated environmental awareness was typical of what many Americans
were going through who had long benefitted from the unchecked exploitation ofthe environment.
In the end, however, the mining industry made a most compelling
argument. Its activities, it pointed out, although detrimental to the environment, were a large part of why Americans lived in such an affluent
way. The exploitation of the environment benefitted everyone, as
Kockelman's own confession suggested. Why at this late date, Chino's
general manager Richard Leveille asked, did their company have to take
the brunt of the costs of clean-up? This economic factor weighed heavily
in the EIB's decision to set lenient regulations.
As of January 1972, Jhe standard for S02 emissions for currently
operating nonferrous smelters was 60 percent control; plants constructed
after this date had to reach 90 percent control. In other words, for every
100 tons of sulfur dioxide produced at smelters already in operation, 60
tons had to be removed from stack emissions. These weak standards
were a victory for the mining industry. And environmentalists were left
blaming the EIB for giving in to the old fears "of economic disaster,
unemployment, and curtailment of planned expansion. "26
Environmentalists were successful, however, in Arizona, Montana,
Utah, Nevada, and Washington. In each of these states, Kennecott,
Phelps Dodge, and Anaconda painfully witnessed the passage of new
air quality standards at 90 percent removal of S02' The costs to comply
were staggering. Through 1971, Kennecott alone committed more than
$130 million, or upwards of 30 percent of the value of all its western
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smelter plants and equipment, to the clean-up. The company spent $67.5
million at its Utah Division, the largest amount of any single operation,
and $23.2 million at Chino. Kennecott fought back, filing lawsuits in
Arizona and Nevada, arguing that the standards were too strict. Anaconda did the same in.Montana. In the end, the states' regulations were
more stringent than the federal controls set in 1970. To counter this apparent betrayal (and contrary to traditional support of the mining industry in the Rocky Mountain states), Kennecott and other copper
corporations called for federal measures to negate the now more strict
state regulations. 27
New Mexico, notwithstanding, the environmental movement had
made its mark in the air pollution conflict of the Southwest. But environmentalists in New Mexico were not willing to give up, and leading the
way was the New Mexico Citizens for Clean Air & Water.
The NMCCA&W was the inspiration of Nancy Bartlit. She, along
with her husband John, who took a job as a chemical engineer at Los
Alamos National Laboratory, moved to New Mexico in the early 1960s to
live in the "splendor" of the American West. The Bartlits epitomized
western environmentalists, who in general were newcomers, well educated, and concerned for the well-being of their families and the environment surrounding them. Hoping to raise their two children in the
sparkling clear air of the Southwest, they became increasingly concerned
with the heavy plume of smoke that regularly drifted into their area from
the Four Corners utility plant. Nancy could only reminisce about the
magnificent and untainted vistas of the Sangre de Cristo Mountains
seen from their kitchen and living room windows. One occasion, in particular, etched the air pollution problem in the Bartlits' minds when friends
from the Northeast were visiting. Instead of a clear panorama of the
rugged and colorful peaks, they could hardly see beyond their valley,
and nearby Bandelier National Monument was shrouded in a hazy mist,
the kind of smog their guests were hoping to escape. "If you don't see
the mountains in the West," Nancy later lamented, "what is there. "28
Nancy regularly discussed declining visibility at local meetings of
the League of Women Voters. Her desire to begin a grassroots environmental group, however, originated with a local gadfly, Joe Devaney, who
in speaking before the League "identified and publicized" the air problem and then "damned" the Arizona Public Service for the pollution its
utility plant spewed into the southwestern skies. Consequently, Nancy
convinced her husband John, Mike Williams, and others in 1969 to
co-found the NMCCA&W.
Rooted in opposition to the utility plant emissions and a proposed
paper mill in Albuquerque, the NMCCA&W soon took up the fight for
clean air throughout the state. John became the chair and spokesperson
for the group in 1971, while Nancy served as "troubleshooter" and
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"behind-the-scenes organizer," planning the "mission" from an office
in their home. Mike Williams took on the role of the "scientific genius,"
and Grove Burnett, trained in environmental law, served as the
organization's attorney. John brought national recognition to the
NMCCA&W in 1972, when he testified before the Senate Subcommittee
on Air and Water Pollution during hearings concerning state implementation of federal standards. 29
As chair, John BartIitcombined the aesthetic environmentalism of
his wife with a 'scientific or technocratic version of his own. Although
disconcerted with air pollution and its potential risks to human health,
visibility, and plant and animal life, he had a strong faith in technology.
"Citizens needed to bring technology to the forefront," he argued, "to
change the debate. That's how I .came .to bean environmentalist." As a
technocratic environmentalist his biggest complaint was that the utility
and mining companies had not implemented the most efficient environmental equipment available on the national and even international markets. His hope was to pressure Kennecott to install the best technology
to meet 90 percent control of S02 and 99.7 percent clean-up of particulate matter. These standards could be met, he argued, because the con.verters, scrubbers, and modern furnaces were already in use in Japan,
Canada, and Finland. Borrowing from traditional industrial rhetoric, Bartlit
also argued that implementation of new technology created jobs in the
manufacture and operation of the equipment. In a strong break from
radical environmentalists, who called for eradication of the smokestack
industries, Bartlit argued that the installation of air control systems would
clean up the air and benefit the economy. Essentially, the NMCCA&W's
chairman called for the best facets of both worlds, an ideology that went
a long way in bridging the interests of mining companies.and the environmentalists. 30
Through the 1970s, NMCCA&W played an extremely important role
in keeping air quality issues before governmental agencies, the mining
companies, and the general public. Bartlit, Williams, .and Burnett skillfully cross-examined the industry's expert witnesses at hearings to prove,
for example, that the technology was available to change emissions lev. els at Hurley. Initially designed to discredit and fluster witnesses, especially nonprofessional and untrained environmentalists, the right to
cross-examine participants at public hearings was put into state1aw at
the insistence of industrialists. Bartlit, however, turned the stratagem
on the mining industry and himself cross-examined corporate experts to
reveal deception and contradictions in their statements from
time-to-time just as the corporate henchmen had done with the unwitting citizen on occasion.
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In 1975, the air debate reached a climax in New Mexico. By this time,
the environmentalists were at full strength and the mining companies
were fighting for their economic lives because of the recession, the energy crisis, growing operational costs, and rising global competition. In
addition, the EPA and Congress were reassessing the Clean Air Act,
amendments, beginning in 1975, to devise standards capable of ensuring
cleaner air that were not too costly to industry. As a result, the EPA
hearing at Silver City, from 19-21 June 1975, took on added importance
for the interested parties. At stake was the survival of one of New
Mexico's most lucrative, longstanding industries, as well as clean air
and visibility.
The tension was high as the participants gathered for the meeting.
Everybody of any importance in Grant County was there: state representatives Murray Ryan (Republican) and Thomas Foy (Democrat), Chino
manager Richard Leveille and his assistants, Juan Chac6n, and Chano
Merino of the United Steel Workers (USW), and any number of concerned citizens both for and against stricter air standards; most Grant
County residents, however, supported relaxation of the regulations (65
percent according to one poll).31
The scene had been set in the months before the summer meeting.
Clearly, the state and its highest officials sympathized with the mining
industry. In 1974, for example, the EIB awarded Kennecott a variance,
extending the deadline to comply with the 90 percent particulate standard (the 60 percent S02 standard was still enforced) as late as 1979.
When the state Council on Environmental Quality recommended tougher
air standards to Governor Bruce King in early 1974, he opposed the measure and announced: "Many of my advisors feel the proposal [for stricter
standards] would be unduly restrictive. I like to see a balanced approach
which doesn't degrade the environment or hamper the economy to provide jobs for people raised in New Mexico."32 Only three months before
the EPA hearing, the state legislature killed an environmental quality
act, despite support from King's successor, Governor Jerry Apodaca.
Frustrated with the bill's defeat, Sally Rodgers, lobbyist for the Central
Clearing House, a confederation of environmental groups, blamed "raw
political pressure by the large industrial lobbyists" and irrational fear of
the bill by some "legislators who believed the horror stories" of the total
collapse ofthe state's mining industry.33
The EPA and the NMCCA&W confronted a "hostile audience" at
the 19 June hearing. More than a hundred people showed up to taunt the
environmentalists, called "petty despots and their little friends" by Grant
County Chamber of Commerce manager Jim Elliott. John Bartlit opened
the meeting reiterating the NMCCA&W's stance for higher standards.
Amid booing and jeering in front of a pro-company crowd, Bartlit announced that:
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[the) reputation of Kennecott is one of bad faith and foot dragging in their actions toward pollution control. Sixty percent sulfur oxides is enough to meet state and federal regulations, but
greater control is necessary [to keep New Mexico~s air clean) ...
we again recommend 90 per cent [for S02) today. Our position
has not changed. 34
But, unlike the earlier hearing in Santa Fe, the pro-company forces
collectively protested the economic hardships they attributed to environmental regulations. For Grant County residents, the EPA and the environmentalists were outsiders threatening their tax revenues and their
jobs. Jim Elliott, in fact, protested the loudest. He warned the EPA officials of how "unbridled power to a team of anti-industry enthusiasts ..
. would shut ... down" an industry, even after it had spent hundreds of
millions of dollars on new environmental technology. The Chamber of
Commerce manager then asked,
[Do] anti-business [and) anti-industry people have other jobs
lined up for those workers in some Utopia where the air is pure
and the streams are brimming with clear water the year 'round
and where it's against the law for the sun to hide its face. Who
will foot the bill? Who picks up the tab for unemployment, for
investment losses in both industry and commerce, and for straggling migration ofa trained labor force to the food stamp lines
and dole offices in already over-crowded cities?H
Leveille and other Chino officials could not have been more pleased
with this display of support. Elliott was echoing the sentiments that
Kennecott espoused in its testimony before the Senate Subcommitte on
Air and Water Pollution.
Other witnesses testified in favor of the copper corporation. Ruth
Graham, a rancher in the Mimbres River Valley, northeast of the smelter,
testified that during fifteen years ofresidence in the area air pollution
was not a problem. "I moved here from Los Angeles County, [California)," she proudly attested, "and my eyes haven't burned and I haven't
coughed, and I know it is because of the good clean air." On the other
hand, Local 890 representative Chano Merino was less concerned with
air pollution and more interested in securing jobs for members in the
USW union:
We don't need a lot of outsiders coming in and telling us what
to do, but we are concerned about jobs. We are not in love with
Kennecott, but we negotiate· in good faith. When somebody
says Kennecott is not of good faith I resent it. It isn't the [smelter)
smoke that bothers us, it's when we don't see the smoke that it
bothers US. 36
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Ironically, the corporation and its workers, only a generation earlier at
odds, were now allied against the environmentalists who, they believed,
threatened profits and jobs.
Among the arch enemies of the company and the union was Sierra
Club representative Brant Calkin, who testified in favor of stricter standards. Yet, contrary to local gossip, he promised that his group hadno
intentions of forcing a shutdown at the smelter. Instead he recommended
to EPA officials that Kennecott produce the "economic data, put it into
the record, and ... take a look at it" before making the final decision
about air quality measures. A seemingly innocuous statement, this remark was an indictment of Kennecott's claims of closing down; threats
that one pro-environment state legislator called "economic blackmail,"
despite promises to Governor Apodaca and U.S. Senator Pete Domenici
to the contrary.37 .
The June hearing in Grant County set the stage for the national
showdown'over the 1977 amendments to the Clean Air Act. Among the
major players in the debate was Senator Domenici of New Mexico. The
traditional importance of the copper industry was not lost on the powerful Republican, who served on the oversight hearings in 1974, the implementation hearings in 1975, and the amendment hearings in 1977. He also
directed the "Copper Caucus," a Washington, D.C.-based lobbyingcoalition designed to bailout the ailing industry during the 1970s. In these
capacities, he wanted to provide relief for Kennecott and the other major
copper corporations.
Although nominally in favor of clean air, Domenici unde.rstood the
hardships the industry was facing during the recession of the mid-1970s.
Moreover, the energy crisis was overshadowing environmentalism. Congress, therefore, decided to reintroduce the air debate. As a result, industrialists and environmentalists alike initiated the greatest flood of
lobbying since the Taft-Hartley Act; the environmental movement era
undoubtedly ranked with the rise of unionism as one of the strongest
threats to corporate hegemony in American industry in the twentieth
century.
At the Senate hearings, mining representatives complained of the
high costs to comply with governmental standards. The expenditures
for environmental technology, Kennecott's President Frank Milliken testified, increased costs by five to six percent, placing American produc. ers at a disadvantage in the world market. Peruvian, Zambian, Zairean,
and Chilean companies, which produced higher grade copper at lower
costs, did not have to answer to an environmental bureaucracy whose
rules cut deep into corporate profits. 38
To air the mining industry's financial concerns Domenici and Senator Gary Hart of Colorado, elicited information from Kennecott's officials about the temporary alternatives for controlling smelter emissions.
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Although present for the Sierra Club's arguments in favor of immediate
implementation of abatement controls, Domenici showed more interest
in the testimony of David Swan, vice':"'president of technology for.
Kennecott, who called for continued use of Supplementary Control Systems (SCS, equivalent to the Intermittent Control Systems). Swan argued that the technological costs-an estimated $245 million more than
already spent-were not commensurate with the environmental benefits.
Abatement controls were too expensive to install at older plants such as
the Hurley smelter. To give the industry time to plan for the transition to
these measures, Swan contended, the SCS must be allowed or production would plummet. Furthermore, he declared, energy consumption would
increase dramatically. And during the energy crisis, the estimated 22
million gallons of additional fuel oil needed to operate abatement controls could not be justified. These arguments hit a high note for the
senators concerned with national Cold War strategy during the
mid-1970s. 39
Laurence I. Moss, president of the Sierra Club, countered industry's
complaints about costs with a plea for human safety':
What the argument really comes down to [Moss stated] is whether
we should give
industries the option of saving money by not
putti.ng in the
equipment that theycould put in, and polluting the air and jeopardizing the public health and welfare in the
process. I don't believe that we should give them that option. 40
But more than implementing the technology available, Moss was concerned with "the question of prevention of significant deterioration" of
the atmosphere in "clean air" regions, especially in the American West.
Continued use of towering smokestacks and intermittent systems was
not enough, he continued, because these techniques still "spread pollution over thousands of square miles, impairing visibility and increasing
the acidity of the rainwater. "41
The environmental opposition made clear where they stood. The
environmentalists-:'-who garnered support from numerous governmental and private organizations; among them the League of Women Voters,
the American Lung Association, and the Natural Resource Defense Council-wanted the best technology installed in western smelters. They also
called for a Ii mit to the number of new smokestacks in the region to
protect visibility in national forests, national parks, and national monuments. For them, protection of the air in the West was preservation of
one of America's most.cherished natural resources. Just as old growth
forests, spotted owls, and scenic rivers of the public domain were protected, so too should clean air be coveted and preserved for future gen-
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erations. With the Clean Air Act, the federal government categorized the
nation's atmosphere among one of its principal environmental treasures,
and the environmentalists meant to keep it that way.·2
The industrial coalition fought back by proposing specific
antienvironment amendments to the Clean Air Act in the mid-1970s. First,
the coalition recommended that Congress limit emission controls to primary ambient air standards only, and that intermittent pollution control
systems be allowed in favor of abatement measures. Second, they requested a five-year delay for compliance (to 1982) with the 90 percent
clean-up measures. Third, the industrialists audaciously called for elimination of state implementation plans and termination of the current system for establishing emissions standards. In its place, they argued for
controls based on "available technology" and not on "arbitrary" health
standards. Finally, they lobbied to eliminate the no significant deterioration criteria altogether. 43
Such reasoning convinced Senator Domenici In 1976 to introduce
legislation to alleviate the copper industry's economic woes. As part of
the 1977 amendments, therefore, Domenici proposed allowing use of the
SCS at least until 1982. The senate committee then passed the amendment by a seven to six vote. The continued "use of these controls," New
Mexico's senator argued, was "essential to the copper industry's future .
. . , [and although the measure will not give] the industry as much flexibility as it needs, [it] will at least give them an alternative to having to
close many older plants entirely."44
The New Mexico senator still understood the importance of visibility and clean air in New Mexico. Because of the extraordinary natural
wonders, combined with the presence of viable smokestack industries
such as copper smelting and electricity generation, the state played a
"featured role" in the air debate. This dichotomous and unique characteristic of New Mexico and the rest of the Southwest did not escape
Domenici's attention. Consequently he introduced a "new clean air package" to the 1977 amendments (along with proposals to extend emission's
compliance) to protect national forests, monuments, and wilderness areas from excessive air pollution. Known as the "no-degradation" bill,
this legislation created new clean airsheds designed to encapsulate New
Mexico's coveted natural spots-the Gila National Forest and Wilderness Area, Bandelier, Bosque del Apache, Carlsbad Caverns, and other
national resorts in the state and throughout the West. The new measure,
for example, restricted growth of new industries near the designated
airsheds, while also requiring already operating plants to curtail emissions when weather systems threatened to push bad air into the protected areas. 4S
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In August 1977, President Jimmy Carter signed into law the newest
version of the Clean Air Act. In it, Domenici's provisions for protecting
the airsheds appeared as did his pro-industry amendment. For Kennecott
and its Hurley smelter, the Non-ferrous Smelter Order (NSO) of the act
was most important. The NSO generously gave the copper industry five
more years to meet the mandatory 90 percent sulfur dioxide arid particulate matter controls. Likewise, the act required the states to declare air
regions as either attainment or non-attainment areas. The New Mexico
Environmental Improvement Division was given until 1 January 1979, to
classify air regions in one of the categories. 46
In 1982, Kennecott finally met the 90 percent standards. To do so,
the Hurley smelter was revamped with a new acid plant and a flash furnace. These changes, however, did not completely eliminate the air pollution problem of New Mexico. Although the state and federal standards
are in place to control high levels of toxicity, abuses still exist. The
Hurley smelter, for example, on occasion emits measures of sulfur dioxide and particulate matter above the standards; as a result, the furnaces
are sometimes shut down, largely because of weather systems that sock
in the toxic atmospheric wastes. On a larger scale, as a recent American
Lung Association· (ALA) report revealed, the Southwest's industrial
smokes daily place millions of Americans at risk. The industrial corridor
from EI Paso to Phoenix, in particular, blurs the open skies of the borderlands region. In addition, major western cities pollute the western skies
at unacceptable levels largely because of automobile emissions. Los
Angeles' and Denver's air is especially toxic. Throughout the United
States, the ALA predicts, 23 million people are subject to "dangerous"
levels of noxious gases. 47
Despite this gloomy picture, the efforts of environmentalists have
made a dramatic difference in the quality of the Southwest's skies~ In
1991, John Bartlit experienced a pleasant encounter with Hurley's smelter
manager at a state environmental regulation meeting. To the
environmentalist's surprise, the young mining official had· never seen a
smelter without some measure of sulfur controls, and he had been in the
business since 1975. Bartlit immediately reflected on this fact, thinking
back to the hearings in Silver City, where he was booed for his call to
clean up the ai r. He also reminisced of the decade-and-a-half of hard
work and dedication to convince the state and the mining companies
that 90 percent or higher air pollution control was both economically
and socially better for the people of New MexiCo. And even though
Kennecott was a casualty of the air war, having sold out to Mitsubishi
ofJapan and Phelps Dodge by 1986, a rejuvenated smelter now stood as
tribute to his technocratic ~nvironmentalism,which Bartlit claimed was
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pro-environment and pro-industry. The philosophy created jobs and
cleaned up the air. As the cofounder of the NMCCA&W recently stated,
"I am for industry. And I am for clean air."48
The clean air fight in New Mexico was indicative of a regional and
even national movement to limit the toxins that Americans breathed on
an everyday basis. Just as the New Mexico Environmental Improvement
Board, the NMCCA&W, and the United States Environmental Protection
Agency jousted and jostled in the debate the battle raged in Arizona,
Montana, and Nevada in the West and in Pennsylvania, Ohio, and New
York in the East. Congress led a national environmental movement with
passage of the Clean Air Act amendments in 1967,1970, and 1977 (and
later in 1990). As a result, state governments implemented and enforced
plans to reduce automobile and industrial emissions in America. In large
measure, these events reflected grassroots efforts-such as Rachel
Carson's pleas in Silent Spring and the activities of the NMCCA&Wto initiate the environmental movement. Now, nature-its terrain and the
living creatures-had a voice. The atmosphere, air, had become.a national treasure. Regulatory agencies at the federal and state level were
in place to safeguard the new item on America's endangerment list.
For the mining industry, the air battle was a hard lesson learned. By
1990, more than $3.5 billion had been spent on environmental controls
during the preceding two decades..There were casualties as well. The
copper corporations closed down smelters in Montana, Arizona, and
Nevada. Ironically, Mitsubishi constructed a 250-million ton copper
smelter with the required environmental technology on the Houston ship
canal at Texas City, Texas, in the early 1990s. Likewise, two of the nation's,
the world's, largest copper producers, Anaconda Copper and Kennecott
Copper corporations, vanished into thin air by 1986-in fact, they no
longer existed. And, even though they chose sale of their property over
bankruptcy, they might have been forced into the latter choice if they
had stayed in the business. If these corporate giants, which went nearly
unregulated before the late 1960s, had listened to the winds of change in
that decade and acted on those hints immediately by installing environmental technology, they might still be here today running cleaner and
profitable mining ventures in the American West.
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The New History Comes to Town
ELIZABETH JAMESON

An incongruous event at the 1990 annual conference of the Western
History Association prefigured this special issue of the New Mexico
Historical Review. The breakfast meeting of the Mining History Association was inadvertently scheduled in the same room with the American
Society of Environmental History. Both groups tried to conduct their
separate business amidst uneasy mutterings about "strange bedfellows."
Nonetheless, forced to negotiate common terrain, the historians of an
environmentally destructive industry broke bread, appropriately enough,
with those who chronicle the devastation.
The historical connections that were accidentally established in 1990
are consciously addressed by this issue's authors. Using the methods
and conceptual frameworks of social and environmental histories, they
connect the topics of mining technologies and economics, managerial
organization; labor, environment and safety: and state policy. They leave
behind the lone prospectors, the gold and silver, the bawdy boom towns
of western lore, and take us instead to less romantic places that produced the copper, molybdenum, uranium, and coal required for twentieth-century industries.
If the theme of older Turnerian histories was individualism, one common theme of these articles is interdependence. Another commonality is
the new methods and analytic tools the authors employ, and the ways
they combine the topics of their histories. This intellectual boundarycrossing produces interesting interpretations.·

Elizabeth Jameson is associate professor of history at the University of New
Mexico. She publishes on class relations in western mining, and serves on the
Executive Council of the Mining History' Association.
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Christopher Huggard connects the often-separate subjects of environmental activism, industrial labor relations, copper smelting, and politics. The contradictory requirements of western economies and the
people they support are inescapable in negotiating clean air policies
among mining corporations, 10caI.communiiies, organized labor, and the
state. The competing demands of tourism and mining, environmental
protection and corporate profits created particularly difficult choices
for labor, caught between the imperatives of jobs and safety.
Yvette Huginnie uses the tools of postmodernliterary criticism to
question the images of engineers as the· expert heroes of industrial mining. The same attention to voice and context clarifies positions of power
in the industrial workplace. Examining the self-presentations of engineers, middle managers, foremen and shift bosses, Huginnie locates their
different claims to authority in the relationships of class and race they
negotiated. Viewed in this way, industrial mining and industrial society
are not the triumphant products of technocratic expertise, but a more
contested set of relationships with more ambiguous meanings and rewards for all the participants. A simpler narrative of industrial progress
becomes a more complex tale of contested claims to industrial control.
Textual criticism becomes a tool to describe how skill and race were
mobilized in the racially stratified class systems of the mining Southwest.
In a very different analysis, Kevin Fernlund's history of uranium
prospecting on the Colorado Plateau links the seemingly disparate perspectives of Cold War international relations and popular culture. Together these help us understand why the virtues of rugged frontier
individualism were projected onto 1950s uranium prospectors. Fernlund
explores both the Old West and the New through the fascination of Cold
War Americans with the fictional figures of Hollywood westerns. The
image of uranium prospectors as heroes on the front lines of anti-communism provides a framework to analyze the mythic figures of
nineteenth-century frontiers as well. Pioneer heroes provided the "right
stuff' for the triumph of Manifest Destiny; their twentieth-century counterparts turned the Cold War nuclear standoff into one more showdown
at the OK Corral. Connecting the mythic West of popular culture with
international conflicts makes the exceptional characters of tall tales more
than entertaining folk heroes. They become ideological vehicles in
nineteenth-century expansion and twentieth-century anti-communism.
Fernlund argues that the state cemented the power of scie~tific authorities as it guarded the development ofthe atom bomb. The outcomes
of technical power yielded ambiguous consequences, however, for a
region that bore the environmental costs of nuclear development, and
the uncertain economies of military industries.
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Together these articles offer intriguing frameworks for locating mining history in larger contexts. We see their connections vividly in Arthur
Gomez's photographic essay. Photographs, like oral histories and textual analysis, augment our sources for subjects with few written records,
including the environment itself. We see in photographs like the Kelly
Miners' Band the reality of racial and ethnic stratification in the western
mining workforce. We can see equally vividly measures that were taken,
and that were not, to protect the health and safety of the mining
workforce. The apparent remoteness of the West, and the racist hierarchies of
its workforce, helped outsiders ignore the environmental and human
costs of industrial mining and Cold War defense. In the nineteenthcentury West, miners explained their dangers with a common saying,
"Men are cheaper than timber." For twentieth-century mining, the costbenefit equations of environmental protection and worker safety also
encode rela~ionships of race, class, dependency, and power.
These are common themes in new western histories. Mining historians were among the first to forsake the mythic rugged individual ofthe
American frontier, and to focus instead on the urban West, on labor
conflicts, and on the economic dependence of western industries on
eastern capital. They were less quick to emphasize the role of the state
in securing the territory, financing the railroads,and providing the strike
intervention which supported corporate mining. 2 In the historiographic
climate after World War II, the often-violent strikes that punctuated the
nineteenth-century West were cast as exceptions to the presumed moderation of " mainstream" labor. The socialist endorsements of the Western Federation of Miners (WFM), the principal union in western hardrock
mining, became the aberrant policies of a fewfrontier hotheads. Before
the social movements and new social histories of the 1960s, few historians examined the western mining workforce, its international roots in
Cornwall, Ireland, China, and Mexico, or how racial antagonisms were
constructed and manipulated throughout the industry. Historians have
just begun to examine who the unions organized and who they excluded
in the complex racial ethnic hierarchies of regional mining economies. 3
While Cold War historians debated what made western labor different, a new chapter in that history was enacted. The International Union
of Mine Mill and Smelter Workers (the renamed WFM), which Huggard
mentions, was expelled, along with other allegedly Communist-dominated unions, from the Congress of Industrial Organizations which it
had helped found. Embattled throughout the 1950s as it defended its
leaders against red-baiting and its local unions from raids by outside
unions, Mine-Mill had little choice but to merge in 1966 with the larger
and more politically moderate United Steelworkers of America.
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Huggard takes earlier conflicts between labor and management to a
new stage with their joint advocacy of profits and jobs over environmental regulation. These shifts in the public stances of management and
labor become even clearer when they are linked to the Cold War contexts
which promoted the charges against left-wing unions. When union activists like Juan Chacon, leader of the famed "Salt of the Earth" strike,
emphasized job protection in the environmental battles of the 1970s,
they still acted as workers protecting their jobs, not as spokespersons
for corporate profits. The parameters for their choices were constructed
in a long history that extended from the social divisions Huginnie so
clearly delineates, through the union red-baiting and the economic instabilities of the Cold War West.
There is considerable continuity between these histories of
twentieth-century western mining, and the older environmental legacies written in the tailing ponds, slag heaps, chlorine waste and cyanide
sludge of abandoned mines and mills. The pulls of local communities
trying to salvage local economies, and the inevitable depletion offinite
ores, are larger historic contexts for environmental debates. There are
fascinating questions in the connected topics of state policies, the social relations of industrial capitalism, and the risks extractive industries
bring to human safety and western ecosystems. Taken out of their isolated contexts, we can more clearly explore the historical agency of western miners and managers, and the local and individual meanings of state
mining policies. These are leads worth pursuing in new histories yet to
come.
Postscript
Since 1990 the Western History Association has carefully separated
the Mining Historians and the Environmental Historians, who meet each
year at the same time in different rooms. Maybe we had it right the first
ti~.
•
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An Alpha and Omega of TwentiethCentury Mining History:
A Review Essay
GENE M. GRESSLEY

In the most recent historiographical essay on the history of western mining,
Clark C. Spence, with perception and erudition, observed that historians
have long been enraptured by the glory and romance inherent in the drama
ofthe nineteenth--eentury mining industry, neglecting the seemingly grayer,
duller corporate enterprise that is twentieth century mining. As a result enormous cavities appear at random: we have yet, Spence writes, a general, overall
interpretative history of the mining industry; almost no attention has been
directed to the era between the First and Second World Wars; except for a
couple of volumes, there has been total neglect of the technology of mining; the comparative studies of mining between countries, so often commented on as being useful, are absent; finally Spence notes that little analysis of corporate organization or technological transfer is available. 1
A decade after Spence's insightful article, the topics of neglect that he
ticked offwith ease remain largely unexplored. This is not to argue that the
computer discs have been totally blank, as the history of mining has attracted increasing attention. 2 Nor are computer symbols the only sign of a
robust, flourishing, and animated activity in mininghistory. Afficionadoes
of the field have gathered together in recent years to establish organizations
devoted to mining history. The Society of Mining Law Antiquarians, an assemblage of mining lawyers who hold annual conventions, much to the envy
oftheir academic colleagues, cavort at such delightful spas and sites as Wales,
Hawaii, and the British West Indies. Devoted to the discovery and preservation of the legal history of mining, their Society newsletter, Dips, Angles
and Spurs, is a veritable treasure trove of fascinating linqua franca, basic
reference interest, and above all, of pure delight and enjoyment.
Gene M. Gressley is one-time director of the American Heritage Center and AlI-University Professor at the University of Wyoming. He has written extensively on Western
history.
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Another group of public historians, academicians and buffs, in "swaddling clothes" stage, is the Mining History Association. Though this organization has had only three annual conventions, at Leadville, Boise, and Lead,
the enthusiasm and sophistication of their sessions, plus the soon to be born
journal of mining history, bodes well for the future of these devotees. Currently, there is much excitement over the International Mining Congress to
be held this summer in Denver. If comparative history is your concern, what
better opportunity to visit with international colleagues than in the Mile High
city? As a field then, one can only conclude that the history of mining is not
only alive and well, but vibrant.
The two books under review, Goldfield, by Sally Zanjani, and Hecla,
by John Fahey, provide the alpha and omega of twentieth century mining.
Though chronologically in the twentieth century," Goldfield possessed all
the excitement, flash and color of a nineteenth-century gold rush. The Goldfield ore deposits were distinguished by irregularity, closeness to the surface (most within 1,000 feet) and of astonishing richness. Geologists describe the outcropping as "irregular, straggling, branching and apt to disappear suddenly.") Obviously, any prophecies as to the estimates of future
reserves was an exercise in pure (or impure) fortune telling.
But the quick wealth pouring from the Mohawk, Combination, and other
legendary Goldfield mines of Nevada was no soothsaying. In 1906, three
years after the discovery of Goldfield, production leaped to $7,040,000,
peaked in 1910 at $11,210,000, and plummeted to $6,410,000 in 1912. Then
slowly, but ominously, production continued its downward decline. Nineteen eighteen was the last year the Goldfield surpassed $1,000,000 in production. The entire wealth ofthe Goldfield district to 1960 was $89,700,000,
ninety-four percent of which occurred during the boom years of 1904-1919. 4
In the world of mining Goldfield was a Roman candle, making a spectacular ascent, a brilliant explosion and a muffled descent. The prospectors,
promoters, and investors who flocked by the thousands to Goldfield never
forgot the experience. Fresh from MIT, almost sixty years after he first saw
Goldfield, the mining engineer, Henry C. Morris, described the experience
with all of the vividness and color of yesterday.
Morris sat in the roccoco Warne lounge of the Cosmos Club (formerly
the home of the diplomat Sumner Welles), remembering the days of his
youth. As he recalled the romance of Goldfield, he sighed, and made a comment that has become almost a cliche among "Golfielders." "You know,
don't you?" he queried his visitor, "There has never been another Goldfield, nor will there ever be another one!" Then Morris added, "everyone
came to Goldfield-at least briefly."5 Goldfield, like most mining camps,
was discovered accidently by two wandering prospectors, Henry Stimler
and William Marsh, on 4 Decemberl?02.
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In common with many discoverers throughout mining history, Stimler
and Marsh, as far as Goldfield was concerned, soon faded into the past.
Their place was quickly taken by other prospectors; entrepreneurs, and investors. By the winter of 1905, over one hundred mining companies appeared in Goldfield. 6 Consolidation came with incredible speed, particularly
with the activities of banker George Nixon and gambler, financier and politico George Wingfield, who as a partnership gobbled up mine company
after mine company. First they merged their assets into Goldfield Consolidated Mines; then later on 1 January 1907, they acquired control of the
Goldfield Mining Company.
Such was the magnetic attraction of Goldfield, that investors from all
over the U. S. soon were swarming to Central Nevada. The park bench statesman and Wall Street guru, Bernard Baruch took a flyer in return for a loan
of $1,000,000 to Nixon and Wingfield. The steel magnate of Pittsburgh,
Charles Schwab, invested heavily, if not always wisely.
The startlingly rapid transformation of Goldfield from prospectors to
entrepreneurs typified the developmental pattern of many mining camps
around the world. Except for the Nixon Wingfield partnership, Goldfield
never evolved into the capitalistic state common with many mining areas.
While Goldfield never metamorphosed into the last phase ofindustrial
maturity, in many ways it extended the competitive entrepreneurship ofthe
individual miner by promoting the leasing system. With the same legal structure as a mining company, a leasing company's sole asset was the right to
operate a mine for a specified time period, commonly six moriths, with a
royalty of fifteen to twenty-five percent of the gross production. With the
precipitous fall in production and the corresponding reduction in capital
requirements, the leasing system in Goldfield faded. While it prospered, the
leasing system nourished the bonanza that was Goldfield.
While the lessor, with wild abandonment spread the tales of wealth that
made the legend, life in Goldfield was far less glamorous. One of the many
strengths of Zanjani 's narrative is her emphasis on Goldfield society, a story
that consumes two~thirds of her book. New West historians will be especially pleased to perceive her emphasis on race, class, and gender.
In many ways Goldfield social conditions mirrored mining camps en
genre, with its uncertain and fluctuating status, absence of a group fram~
work and economic reversals. With the exception of the black community,
which was tolerated, Goldfield had an invisible (or sometimes all too visible) "whites only" sign. An Oriental exclusion act was not only adopted,
but strictly enforced: orientals were simply run out of town. Domestic violence was rampant, prostitution flourished, and high grading (except by
George Wingfield, who viewed the practice as a personal affront) was tolerated. Local government reflected the looseness of society's texture. Divorce,
desertion, and suicide undermined the tenuous status of women and promoted an erosion of the family. Though the position of women might be
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more liberated than the female gender in general, they were also less secure.
Intriguingly enough, what social bonding there was focused on state bonding, analogous to contemporary retirement communities in Florida or Arizona, which enjoy "Iowa" or "Ohio" picnics. In Goldfield, Coloradans
bonded with Coloradans, Californians with Californians and so forth.
Labor, initially mollified by high wages, remained harmonious, at least
on the surface. The melodic air turned revolutionary with the arrival of
Vincent St. John and the Industrial Workers of the World. The charismatic
S1. John quickly stipulated his agenda, the organization of one union, the
launching of a general strike, the workers control of production and the
workers "pie-in-the-sky" commonwealth. S1. John's influence crested on
20 January 1907, with a parade to commemorate the St. Petersburg massacre and to support the union leaders on trial in Idaho. A combination of
conservative opposition within the union, the hostility of corporations and
George Wingfield's "compromise be damned" policy doomed the labor protest. With S1. John's rapid retreat to Chicago, for all intents and purposes,
union activity ceased-though the heritage of socialism remained behind
and actually thrived. In his history of Goldfield, Hugh Shamberger contends
that labor strife had little impact on the growth of Goldfield.' Zanjani differs, she cites production decline and an increase in violence and vigilantism, as corrosive of union activity.
What was the legacy of Goldfield? In many ways Goldfield was analogous to mining booms the west over, with its hordes of young men, rapidly
constructed buildings, social unrest, and democratically fractured society.
Yet as Zanjani so perceptively points out, Goldfield, in spite of its enormous
aflluence had none of the peI'manence, or one might say, "extended life" of
other mining communities. After its initial boom era Goldfield could discover little excuse for its continued existence. When the mines closed, no
merchant class gave it stability as a commercial center, no low grade deposits underwrote its future in mining. In time the wind and the sand simply
had their way with· Goldfield 's corpse.
Yet Goldfield was different. Aside from the quick wealth, everything
about Goldfield appeared magnified. The tone of the camp was played out
in a strident, loud, minor key. Violence and rapaciousness pervaded the streets
of Goldfield; stimulated by the mania for speculative mining stocks, the
mining entrepreneur was a gambler personified. Few of Goldfield's mining
elite took the path ofa maturing frontier capitalist with economic interests
beyond the mine shafts. Further, Goldfield's economic impact on its region
was limited and brief.
In one realm, politics, Zanjani agrees with Russell Elliott, the central
Nevada mining boom permanently realigned Nevada's voters. 8 The influx
of miners transformed Republican dominance into Democratic pluralities.
Nor was politics the only inheritance ofthe Goldfield's mining ethos, Zanjani
reminds us that the free wheeling adventurism, the triumph of individual-
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ism over communitarianism, and the succumbing of moral values to materialism all created a world not of social restraint, but of license. Perhaps in
retrospect Goldfield's greatest good fortune came when Sally Zanjani, amalgamating a delightful style, with intensive research and imagination preserved its history.
With the name of Goldfield flashing then dimming into history, the Hecla
Mining Company a thousand miles to the north was slowly evolving into a
microcosm of twentieth-century mining. In counterpoint to Zanjani, John
Fahey announces at the outset his frame of reference, "This book is about
people," writes the author, " .. .I focus on presidents and managers and use
Hecla as metonym for its people."9 Readers are immediately warned that
not only will the history of Hecla be an analysis of industrial capitalism, but
it will be an entrepreneurial saga. Anyone surveying past centuries of American economic history soon realizes that continuous change has been endemic to that past. Confronted with a technological revolution, Americans
have commonly and pragmatically conquered technological challenges either via the market place, government subsidy, or more often a merging of
public and private enterprise.
Joseph Schumpeter, whose creativity divined and defined the entrepreneur, insisted that entrepreneurs were not passive, but active agents of economic change. A bobbing, weaving species, Schumpeter's entrepreneurs
were in perpetual search of the most opportune moment to exploit the most
profitable market advantage. Peter Drucker, though finding much of relevance in Schumpeter, warns that entrepreneurship is hazardous, "... because so few of the so called entrepreneurs know what they are doing."lo
.The question then becomes how do Hecla's administrators measure up
in the world of entrepreneurship? The query is purified by the criteria on
whiCh they are judged. Here we receive help from Plato Malozemoff, one of
the most charming and brilliant entrepreneurs of twentieth century mining.
The -majority of Malozemoff's career was spent at the Newmont Mining
Company, where he was successively staff engineer, president and chairman from 1945 to 1985. Interviewed by the Regional Oral History Office of
the Bancroft Library in 1987 and again in 1988, Malozemoff outlined his
prescription for a successful mining organization. He enumerated five factors that had guided his entrepreneurial career: First, a strong exploration
program; Malozemoff noted that this did not necessarily mean a sizeable
budget. It did require, however, "a selective exploration effort by an experienced explorationists who have extrasensory perceptions."11 Above all,
for an exploration program to be a success the personal commitment of top
management was necessary; Second, a timely acquisition policy, Malozemoff
conceded that "meaningful acquisitions are often the result of serendipity."
Further, seizing the moment required, "a special blend of entrepreneurship
with the ability to appraise a multiplicity of risks, technical business and
financial knowledge, judgment, controlled imagination, and a knack for the
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right timing." 12 Third, Malozemoff emphasized that in both exploration and
acquisition, preferences should be given to projects with a projected long
life. He observed that it required as much judgement and effort to run a
small mine as it did a large one. 13 What was most important was that whatever projects were selected they, " ... serve as building blocks for a corporate edifice that give a sense of assured continuity."14 Diversification was
the fourth goal ofMalozemoff's register. Due to the vagaries of the market,
dependence on one metal was frequently fatal. While diversification was
essential to the economic health of a mining company, the problem often
was that top management was in "too great of a hurry" to make a "meaningful acquisition."
Malozemoff's admitted that his final criterion for a successful mining
company was the most elusive of all. Specifically, the goal of mining entrepreneurship should be the attraction and retention of quality top and middle
management. Morale was the tricky factor. Malozemoff defined morale as
"mutual pride in the company, non-repetitive assignments, accessibility of
top management to subordinates, intelligent stubbornness, keeping an open
mind, introspection and timing of a decision."ls Hecla, because of its moderate size, had less problem implementing Malozemoff's precept five than
did larger companies.
The Milwaukee, Youngstown, and Chicago investors who organized the
Hecla Mining Company on October 14, 1891 gave little thought to entrepreneurial theory or managerial philosophy. Their primary mission focused on
attracting and retaining the capital flow from investors to mines. Unlike the
Goldfield district, the mines of Coeur d' Alenes never resorted to mineral
leasing as a means of amassing capital, a task that became increasingly difficult with the Coeur d' Alene labor wars of the 1890s. Twice, in the summer
of 1891 and again in the Spring of 1901, the Coeur d' Alene region fell under
martial law. Nevertheless, investor interest was aroused by the booming lead
market for paint manufacture, sheeting for the chemical industry and sheathing for cables. Economic stimulus aside, the Coeur d' Alene region in the
early mining years was blessed by competent managers.
Though hardly a prototype of a Schumpeter entrepreneur, James F.
. McCarthy, trained at Cooper Union, became the manager of the Hecla in
1902. Along with Stanly Easton of BunkerHill Mining Company and Harry
Day of the Hercules Mining Company, McCarthy would be a major force in
the direction of the Coeur d' Alenes mining for the next four decades.
McCarthy and his colleagues practiced conservative, careful management. Though McCarthy evaded (or perhaps never had the opportunity) of
following Malezomoff's program of acquisition and exploration, Hecla's
existence was prolonged by the discovery of a major ore body east of the
original Hecla shoot in 1912. With the advent of the First World War and
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rising lead prices, the Coeur d' Alene district achieved its greatest prosperity
in thirty years. The market and restricting of smelter costs became
McCarthy's managerial preoccupations.
If Schumpeter had been looking for an entrepreneurial spark in the Hecla
managerial strata, it came with the introduction.ofFred Searls of Newmont
(although Fahey seems circumspect about Searls' role in Hecla). For three
decades, beginning in 1922, Fred Searls, one of the great mining engineer
entrepreneurs of the twentieth century, provided both the vitality and the
entreprenurial di rection of the Hecla, first as consultant, and later as a member of the Board. When more capital was required, when an assessment ofa
prospect was needed, when a partner appeared advantageous, Fred Searls
and Newmont were there. 16
Up until Fred Searls became associated with Hecla, silver had away been
regarded as secondary to lead in the Coeur d' Alenes. However, in the midtwenties, the discovery of several silver mines altered the entire region's
perception. Searls urged Newmont to join Hecla in the development of the
Polaris silver mine. Then Searls enticed Hecla to invest in the Resurrection
mine in Leadville, which produced a modest profit for both partners. 17
James McCarthy died on March 6, 1940, and was succeeded by his sixtyyear-old lieutenant, Lewis Hanley, ".. .largely because Fred Searls wanted
him to..." 18 Fahey informs us that if Hanley and McCarthy ever disagreed,
no one knew of it. So the Hanley aegis represented an eleven-year extension of McCarthy's conservative management. Hanley retired in May, 1951
be succeeded as President by Lester Randall. The comptroller of Hecla,
Randall's selection represented a political compromise between two contending vice-presidents.
The immediate challenge confronting Randall was enumerated as number three on Malozemoff's list offactors to ensure a successful mining operation-finding a long-life mine. Randall's first entrepreneurial opportunity came not with a long-life prospect, but with a short-lived one, an enormously profitable uranium mine thirty-five miles south of Moab. Though
initially skeptical of the uranium fever of the Colorado Plateau, Randall decided that Hecla simply could not afford to scorn an area that had captured
the imagination of the entire industry. The Radon mine, Hecla's investment,
was only 2,150 feet long and five feet thick. But in it first year of production
it paid back all its developmental costs. Anyone scanning the balance sheet
of the Radon could easily discern the rationale for the lucrative returns. Hecla
estimated that it cost ten dollars. a ton to extract the uranium from Radon,
which was then sold to a captive market, the U. S. Government, for seventy
dollars a ton!. Obviously only the greatest mismanagement could have prevented a profit.
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While the Radon returns were dramatically being charted on Hecla's
dividend graph, Randall made a decision which fulfilled his dream of a longterm mine for Hecla.·He purchased the Lucky Friday mine, just a mile east
of Mullan and only seven miles (as the crow flies) south of the old Hecla
mine.
Again the fine hand of Fred Searls shadowed Randall's move. After
touring Lucky Friday, Searls told his Hecla guides, ~'You tell your board that
Newmont will take every share of Lucky Friday that Hecla doesn't buy. You
go tell your directors that. "19
Lucky Friday indeed proved providential for Hecla. Not only did Lucky
Friday underwrite the Hecla's long termed future, but it also became a factor on Hecla's balance sheet by producing substantial dividends shortly after it was acquired. Not all of Randall's investments were so propitious as
Radon and Lucky Friday. A ten million dollar partnership investment (which
Searls' successor at Newmont, Plato Malozemoff, warned Hecla against),20
turned into disaster when Newmont wrote off the mine after a precipitous
drop in copper prices.
The manager of mines for Hecla, W. H. Love, succeeded Randall as
President in 1966. Committed to maintaining Randall's momentum, Love
emphasized the first plank of the Malozemoff entrepreneurial platform:
namely exploration. His first major move proved to be calamitous,
entrepreneurially or financially speaking. The Lakeshore, an enormous copper deposit on the Papago Indian reservation south of Tucson, had fascinated the mining crowd for generations. El Paso Natural Gas Company,
through a series of deals, ended up owning Lakeshore in 1967.
Immediately, El Paso began hunting for an operating partner, selecting
Hecla. For Love, "Lakeshore beamed as a lodestar," presenting Hecla, at
one fell swoop, an opportunity to extend its reserves indefinitely, giving the
company freedom from its dependence on silver and lead and finally tripling its assets. As additional enticement, Love could point out to his directors that at 1968 copper prices, Lakeshore's estimated worth was $3.7 billion. Schumpeter's entrepreneur might have been intrigued with such a prospect. Malozemoff might have settled back in his chair and observed that it
appeared to him an entrepreneurial case of the minnow trying to swallow
the whale.
Hecla initiated the development of Lakeshore in 1971; five years later
the mine was in commercial production-no small feat. Then copper prices
fell to their lowest mark in years. Every time Hecla won the struggle to reduce costs, the copper market fell again. Finally, in the autumn of 1977,
after an investment of over two hundred million, Hecla shut down Lakeshore.
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For all intents and purposes Lakeshore ended Love's tenure at Hecla
(though Love's coup de grace, as Fahey emphasizes, was self inflicted). As
Love was exiting the Hecla, the silver market began an upsurge, which ended
in the stratosphere with the Hunt brothers manipulation to corner the silver
market. All of a sudden the Coeur d'Alenes were awash in profits.
A metallurgist, W. H. Griffith succeeded Love as President in 1979. His
goals represented a reordering of the objectives of his two predecessors,
but they remained within the Malozemof's schema. Griffith thought his
entrepreneurial vision should include acquisition, with emphasis on the Coeur
. d"Alenes, followed by joint ventures and, last, exploration. Nine years later,
Griffith could look back on a financially robust Hecla with the knowledge
that his entrepreneurial leadership had been a success.
These two works, Goldfield and Hecla, serve as book ends to twentieth-century mining history. Everything about Goldfield was painted in the
exaggerated hues of a nineteenth-century mining camp. Speculation, not
entrepreneurship, dominated the Goldfield scene. Hecla, almost from the
first shaft, depended on capital intensive investment and entrepreneurial
decision-making. Hecla, in sum, was the twentieth century mining world in
miniature.
What strikes this reviewer now and has in the past, is how much remains to be done in the history of mining. When the reader puts down these
two volumes, he or she does so with the realization that not only Clark
Spence's agenda of a decade ago remain, but both Fahey and Zanjani have
provided models for an examination of a plethora of districts of the mining·
West. .
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A Glossary of Spanish Mining Terms

The following glossary is based on terms used in the Mining Ordinances of New Spain and found compiled in a note.book which belonged to
Francisco H. Delgado, a native of Santa Fe, New Mexico. Delgado served as
the chief clerk of the Court of Private Land Claims from 1897 to 1904. President Woodrow Wilson appointed him register of the United States land
office in 1913. The New Mexico Historical Review is indebted to his descendent, Edmundo Delgado, for permission to use Francisco Delgado's compilation. It was annotated by former miner Richard Landavazo, a graduate
student at the University of New Mexico.
ARRAS (Clefts or fissures). Are fissures in the hills, demonstrating the
force of some subterraneous expansion, which has turned them asunder.
Indications of veins. 2. A fissure; a considerable opening or cavity in the
mountain, rock, or lode.
ACHICAR (To diminish). Referring to the lowering of the water in any
work or level. The workmen employed for this purpose are called
Achicadores. To decrease or diminish; applied to the diminution of water in
any of the workings, lowering the water in the shafts, etc.
ACHINCHIQUES. Workmen employed to collect water from lower
springs in mines. 2. Workmen employed in removing the water in botas.
ADEMADQRES. Liners. 2. A mining carpenter; a timberman; to timber.
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ADEMES. Coverings or linings of timber. 2. Timber work for securing
and supporting the works of the mine.
AFINACION (Refining). The separating from the plates or ingots of
silver the drops always combined with after smelting.
ALCRIBIS 0 TOVERA (Turn or tuyere). A kind offunnel into which
the nozzle of the bellows of smelting furnaces is fitted to conduct the blast.
2. The tuyere of a smelting furnace.
APAREJO (Tackle). A machine for raising the timber linings of pits
when they give way or become loose. 2. A table, a block and fall, an apparatus; a set of harness for beasts of burden or draft; a pack-saddle.
APEROS (Implements). All the requisites for keeping in working order
the pits and drag wells; for erecting shades and for the other matters pertaining to the underground work of the mine. 2. Utensils; also materials,
such as gunpowder and paper for blasting, etc.
A PIQUE (Downward). To pique is to work by sinking downward in the
perpendicular veins. 2. Digging downwards in a vertical direction.
APURADORES (Gleaners). Men or women who seek particles of metal
in the refuse of the amalgamation works. 2. Men who re-wash the earth from
the tinas.
ATACADOR (Rammer). A small cylindrical tool, more slender than a
borer (barrena) for ramming in the cartridge with which the rock is blasted.
ATAJADOR (Interceptor). A boy who brings the mules or horses for
the grinding mills. 2. A boy who attends the horses and mules.
ATECAS. Workman who bail the water from the lower levels of the
mine into skins to be raised from the pits. 2. Laborers who collect the water
in buckets from the planes of the mines, in order to pass it offby the shafts.
ATIERRAS (Rubbish). Earth which interferes with the work, and which
should be removed to the rubbish heaps.
AVIADORES. Contractors for supplies. 2. He who lends funds for
working mines.
AVIOS. Supplies. 2. Implements.
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AZOGUERIA (From azogue, quicksilver). Used to express the reduc. tion of gold and silver by quicksilver, and the establishment where it is effected. 2. The room in which quicksilver is kept in store.
BANCOS (Bank). Strong rock, which throws up and contracts the vein,
or alters its direction. 2. Rocks which intercept the vein, or cause it to take a
different direction.
BARRA (Crow). An iron tool tipped with steel. Also one ofthe twelve
or twenty-four shares into which mines are divided.
BARRENA (Borer). A cylindrical iron tool, of the diameter of a two
real piece, the lower end shaped like a chisel, or with four edges placed
crosswise, the head and point tipped with steel, and about two-thirds or
three-fourths of a vara in length. It is used for boring the rock preparatory
for blasting.·
BA,RRENO (Hole bored). The hole bored in the rock for the insertion
of the cartridge; Barreno is also used to express a communication between
two miners, which are said to barrenarse when they communicate under- .
ground.
BARRETERO A working miner who uses a crow bar (barra) wedge
(cuna) or pick (pica).
BOCA (Mouth). The first opening made on the vein. 2. Mouth, entrance, or pit ofa mine.
BOCA MEJORA (Mouth, improved). Pit or mouth made to communicate with the fixed stake or principal pit in order to facilitate the underground working of mines. 2. A shaft or boca to communicate with the entrance ofthe vein to facilitate the workings.
BOCHORNO (Glow). Excessive heat caused by a lack of ventilation.
2. Vapor, or foul air; want of ventilation; suffocating heat.
BOLEO. Outcrop.
BONANZA (Fair weather). Is generally applied to a work when in rich
ore.
BORRASCA (Foul weather). Adversity. A mine in borrasca is in an
unproductive state.
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BOTAS (Buckets). Made of the hide of an ox for drawing off the water
by the pits. 2. A leather bag or sack, made of one or more skins, in which
water is lifted in the mines.
BUSCONES (Searchers). Persons who search for are in abandoned
mines, either with a view to carry it off or to give information of the discovery for the sake of a reward. 2. Tributers, or miners who work on part proceeds.
CALENTADURA (From calentar, to heat). The first ingot reduced ina
smelting furnace. 2. The first heating of the furnace, or putting the furnace
into blast.
CAMINO (Road or way). Besides its usual sense, is applied in some
places to the bags or sacks of are.
CANONES (Levels). Narrow underground passages, or galleries, by
means of which the mine is worked. 2. A level or horizontal gallery.
CAPELLINA (Hood). A vessel consisting of two pieces, employed in
separating the quicksilver from the silver. 2. The iron bell under which the
silver amalgam is distilled down.
CATA (Taste or trial). A mine of small depths; a prospect hole.
CATEADOR. Investigate. 2. To search for new mines.
CABALLO (Horse). A mass affirm and hard rock met within working
a mine, or sinking a pit.
CEBAR (To feed). A mode of reducing rich are in a furnace. 2. To add
quicksilver to a mass of ores under amalgamation.
CENDRADA. The bottom of the smelting or refining furnace, which is
made of fine earth or the ashes of plants. 2. Materials of which a cupelling
test is made; the test itself.
CENDRADILLA OR GALEME. A small test or refining furnace for
rich ore. 2. Cupelo.
CHARQUE INTERIOR. To clean offthe water from the cisterns or pools
by channels, so as to guide it into the pit.
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CHIFLON. To work a chiflon is to extend the works, both in length and
depth, at the same time.
CIELO (Sky). Working de cielo is when the workmen, either on foot
or on his knees, works at the vault Of roof of the work. 2. Roof of a work, an
upward working; working at the top of the vein.
COHETAJO (Blast). A mode of breaking the rock, by wrapping up
gunpowder in paper tied together with palm leaves or any other flexible
vegetable and secured with sifted white earth. A small reed is left projecting
out for the purpose of applying the match to ignite it. 2. A cartridge for
blasting.
COLORES (colors). Colors with which the surface of the earth is tinged,
showing a vermillion or yellow appearance in the sun, which is an indication of ore.
COMERSE LOS PILARES (To consume the pillars). To break down,
pare away, or weaken the supports or pillars of a mine. 2. Figuratively, to
abandon a mine.
CONTRACANON. Counter level.
CONTRAMINAR. Counter mine.
CONTRAMINAS. Levels. A work of communication between two or
more miners. 2. A work of communication between two mines; also an adit.
CORNADILLAS DE COFRADIAS. Collective brotherhoods.
CORTAR PILLAR (To cut a pillar). To finish a pillar by making a crosscut, and forming a landing place, also called tapextle.
CORTAR SOGAS (To cut away the ropes). To abandon a mine.
CRESTONES (crests). Ridges consisting of crude ore, spar or rocks
on the surface, which have burst out from the pressure of the vein in the
form of a cockscomb, so as to be visible at a league's distance. They are, as
it were, the crust of the vein. 2. Out-cropping of a lode; the crest of a lode
appearing above the surface of the ground.
CRIADERO. A kind of cui de sac or vault, in which the ore lies loose. It
is also called bohedal.
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CRUCERA (Cross-cut). Dar crucero, is to work horizontally or across
the vein to give air to the works or to avoid some insuperable mass of rock.
To drive in search of the vein, in which case the work is called a level (canon).
CUADRILLAS. Working companies.
CUNA (Wedge). An iron tool, usually of two pounds weight for soft
ground, and one pound or under for .hard ground, the edge of which is of
steel and is struck with a pick.
DEMASIA. Space unappropriated between mines or otherwise.
DEMASIAS. Unappropriated ground.
DENUNCIO (Denouncement). The giving information that the mine
has been insufficiently worked more than four months in order that it may
be adjudged to the denouncer, with the due solemnities of proclamation
and summons. 2. Denunciacion; Denouncement; a formal application to
the court of mines of the district to have a mine adjudged to the applicant,
the workings of which have been abandoned or inefficiently carried on during the period fixed by the ordinance, or which has never been worked at
all. A person has the power of denouncing a mine which has been unworked,
or inefficiently worked, or depopulated for more than four months.
DERRUMBE OR DERRUMBAMIENTO (A falling down). The falling in of a mine. Also called nundido (a sinking in).
DESCAGUE (Discharge). The last and the largest ingot reduced in a
smelting furnace. To descargar the furnace is to demolish it. 2. Drawing
out the last contents of the furnace; blowing out the furnace.
DESAGUES (Draining). The drawing off water from the lower works
of the mine by the pits, or by means of adits. 2. Outlets of every description
by which water is discharged
DESMONTE (That which has been cut away). All the barren rock removed from the sides and roof of the vein, which when the rubbish rock
and barren ground are removed is left clear.
DESPENSA (Pantry). A safe room for storing up the rich ores; the shed
(galera) serving for the common ores. 2. A store-room for materials and
tools.
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DESPUEBLE (Dispeopling). Abandoning the mine; neglecting to employ four laborers about some external or internal work agreeable to the
ordinance.
ECHADERO (Resting place). Platform on the hill for the mules, for
spreading out, cleaning, and weighing the ore.
ECHADO (Inclination). Lateral inclination of the vein. 2. Inclination or
dip of the slope.
EMBORRASCARCE LA MINA (from borrasca). Applied to a vein
which has become barren.
EMBIJA DE ORO. A lake of gold.
<

ENSAYES (Assays). Trial ofa small quantity of ore by fire or quicksilver, in order to ascertain its standard, and whether it will pay to work it. It is
also said when the assayer determines the standard of gold or silver, marking each piece.
ESCALERAS (Ladders). Round pieces of8 or 10 yards in length, with
notches which serve for stairs in ascending the pits. The landing places between, enable the workman to descend without interfering with each other.
FAENAS (Fatigues). Dead work not carried on in ore, but in barren
ground, which tends to bring the mine into a working state, such as driving
an air hole, adit, level, or work of drainage. To work afaena is to pay less
wages to the barman, sharing the ore equally with him.
FAENAS MUERTAS. Dead work.
FIERROS (Irons). Dross removed from the ingots after letting off the
lead into the float or from the ore first smelted.
FRONTON (Wall). A work which the laborers carry on standing, proceeding onwards, or straight forward.
FUELLES (Bellows). Applied to those used for· the forges (above
ground or beneath) where the bars and picks are sharpened and to those
used in the smelting furnaces
GALENA. See cendradilla.
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GALERA. A large shed; a millhouse or grinding mill; a large building, on
the floor of which the treading in ofquicksilver in amalgamation takes place,
GALLOS (Cocks). Rich ore, with threads and grains of gold and silver.
2. Small particles of silver, which appear in the shape of spherules on the
surface of certain ores after they have been strongly heated; more generally,
however, applied to the spurting out of the silver from the assay button on
cooling; also, fine specimens of native silver, or other rich ores.
GOLPEADOR (Striker). The person who strikes the head of the borer
with the pick, to bore. the rock for the insertion of the cartridge. 2. A miner
who works with the mallet or hammer in blasting.
GRASAS (Grease). Scum or scoriae removed from the metal, when it
runs out of the smelting furnace into the float. From this scum the p/omillos
are detached.
GRASERO OR ESCONIAL (Slag heap). Where the scoriae are thrown
out.
GUARDA-MINA. Mine watcher.
GUARDA RAYA (Limit or boundary mark). A mark or boundary of
stone and mortar, or stone and mud, erected at a spot where a communication has occurred between two mines, the boundary being first ascertained.
2. Marks or limits of the boring, measurement of the work done in a mine~
limit or boundary line.
GUARDAS (Guards). Rock at the sides of the vein, and roof of the
work. 2. A rib of different substance from the rock orlode, which generally,
is upon the sides of the vein; called in Cornwall cupels of a lode, or backs.
GUIA (Guide). An indication guiding or conducting to the rock part of
a vein, or to the discovery of a new vein. Also applied to the ingredients
added to the piles of ore, when mixed for reduction, to ascertain their state.
2. A mark directing to the richest part of the vein.
GUIJA (Spar or gravel). A hard flint of a dusky color, or a more crystalline substance of not very fine texture, which breaks to pieces with a slight
blow. It varies in color, and affords the best indication of ore when black.
GUIJO. Iron spike on which the mortar rests. 2.. The iron spindle ofthe
shaft ofmachinary.
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HACIENDA DE BENEFICIO. Establishment for reducing ores.
HUECO (Hollow). A hollow place.
HUNDIDO (Sinking in). See derrombe. Sunk in.
INCORPORADERA (Mixing place). A place, court yard, or shed,
where the quicksilver and other ingredients are mixed with the ore in the
process of reduction by amalgamation. 2. In amalgamation, to add the first
charge of quicksilver. The term cebar is applied to adding the subsequent
charges.
INTERMEDIOS. Crossbeams.
INTERVENTOR. Inspector representing the interests of the proprietors
or of the aviador.
JABONCILLOS (Diminutive of jab on, soap). Whitish, unctious ore,
which is an indication or forerunner of treasure.
JALSONTLES. Portions of ore not properly ground, which have to be
re-ground.
LABOR (Working). Generally, all mining labor.
LAMAS (Slime). The earthly matter taken from vats in the amalgamation works.
LAMERO. A place in the amalgamation establishments for the slime
and ore after grinding.
LAMEROS. Refuse. 2. Lama pits.
LAMPAZO (Mop). An instrument formed of green boughs, fixed to
the end of a long pole, which is used to moderate the heat of the smelting
furnaces when excessive. (New Mexico, barredero).
LAVADERO (Washing place). A large wooden vat, in the middle ofwhich
is a contrivance for stirring. The ore is washed in this vat, and the earthly
matter is carried off through a channel with the water, the silver remaining at
the bottom. 2. Gold washings; washings vats or tubs for separating the
amalgam from the slime.
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LLAVES (Keys). Supports ofoak, with notches and circular joints, which
extend to the four corners of the pit and support the lining or timber covering. Also.the two timbers that support the shed for draining.
LAZADORES (Persons who use a lazo or noose). Persons employed
to collect hands for working the mines, In case of scarcity of workmen; so
called for their remarkable dexterity in throwing a lazo.
LENADOR (Woodman). Woodman employed in carrying or supplying wood for the smelting furnaces.
LIMADURA (Filings). A film with which the metal becomes coated in
the small assays made for the purpose of ascertaining the state of the ore
and what addition of quicksilver and other ingredients it may require. 2. An
appearance put on by the quicksilver in certain stages of the process ofamalgamation, which is noticed at the edges of the amalgam washed in the bowl
for making tentadura, or trial.
LIS. The silver is said to form lis, when the quicksilver is resolved into
almost imperceptible particles, which occasions the loss and consumption
in washing and stirring the ore in the course of reduction by amalgamation.
2. A particular state of the amalgam, observed by means of the tentaduras or
trials in the bowl.
LUMBRERAS (Sky-lights). Communication between two works, for the
sake of ventilation, and to make the lights burn. 2. An air shaft; an adit shaft.
MANDON. Overseer. 2. Master miner.
MALACATE (Whim). A machine moved by mules or horses. It consists
ofa wheel, a cage or drum, and an axle (exe). It is used for winding the ropes,
so as to raise and let down the bagsof ore or skins of water by the pit.
MANTAS (Blankets). Sacks made of the thread of the aloe and filled
with ore or rubbish. 2. A blanket, or horse cloth, used to contain ores or
tools to be brought up by the malcates, now replaced generally by sacks
made of the fibers of the agave, or ox-hides.
MANTOS (Cloaks). Veins of ore spreading horizontally through the
mountain, but of no depth.
MARCA (Mark). The royal arms stamped on a piece of assayed silver as
atoken of its having paid the duties to the crown.
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MECHA (fuse-match). A twist ofcotton and grease made by a workman
called a cohetero orgolpeador, usually from his drawers or shirt, and used
for firing the cartridge.
MEDIDAS DE MINA (Dimensions or boundaries ofa mine). When applied a silver mine it form a parallelogram of 160 varas in length and 80 in
width in the discover's, and 120 and 60 in an ordinary mine. As to gold
mines, the discover's is 100 varas in length and 50 in width and an ordinary
mine,80 in length, and 40 in width. The internal dimensions should correspond with the external.
METAL DE AYUDA (Assisting ore). Ore used to assist the smelting of
another ore and to temper it. 2. Metal or ores added in smelting, to assist in
the reduction of the silver ores, lead, or galena, for example.
METAL DE CEBO. Very rich ore, which is smelted in refining tests.
METAL PEPENA. Rich picked gold or silver ore. The common ore is
called ordinario.
MINA (Mine). The descubridora is the first mine discovered on the
vein, or in a new vein in the same hill. All others are called ordinary mines.
MOGROLLO. The same as metal de cebo.
MOLONQUE. A piece ofore of uniform richness, containing more silver
than extraneous matter or, at any rate, equal parts. 2. Crystallization ofvery
rich silver ores.
NATAS 0 ESCORIAS (Scum or scoriae). Dross thrown offin the smelting furnace; in which case the furnace is said to lexean well. 2. slags.
OPERARIOS RAYADOS. Paid workmen.
PERITO FACULTATIVO. Mining expert.
PICO (Pick). A kind ofiron hammer tipped with steel at both ends of8 or
12 pounds in weight and longer or shorter, according to the fancy of each
barman. 2. A miner's pick.
PIEDRAS DE MANO (Stone carried by hand). Ore of good quality, which
the miners usually set apart for various purposes, which is called giving a
piedra de mano.
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PILAR (Pillar). Part ofthe substance of the hill, left between the excavations made cross-wise upon the vein, in other words, a support for the roof
or back of the work, being the intermediate ground left between the winzes,
cross-euts, and levels. It ought to be lined with timber, and should not be
worked into or weakened.
PILETA (Cistern). In which the waters within the mine, are collected, to
prevent them from pouring down and inundating the lower works. In a
smelting furnace, the breast-pan or vessel into which the melted metal flows
down from the bottom stone.
PINA. The amalgam of silver and quicksilver, before the latter is driven
off. 2. The cake of silver after the quicksilver has been distilled off.
PINTA (Spot or mark). An indication of this or that ore, by which its
degree of richness is estimated, according to the color, grain, weight, or
lightness. Amongst the good indications are the gallos, or threads of gold
and silver in the ore, the ores called polvori//a, jabonci//os, ayenado,
apericado, cardeni//o, areni//as, copper and lead. And amongst the bad
ones, are the mundic and antimony. But it is always necessary to prove the
ore by an assay, as these indications are sometimes fallacious.
PLAN (Floor). To work de plan is to work either perpendicular, downwards, or a chij1on, that is to say, extending both forward and downward.
PLANES. The floor or deepest part of the mine.
PLANCHERA. A place or float made of white earth, connected with the
smelting furnace, in which the ingots are formed.
VAPOR. Rather worse than bochorno, for besides putting out the lights,
it is noxious. It proceeds from something in the nature of the ground, conbined
with the want of ventilation in the cavities of the mine.
VELADORES. Superintendents. 2. A watchman who'takes care of the
mine day and night; an under miner.
VENA (Vein). Is applied to the branches or small veins, two or one finger
. in breath, or not wider than the back of a knife.
VETA (Lode or vein). A vein of metallic ore intersecting the ground. It
is called a manto (bed), when it spreads horizontally through the hill;
c/avadan (perpendicular), when it proceeds perpendicularly, downwards;
echada (underlying or inclined), when it extends sideways in length and
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depth; obliqua (oblique), when it crosses the hill; serpenteada (tortuous),
when it winds; socia (combined), when it unites with another; rama (branch),
when it branches off from the primary lode.
VUELTA (Turn). The silver in the refining furnaces is said to dar vue/ta
(turn over). When after all the dross is driven ofT, the ingot remains of a red
~oc

(

XACAL. A hut, either covered with straw or roofed with shingles or
squares of deal in which the tools are kept and, likewise, the ore until removed to the amalgamation or smelting works. The places where ore is kept
are also called ga/eras or despensas. A xaca/, that is to say, a hut or covering, is also erected over the pits, to keep ofT the rain and to shelter the
workmen.
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In Passing:
Dan L. Thrapp,

1913-1994
LYNDA A. sANcHEZ

For many readers of the New Mexico Historical Review, "the name Dan L.
Thrapp, has special meaning. He was one of the foremost authors and his- torians of the Southwest. He was also a friend and inspiration to innumerable authors and fans of history. Few really knew this quiet, gentle man
however, and the incredible experiences he had leading up to his avocation,
that of wri ting and researching many unknown facets of the West.
With the recent D-Day celebrations just completed, perhaps it is of in- .
terest to some that Dan was in Argentina when the news of Pearl Harbor
came screaming across radio and via newspaper headlines. He had been
sent by the United Press to Buenos Aires in 1940. As the horrible news of
the attack came across the wires, he and an associate resigned their posts
and crossed the Andes by mule to La Paz, Bolivia. From there they traveled
by train and boat to the United States.
Dan immediately enlisted in the army and graduated from Officer Candidate School. He became a pack mule specialist and served with a special
task force in China, India and Burma. As a result of his experiences with
mules, Dan became an ardent admirer of the animal and often commented
that he would take a mule over a horse any day of the week, including Sunday! Perhaps this is one reason he understood the value of the mule and the
frustrations of the U. S. Cavalry during the closing days of the infamous
Lynda A. Sanchez is professor· of Spanish and· history at Eastern New Mexico University at Ruidoso. She has served with the Peace Corps in South America, been special
assistant to the Director of the Woodrow Wilson International Center, worked as an historian at Ford's Theater in Washington, D.C., and is past president of the Lincoln County
Historical Society in Lincoln, New Mexico. Professor Sanchez has co-authored one book
and written more than thirty journal and magazine articles. She is currently completing a
book on the Lost Apaches of Mexico.
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Dan Thrapp crossing the Andes, 1941. Photo courtesy of Linda Nichol1

Apache Wars. It should be remembered that without mules, and the Apache
Scouts trailing their own people, those wars would have continued long
after 1886.
Born in West Chicago, his love of adventure and travel took him to
many unusual locations. The summer of 1930, against the wishes of his
family and with only $30.00 in his pocket, Dan traveled by foot across the
South Dakota Badlands, fought forest fires in Washington state, traveled to
San Diego by hopping a train, and hiked across the Grand Canyon, rim to
rim.
Thrapp began his college career at the University of Wisconsin. Fascinated with geology, history and nature, he did not really have a clear direction to a specific career. After some college, he struck out again, determined
to travel through every western state. Though some undoubtedly thought
he was just "bumming around," he explained that he was obtaining on-thejob-experience. During this time, he worked for a sheep ranch near Big
Sandy, Montana, and on a cattle ranch near Lordsburg, New Mexico.
From 1933 to 1935 he worked for the American Museum of Natural
History in "ertebrate paleontology. That culminated in a five month fossil
collecting expedition in 1934 in Big Horn Basin, Wyoming. He took leave
froin the Museum in 1935. With two pack horses he headed out into the
isolatedDark Canyon country of Utah. All of this "experience" finally convinced Dan that he wanted to be a journalist. His more than a decade with
United Press saw him travel to Greece to cover their bloody civil war, then
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on to Italy. He freelanced into the heart of Africa, where he traveled up the
Nile to Uganda, over into Kenya, Ethiopia, Tanganyika, and into the heart
of an untamed Congo. He also worked in such intriguing world capitals as
New York, London, Buenos Aires, Athens, and Rome.
Thrapp was the Religion Editor for the Los Angeles Times for more
than 20 years. He was deeply interested in religion and was honored many
times for his unbiased reporting of this topic. He rarely spoke freely about
his own life, believing it was his purpose to tell of other, more remarkable
lives. The end result was more than fourteen books and innumerable articles and book reviews. Many associates, including Eve Ball and Doc
Sonnichsen, regarded him as the world's foremost authority on the Apache
wars of the Southwest. He wrote six books on the subject.
Among some of his classics were:Juh: An Incredible Indian; Al Sieber:
Chief of Scouts; The Conquest ofApacheria; General Crook and the Sierra Madre Adventure; and Victorio and the Mimbres Apaches. His last
major work was the monumental Encyclopedia ofFrontier Biography published by the University of Nebraska Press. The four volume,set comprises
a wealth of information that profiles more than 5,500 characters.
Dan Thrappwill be sorely missed. But somehow, I can just imagine
that Dan, and Eve,along with Doc Sonnichsen, Don Lavash, Ace Daklugie,
Ma'am Jones, Victorio, Geronimo, Al Sieber and a variety of colorful and
fascinating characters who gained immortality through their writing, are
having one hell ofa grand time in that special land across the shining mountains.
According to his daughter, Linda Nicholl, Dan's papers and over 4,000
books will be donated to the Haley Library in Midland, Texas. She anticipates having the collection in place within a year. At that time, the family
will be hosting a reception in memory of this great historian.
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Studies Press
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Books and Manuscripts Catalog no. 1
1. We are extending through September the sale of books and manuscripts
on New Mexico and Southwest history with an emphasis on land and water.
2. We are adding new items, including recent manuscripts and
genealogies, to tfie catalog.
3. We are modifiying our policy towards institutions such as libraries,
high schools and universities. We are now accepting purchase orders

For a free Catalog please write:
Center for Land Grant Studies Press
P. O. Box 342
Guadalupita, New Mexico 87722

Book Reviews

Always a Rebel: Ricardo Flores Magan and the Mexican Revolution. By Ward S.
Albro. (Fort Worth: Texas Christian University Press, 1992. xv + 219 pp. Illustrations, notes, bibliography, index. $24.95.)

A dissertation revised and published many years after the original research
was done, Always a Rebel purports to be a biography of Ricardo Flores Mag6n,
with an emphasis on his activities in the United States prior to the outbreak of the
Mexican Revolution. Ward Albro's main contention is that "a genuine radical
revolutionary movement" (xiii) did not develop under Flores Mag6n's leadership
for three fundamental reasons: because Flores Mag6n never returned to Mexico
after taking refuge in the United States in 1904; because the time he, spent in
prison in the United States limited his effectiveness; and because of his growing
radicalism, which alienated potential followers.
In developing this thesis, Albro provides the reader with solid detail on Flores
Mag6n's anti-Diaz agitation and on the legal difficulties that, ensued. His capsule
biographies of key members of the Partido Liberal Mexicano (PLM) are useful;
his writing is clear and his basic conclusions sensible. Unfortunately, Albro often
strays from Flores Mag6n-the time he spent in Canada, for example, is completely ignored-into such familiar questions as the influence of the PLM at
Cananea and Rio Blanco. This is problematic, first, because'it demonstrates Albro's
tendency to engage in the tired debate over whether Flores Mag6n was a "precursor" of the Mexican Revolution-despite his recognition that it is not among the
most relevant of topics. On this issue Albro argues, largely by assertion, that
Flores Mag6n was successful in helping to undermine the Diaz regime. Secondly,
the ease with which Albro leaves his biographical subject behind suggests that he
is really more interested in the PLM than in Flores Mag6n, the man. In fact, it is
not until the end of the book that he discusses Flores Mag6n's volatile personality in any depth. As a result, he misses the opportunity to describe-as he moves
through his material-how character, ideology and the necessity of winning revolutionary support interacted. We never get a clear feeling for how Flores Mag6n's
personality contributed to PLM failures.
While this is certainly able work, many of the questions raised here were of
greater moment when Albro wrote his dissertation than when he revi~ed it for
publication. Surely more could now be done with Ricardo Flores Mag6n.
Samuel Brunk
University of Nebraska. Lincoln
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A. P Giannini and the Bank ofAmerica. By Gerald D. Nash. (Norman: University
of Oklahoma Press, 1992. xi + 162 pp. Illustrations, bibliography, index. $24.95.)
Neither a history of the Bank of America nor a full-scale biography of its
founder, A.P. Giannini, Gerald Nash provides his readers with a study of the
point at which Giannini, banking, and the West intersect and interact. The Californian, born of Italian immigrants, who broke western dependence on eastern
banking, built his own financial empire by reaching out to the untapped resources
of the "little fellow." For A.P. Giannini, who catered to an immigrant and working class clientele, no deposit or loan was· too small to be handled courteously
and efficiently by his bank.
Armed with an eye for opportunity, a driving ambition, and a vision of a
nationwide bank system, Giannini saw potential in his Western surroundings. In
a mutually reinforcing. relationship, Giannini's enterprise developed rapidly while
fostering the economic growth of California and the West. By embracing branch
banking and aggressively expanding to encompass 517 branch offices at the time
of Giannini's death in 1949, Bank of America became the largest financial institution in the world. Despite the phenomenal rise of Bank of America, Giannini
experienced numerous set backs and obstacles. His innovative methods and desire to expand threatened traditional bankers and brought him into contlict with
banking authorities, who attempted to curb his acquisitive ambitions. Giannini
also took on J.P. Morgan, Jr. and the eastern banking establishment, when they
sought to control him and put his far-reaching plans on hold, while shepherding
his beloved enterprise through the Great Depression.
The author leaves the reader wanting a more complete picture of Giannini's
personal and public life. Nash suggests that Giannini's opponents viewed him as
monopolistic and ruthless, but does not address these accusations, which fall
well within the stated scope of Nash's study. Although the author readily points
out Giannini's negative characteristics, he chooses not to explain them or what
drove his insatiable ambition. The book does include "A Note on Sources," but it
stands as a poor substitute for footnotes or endnotes. Nevertheless, Nash takes a
giant step toward a complete biography by breathing life into Giannini and the
emergence of the Bank of America as a financial powerhouse, and places them
both particularly well within the context of western history in this lively, informative, and readable book.

Susanne Teepe Gaskins
Orange Coast Col/ege
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The Journals of the Lewis and Clark Expedition: June 10-September 26, 1806.
Vol. 8. Edited by Gary E. Moulton. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1993.
x + 456 pp. Illustrations, maps, tables, notes, bibliography, index. $55.00.)

One presumes this is the last volume of Gary Moulton's march with the Lewis
and Clark Expedition. In this tome, we accompany the Great Captains from Camp
Chopunnish near present-day Kamiak, Idaho, which they left on June 10, 1806,
all the way to St. Louis, where they arrive in triumph on September 23, 1806. It
would be a mistake to assume that their return over relatively familiar territory,
like that of the descent of mountain climbers, was easy. On the contrary. They
had to turn back once on the Lochsa River route to Lo Lo Pass across the Bitterroot Mountains due to snows as deep as ten feet in late June. They had frequent
confrontations with the natives. Lewis and a small band met up with Blackfeet on
the Marias River, killing one of their number and incurring the wrath of the tribe
evermore. At the same time, Lewis was nearly killed by a bullet. that whistled
through his hair. Some of the men fell sick, Gibson seriously wounded himself,
and even Lewis was accidentally shot just below the buttocks by one of his own
men, who could not see well because he was blind in one eye. Boats overturned,
and once out of the high mountains, both horses and men were continually plagued
.
by clouds of "musquetors," as Clark put it.
But these are intriguing details of interest mainly to fur trade historians or
historians of exploration. With this concluding volume of Lewis and Clark's Journals, one has to ask "so what?" Was this long, expensive project worth the effort,
especially given the existence of edited versions ·by Elliott Coues and Reuben
Gold Thwaites, as well as Donald Jackson's monumental The Leiters of Lewis
and Clark? Has this been an exercise in pedantry? And has it been perhaps a
victim of footnote overkill? Beyond this, why, with all the meticulous attention
to plant and animal species as well as Indian and geologic nomenclature, did
Moulton neglect some of the classic studies of the region and sometimes depend
on potboilers as sources? Why did he not realize that Clark had made the first
discovery of dinosaur remains in the U.S., perhaps in geologic history? How
useful is much of this undigested information, which is anecdotal rather_than
ecosystemic? What difference does a minute knowledge of Lewis and Clark's
everyday experience make, since the main story line and the route of their trek
has been known for more than 100 years? The editor never makes this clear. He
gives no historical meailing to the Expedition. One can learn more about meaning from Jurassic Park than one can from these eight large volumes.
Perhaps the greatest service of this project has been the sorting out and the
bringing together of a multitude of Lewis and Clark "codexes" or documents,
especially the maps connected with, or made on, their trip. However, if one is
looking for a good modern route map of Lewis and Clark's journey to and from
the Pacific, this is not the work to consult. Such a simple need is generally buried
beneath an avalanche of antiquarianism, which includes identification of the twocent postage stamp that Coues used to repair a torn document. For purposes of
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comparison, one should consult J.C. Beagelhole's thoughful editions of Captain
Cook's journals-or any publication of the Hakluyt Society.
William H. Goetzmann
University 01 Texas, Austin

Flooding the Courtrooms: Law and Water in the Far West. By M. Catherine
Miller. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1993. 255 pp. Maps, notes, bibliography, index. $45.00.)
This fourth volume in the University of Nebraska's Law in the American
West series provides a detailed study over a long time period of the water-based
legal activities of one of the architects of California water law and policy. The
Miller and Lux Company emerged early in the post-1848 agricultural and ranching life of California's fantastically rich central valley. It stayed late. As Flooding
the Courtrooms shows, the company fought hard for almost a century to secure
and then protect its access to scarce California water.
As much as any other California institution, the Miller and Lux company
gave California water law its peculiar tilt and patina among western states. Water
lawyers will instantly recognize Lux for having lent his name to the seminal Lux
v. Haggin (1885) case. According to adherents of the more hidebound "Colorado
doctrine" of prior appropriation, Lux started California on the road to the present
hell of its mixed riparian/prior appropriation water law system. But, this good
book goes well beyond that one case and shows in great detail how one powerful
private institution-the Miller and Lux company-over a long period of time
used the courts to define and shape California water law.
The portrait that emerges from these details is particularly important for two
reasons. First, the detailed accounts of the company's efforts to secure and protect its access to water and to limit the access of other potential competitors shows
an entirely pragmatic, instrumental view of law at work. Miller and Lux used
whatever legal theories were available to shore up its control of scarce California
water resources.
As author Miller shows, the company over nearly a century of litigation sometimes claimed riparian rights, sometimes claimed appropriative rights, never worried about the contradiction between the two theories, and always went to court.
The public California water law that we know today emerged from the private
efforts of one company to maintain its privileged access to a critical, scarce natural resource. This book traces those efforts in great detail.
In addition, Flooding the Courtrooms adds an important element to our understanding of the historical development of western water law institutions. The
details of this fine study stand environmental historians like Donald Worcester
and Marc Riesman on their heads. Miller's study shows that the great federal
efforts early in the 20th century to develop more available water out of the unappropriated flood flows of the west's wild rivers responded not so much to the
iron-grip of an existing water oligopoly as to the efforts of those who had no
water to gain first access to it.
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Flooding the Courtrooms is sometimes turgid, sometimes overwrought and
sometimes over-conceptualized. But, author Miller builds the book on the bedrock of hard data provided over a long period of time by the major private player
in the early formation of public California water law and policy. Like Donald
Pisani's To Reclaim A Divided West: Water; Law, and Public Policy 1848-1902,
the story that Flooding the Courtroom tells is full of contradictions, false starts,
and inconclusive endings. But the portrait that emerges is three-dimensional and
critical to our understanding of the water institutions that haunt California and
the west to this day.
Em Hall
University of New Mexico

British Scientists alld the Manhattan Project: The Los Alamos Years. By Ferenc
Morton Szasz. (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1992. xx + 167 pp. Appendices,
notes, bibliography, index. $45.00.)
Almost every belligerent nation of World War IT organized massive scientific
efforts to develop weapons that they believed would alter the course of the conflict. Among other projects, the Germans built and launched several thousand
V-2 rockets against London and other European cities. The Japanese worked on
an ill conceived and unrealizable "death ray." Only the American effort to build
the atomic bomb, however, fulfilled the promise of a truly revolutionary weapon
that had the potential for changing the war's outcome: The history of the Manhattan Project-as well as both the significance and terror of the nuclear weapons
that emerged from the effort-has been exhaustively documented since 1945.
While most knowledgeable readers are aware ·that there were also efforts to develop nuclear weapons by other nations, notably in Germany, the making of the
atom bomb has largely been told as an American story with the far-ranging efforts of the Manhattan Project taking center stage. But atomic science was an
international endeavor and even the Manhattan Project was more of an allied
effort than most have traditionally understood. Ferenc Morton Szasz's British
Scientists and the Manhattan Proiect serves as a useful corrective to many earlier accounts that have all but buried any knowledge of the British role in the
project.
Beginning in December 1943, the British government sent a small group that
eventually numbered about 30 scientists to the remote New Mexico site of Los
Alamos, where J. Robert Oppenheimer was presiding over a cadre of physicists
and other scientists and technicians to design im atomic weapon. They worked
long hours side-by-side with the Americans, witnessed the explosion at Trinity
site, and viewed the success wit~ the same horror and amazement as their American colleagues. Most of their names are unknown to all but a few specialists in
the history of high energy physics, and the one that is not-Klaus Fuchs-is
remembered only as an atomic spy for the Soviet ·Union. This short book does
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much to rescue the group from obscurity, as well as to set the record straight on
Fuchs. It is an important addition to the literature of Los Alamos and the Manhattan Project.
Roger D. Launius
NASA Chief Historian

The End of American Exceptionalism: Frontier Anxiety from the Old West to the
New Deal. By David M. Wrobel. (Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 1993.
x + 233 pp. Notes, bibliography, index. $27.50.)
This book is concerned more about myth than history. It reveals what a powerful force the myth of the garden, along with the yeoman farmer as essential to
the flowering of American democracy, has been throughout the course of American history. Almost from the outset, and most assuredly by the 1870s there was
growing anxiety among intellectuals and others about the disappearance of the
frontier and its impact on the quality of life in America and on democratic thought.
The census of 1880 dramatically indicated that the end of the frontier was near so
that when Frederick Jackson Turner delivered his famous paper, he was articulating in classic form what already was a distinct segment of American thought.
David Wrobel devotes most of his masterful study to examining this theme.
In parts one and two, five chapters in all, he examines prophecies of gloom and
doom before the closing of the frontier, and the crisis that engulfed the nation in
the 1890s. The remaining chapters examine what Wrobel calls "post frontier anxiety" from the end of the 19th century on into the New Deal.
While he does not claim that frontier anxiety was directly responsible for
immigration restriction, the acquisition of territory overseas, conservation, the
progressive reform movement, or the growth of a welfare state, among other
themes, he does show, through an analysis of the writings and remarks of numerous individuals in all walks of American life, that in many instances the closing
of the frontier was involved in their reasoning. Particularly interesting is his discussion of the literary response and the debate as to whether extra-continental
expansion was really necessary after the nation's internal expansion was completed. The Jeffersonion fear that a large urban proletariat would be fatal to American democracy was an underlying aspect of much of the anxiety over the end of
American exceptional ism.
Wrobel examines these themes and others largely within a chronological
framework and, in doing so, parallels and complements, at least from the nineties
on into the New Deal, Gerald Nash's provocative Creating the West, which also
examines historical interpretations within a chronological structure. Both authors
examine many of the same writings and individuals within their respective frameworks. Wrobel's covers a broad swath of American intellectual history that provides a refreshing review to more knowledgeable readers and an impressive
introduction to others.
Richard Lowitt
University of Oklahoma
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Malaspina & Galiano: Spanish Voyages to the Northwest Coast, 1791 & 1792.
By Donald C. Cutter. (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1991. viii + 160
pp. Illustrations, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $34.95.)
The recent bicentennial marking European expansion into the Pacific Northwest has fostered numerous new works on the subject, amongst them Donald C.
Cutter's study of two prominent Spanish explorations: those conducted by
Alejandro Malaspina and Jose Bustamante y Guerra in the corvettes Descubierta
and Atrevida during the summer of 1791, and those of Dionisio Alcala Galiano
and Cayetano Valdes in the schooners Sutil and Mexicana the following year.
Although the Spaniards' presence off present-day Alaska, British Columbia, and
Washington State was to prove but fleeting, it has nevertheless been undervalued.
Cutter draws upon a lifetime's experience in Spanish naval archives to help
rectify this imbalance. The five-year voyage of Malaspina's party, in particular,
ranks as one of the great epics of the sea, too long neglected. The present title
naturally concentrates on the two visits made to the American Northwest, and
offers a wealth of detail about first contact with the native peoples. The Spanish
government's decision to include professional artists with the expedition further
proves advantageous, as the .text is accompanied by numerous eyewitness renderings that are extremely insightful.
The layout and design of the book are most attractive, sure to appeal to
general readers. Specialists may discover a few nuggets scattered amongst the
citations quoted in the endnotes, although the bibliography is too limited to be of
much help. General readers may find Cutter's prose a tad dry and academic, although the vivid adventures shine through despite punctilious handling. All in
all, Malaspina and Galian~ provides an excellent history for English-language
readers.
David F. Marley
Windsor, Ontario

The Finishing Touch: A History of the Texas Cattle Feeders Association and
Cattle Feeding in the Southwest. By Charles E. Ball. (Amarillo, Texas: Texas
Cattle Feeders Associaton, 1992. 191 pp. Illustrations, appendixes, notes, bibliography, index. $35.00.)
In celebration of its twenty-fifth anniversary the Texas Cattle Feeders Association (TCFA), headquartered in Amarillo, Texas, has published a histo'ry of the
organization and of the feedlot industry on the southern plains. The author, Charles
E. Ball, a former Executive Vice President of the Association and an agricultural
journalist who has studied the topic for many years, is well qualified as an observer and participant to write this first book-length study of the subject. His
sources ·include interviews of many key individuals, TCFA records, his own experiences and previous research, and a sample, of secondary works.
The book begins with a very sketchy chapter on early cattle feeding from
colonial times to the end of the 1800s. The next six chapters detail the arrival of
a new generation of cattlemen who built feedlots in the plains study area during
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the present century, because of the favorable dry climate and abundant local supplies of cattle and feed. These chapters discuss such developments as increasing
the organization's size and structure, the impact of government, technological
change, entrepren·eurial leadership, economic fluctuations, and business failures.
In the final five chapters the author is at his best in describing the founding of the
TCFA in 1967, its subsequent separation from the Texas and Southwestern Cattle
Raisers' Association, the evolving functions (e.g., advertising, lobbying, market
information), and the changing personnel of the new organization which has grown
to a membership of about 2,600 individuals and 177 feedyards in 1992 in Texas,
New Mexico, and Oklahoma.
The author adequately describes the dealings and problems between feeders
and meat packing plants and their buyers. However, many readers, not already
knowledgeable about the topic, will want to know more than they are told about
the relationships of feedlots to other farmers and ranchers, who supply cattle and
feed to these operators, and about comparisons of the feedlots to those in other
parts of the nation.
In addition to persons already engaged in the business, researchers wishing
to learn about this industry in the Southwest as well as those studying feedlots in
other states and regions will want to consult this important, well written, and
lavishly illustrated book.
Larry A. McFarlane
Northern Arizona University

Psalmodia Christiana (Christian Psalmody). By Bernardino de Sahagun. Translated by Arthur J.O. Anderson. (Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press, 1993.
xxxix + 375 pp. Illustrations, notes. $39.95.)
The Sahagun oeuvre is renowned as a corpus of precious information about
the ethnography and natural history of the Nahuas of sixteenth-century Mexico.
With the collaboration of learned indigenous survivors of early encounters with
Europeans, fray Bernardino de Sahagun collected, recorded, and polished autochthonous data for what eventually became the twelve-volume Nahuatl and
Spanish Historia general de las cosas de Nueva Espana. As a treasure trove for
researchers, the Historia overwhelms, and thus obfuscates its original designto provide intelligence about Indians and their cultures in order to facilitate their
conversion to Catholicism.
Less known and hardly studied are the numerous Christian doctrinal and
devotional texts that Sahagun composed and translated to Nahuatl as tools for
evangelization. Appreciating the importance of ritual song and dance in native
ceremony, Sahagun expected .to substitute new Christian-Nahuatl songs for the
ancient song-poem in the recitation and dance tradition. The Psalmodia Christiana
is one such classic example of "putting the new religious message into the same
vessels that made the old religion attractive" (p. x).
It was no easy task to transform literal Latin Catholic dogma to subtle Nahuatl
meanings and practice, especially when the Nahuas were already quite comfortable with their own world view and religious system. The result was a
Sahagun-styled collection of Nahuatl canticles incorporating Spanish and Latin
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loanwords along with familiar difrasismos, metaphors, and other forms of speech.
The symbolism was select and safe, i.e., intended to not evoke pagan memories:
employing just certain stones, minerals, birds, and flowers as common links between the two literary forms. Thus, we have a full calendar year of psalms, or
songs, and sermons for the festivals and the glorification of the Catholic deity
and saints. Someti mes it worked, sometimes not'.
Generated during a time of great uncertainty about the appropriateness of
writing texts in native languages, the Psalmodia was nevertheless published in
1583, and circulated among priests as well as Indians for at least a century. Now
available in fine Nahuatl-English translation, Arthur Anderson, who along with
Charles Dibble devoted thirty years to the masterpiece publication of the Historia,
brings to light one more critical dimension of Sahaguntine richesse-another
trove for scholars interested in the complexities of indigenous-European cultural
exchange.
Susan Schroeder
Loyola University, Chicago

The Hispano' Homeland. By Richard'L. Nostrand. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1992. xiv + 281 pp. Illustrations, maps, tables, notes, bibliography,
index. $29,95.)

At the close of the twentieth century, the field of Southwestern history is
undergoing a process 'of maturation and vitality that augurs well for the future.
Publication of such diverse volumes as Ramon Gutierrez's When Jesus Came,
The Corn Mothers Went AW!lY (1991), Mario T. Garcia's Mexican Americans (1989)
and Sarah J. Deutsch's No Separate Refuge (1987) demonstrates, to paraphrase
Frederick Jackson Turner, the significance of the southwestern frontier in American history.
To this growing shelf of interdisciplinary, multicultural literature must be
added a cultural geographer's contribution. Richard Nostrand dramatizes in a
new way the well-known story of Hispano cultural maintenance in the high-mountain corridor from Socorro, New Mexico, to Pueblo. and Denver, Colorado. The
long-time professor of geography from the University of Oklahoma utilized the
complete listing of personal names from the U.S. census of 1900 for parts of five
states, and also the newly fashioned categorization of self-identified ethnic groups
in ,America, first collected by the Census Bureau in 1980.
By focusing so closely on twentieth-century sources of names, Nostrand
fills a yawning gap in New Mexican and southwestern history created by the
market for romance, fantasy, biography, and tourism promotion. He also brings
to the region the sophisticated social-science modeling techniques of the geographer, becoming the first such scholar since his mentor at Syracuse University, D.
W. Meinig, to explore the meaning of the Hispano Southwest via population distribution, economic status, and regional mobility.
What Nostrand uncovers is often striking in its spareness and simple graphics. A wandering people from Spain found compatible landscape in the
seventeenth-century "Rio Arriba" country from Santa Fe to San Luis. Through
intermarriage with native peoples, they established small but vibrant village centers over the centuries, isolated from both Spain and Mexico. Their willingness
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to travel made them buffalo hunters, Santa Fe traders, California farmers and
stock-raisers, and more recently miners, railroad hands, and farm laborers along
Colorado's Front Range.
Where Sarah Deutsch sees twentieth-century gender and ethnic exploitation;
and economic historians a pattern of dependence, Nostrand argues instead for the
resilience of the Hispano, despite the dual process of encroachment on the "homeland" and the diaspora from it. For this reviewer, Nostrand's pragmatic assessments are most revealing (if all too brief) when analyzing the generation from
191.7-1945. Seeking the better life away from the villages generated by the Anglo
economy during and after World War I, homelanders depopulated their communities at certain seasons, but sent back money and returned themselves after harvests or layoffs. Then in the 1930s the villages reclaimed their sons and daughters,
only with less income and land to spare. From this came the abject poverty addressed by New Deal programs, and critized as paternalistic by such works as
Suzanne Forrest, The Preservation of the Vii/age (1989). Lured away once more
by the prosperity of war in the 1940s, homelanders did not return this time, leaving near-ghost towns along the bank of New Mexico's and Colorado's mountain
streams.
Those curious about the conseqences of ethnic persistences amidst depopulation might be disappointed in Nostrand's quantitative approach. Yet his numbers suggest more than merely the haunting power of "Ia patria chica" in the
minds of its long-time residents. The Hispano Homeland also challenges scholars of the "Land of Enchantment" to cultivate the daunting field of statistics, and
to fashion for twenty-first century New Mexico a narrative that explains the years
in which culture and ethnicity diffused and survived amidst urbanization, modernization, and the imperatives to leave home.
Michael Welsh
University of Northern Colorado

Book Notes

We Fed Them Cactus. By Fabiola Cabeza de Baca. (Albuquerque: .university of New Mexico Press, 1994. xxxii + 186 pp. Illustrations, notes,
index. $14.95 paper.) Reissued as part of the Paso Por Aqui Series on
Nuevomexicano Literature. Introduction by Tey Diana Rebolla.
EJ Rancho in South Texas: Continuity and Change from J 750. By Joe
S. Graham. (Denton: University of North Texas Press, 1994. x + 121
pp. Illustrations. maps, notes, bibliography, index. $10.00 paper.) The
companion volume to the first major exhibit on private cattle ranching
in South Texas, held in 1994 in the John E. Conner Museum in Kingsville,
Texas.
Cartooning Texas: One Hundred Years ofCartoon Art in the Lone Star
State. By Maury Forman and Robert A. Calvert. (College Station: Texas
A&MPress, 1993. xii + 193 pp. Illustrations. $16.95 paper.)
Myths and Legends of California and the Old Southwest. Edited by
Katharine Berry Judson. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1994.
193 pp. Illustrations,. $8.95 paper.) Reprint of the 1912 edition with a
new introduction by Peter Iverson.
Sandpapers: The Lives and Letters of Eugene }.:fanlove Rhodes and
Charles Fie tcher Lummis. By Frank M. Clark. (Santa Fe, New Mexico:
Sunstone Press, 1994. 159 pp. Illustrations, bibliography, index. $14.95
paper.)
Zigzag Canyon: The Legend of Gold Gulch. By Ron Feldman and Mic
McPherson. (Santa Fe, New Mexico: Sunstone Press, 1994. 253 pp.
Notes, bibliography. $14.95 pa"per.)
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Victory in World War II: The New Mexico Story. Edited by Gerald W.
Thomas, Monroe L. Billington, and Roger D. Walker. (Las Cruces: Rio
Grande Historical Col1ections, New Mexico State University, 1994. xi
+ 156 pp. Illustrations, notes, bibliography, index. $32.50 cloth, $22.95
paper.)
Indi 'n Humor: Bicultural Play in Native America. By Kenneth Lincoln. (New York: Oxford University Press, 1993. xi + 387 pp. Illustrations, appendixes, notes, bibliography, index. $39.95.)
The Smithsonian and the American Indian: Making a Moral Anthropology in Victorian America. By Curtis M. Hinsley. (Washington, D.C.:
Smithsonian Institution Press, 1994. 319 pp. Illustrations, notes, bibliography, index. $17.95 paper.) Reprint of 1981 edition.
Good Yearsfor the Buzzards. By John Duncklee. (Tucson: University
of Arizona Press, 1994. xi + 165 pp. Map, index. $24.95.) An Arizona
rancher's account of life during the mid-1950s drought.
The Lincoln County War: A Documentary History. By Frederick Nolan.
(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1992. xvi + 607 pp. lllustrations, maps, appendixes, notes, bibliography, index. $24.95 paper.)
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Armitage, Shelley, reviews Land
marks of Healing: A Study of
House Made of Dawn, by Susan Scarberry-Garcia, 185-86
Armstrong, J. S., 148
Armstrong, S. C., 157, 161n
Arnon, Nancy S., and W. W. Hill,
1440
Amy, W. M. F., 151
Arrott, James w., 13, 15n
Artesia, NM, 58
Atherton, Lewis E., 226n
Atienza, Juan de, 286-88
Atkinson, W. M., 54
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Baizerman, Suzanne, reviews
Three Weavers, by Joan
Potter Loveless, 187
Baker, W. B., 133
Bakewell, Peter, 320n
Ball, Charles E., The Finishing
Touch: A History of the Texas
Cattle Feeders Association
and Cattle Feeding in the
Southwest, reviewed, 429-30
Ball, Larry D., reviews Desert
Lawmen: The High Sheriffs of
New Mexico and Arizona,
1846-1912, 94-95
Ballard, A. J., ?2
Ballard, Katie, 52
Ballard, Laura, 52
Ballard, Richard, 52
Bandelier, Adolph E., 267, 277n
Bandelier National Monument,
378,384
Banker, Mark T., Presbyterian
Missions and Cultural
Interaction in the Far Southwest, 1850-1950, reviewed, .
301-02
Bannon, John Francis, 260n
Barbour, Barton H., reviews The
Peacemakers: Arms and Adventure in the American
West, by R. L. Wilson, 188;
reviews Peddlers and Post
Traders: The Army Sutleron
Baars, Donald L., 355n
the Frontier, by David Michael
Baca, Jimmy Santiago, Working in
Delo,297-98
the Dark: Reflections of a
Bartlit, John, 370, 378-80, 385,
Poet of the Barrio, reviewed, Bartlit, Nancy, 378
Barton, Robert S., 134, 143n
95-96
Baruch, Bernard, 397
Baca, Luis, 222
Bas, Juan Gonzalez, 286
Baca, Manuel, 291
The Battle of Beecher Island and
Bachelor, David L., 19-20, 33 n
the Indian War of 1867-1869,
Bailey, Garrick and Roberta Glenn·
by John H. Monnett, reviewed,
Bailey, 159n
198-99
Bailey, Lynn R., 342n
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Battle of Valverde, 220
Baxter, John 0.; 227n
Beal, John D., 278n
Bear, Harvey F. M., 56
Beltran, Manuel, 251
Benavides, Tom, 286
Benedict, Ruth, 125n, 277n
Beninato, Stefani, reviews
Apache Mothers and Daughters: Four Generations of a
Family, by Ruth McDonald
Boyer and Narcissus Duffy
Gayton, 189
Benson, Susan Porter, 341 n
Berdan, Frances F., reviews Indigenous Rulers: An Ethnohistory of Town Government
in Colonial Cuernavaca, by
Robert Haskett, 72-73;
reviews Corn is Our Blood:
Culture and Ethnic Identity in'
a Contemporary Aztec Indian
Vii/age, by Alan R.
Sandstrom, 190
Bergman, Robert L., 161n
Bernalillo, NM, 21, 121,219,289,
371
Beveridge; Albert, 55
Bierhorst, John, 118, 123n, 125n
Big Eyes: The Southwestern
Photographs of Simeon
Schwemberger, 1902-1908, by
Paul V. Long and Michele M.
Penhall, reviewed, 305-06
Biolsi, Thomas, Organizing the
Lakota: The Political
Economy of the New Deal on
the Pine Ridge and Rosebud
Reservations, reviewed, 19495
Bisbee-Douglas, 328
Bisbee: Urban Outpost on the
Frontier, edited by Carlos A.
Schwantes, reviewed, 212
Black Legend, 263-78
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Bloom, Lansing B., 159n
Bodine, John J., 143n
Bosque del Apache, 384
Bosque Redondo, NM, 147, 153
Boyer, Paul, 355n
Boyer, Ruth McDonald and Narcissus Duffy Gayton,
Apache Mothers and Daughters: Four Generations of a
Family, reviewed, 189
Bram6n, Francisco, trans., 114,
123n
Brands, H. w., 355n
Brandt, Elizabeth A., 143n '
British Scientists and the Manhattan Project: The Los
Alamos Years, by Ferenc
Morton Szasz, reviewed, 42728
Britz, Mark, 341n
Brody, David, 321n
Brody, J. J., Anasazi and Pueblo
Painting reviewed, 7,3-74
Bronson M. Cutting: Progressive
Politician, by Richard Lowitt,
reviewed, 86
Brophy, A. Blake, 343n
Broughton, Leslie A., reviews
Historia de 10 Nueva Mexico,
1610, by Gaspar Perez de
Villagra, 298-99
Brown, Donald N., 143n
Brown, Ronald C., 318, 320n, 341n
Brown, Kathleen, 354n
Bruge, Davis, 277n
Brugge, DavidM., reviewsAnasazi
and Pueblo Painting, by J. J.
Brody 73-74; Reviews Hopi
Ruin Legends: Kiq6tutuwutsi;
by Ekkehart Malotki, 191
Brunk, Samuel, reviews Always a
Rebel: Ricardo Flores Magan
and the Mexican RevoluUon,
by Ward S. Albro, 423
B. Traven: A Vision ofMexico, by
Heidi Zogbaum, reviewed, 74
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Buck, Alice, 355n
Bullis, John, 155
Burgess, Opie Rundle, 342n
Burlew, E. K., 7
Burnett, Grove, 379
Burwell, Blair, 347
Butler, Benjamin F., 2
Butler, Paul, 2
Byrkit, James w., 341n
Caballeros, San Juan de los, 288
Cahoon, E. A., 54
Calhoun, James S., 129
California, 181,281,340,364
Calkin, Brant, 382
Callaway, George, 141
Cambios: The Spirit of Transformation in Spanish Colonial
Art, by Gabrielle Palmer and
Donna Pierce, reviewed, 30607
Camp, Roderic A., Mexican Political Biographies, 1884-1935,
reviewed, 79-80
Campa, Arthur, 20, 29-30
Campbell, R. Joe, 124n
Campbell, T. N., 182n
Canada, 346, 379
Canby, Edward R. S., 220
Cannon, Helen L., 356n
Cantares Mexicanos, 118-19
Canty, J. Michael and Michael N.
Greeley, eds., 404n
Cape, Jane, 49
Carleton, James H., 127, 147, 158
Carlos I, 283-84
Carlos 11,253-54
Carlsbad, NM, 63,384
Carmichael, Norman, 336
Carmody, John M., 7
Carnes, Mark C. and Clyde
Griffen, eds., 341n
Carson, Rachel, 372, 386
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Carter, Jimmy, 385
Casado-Fuente, Ovidio, 258, 260n
Castaneda, Carlos, 176,183n
Castaneda, Pedro de, 266, 276n
Castano de Sosa, Gaspar, 266, 275
Castro y Bravo, Federico, 292n
Cave, Dorothy, Beyond Courage:
One Regiment Against Japan,
1941-1945, reviewed, 200-01
Cavelier, Robert, 252
Chacon, Fernando, 288
Chacon, Juan, 380,392
Chacon, Rafael, 106
Chacon Medina Salazar, Almirante
Jose, 255
Chama, NM, 264
Chamberlain, Kathleen, reviews
American Indian Tribal Governments, by Sharon O'Brien,
192-93
Champagne, Duane, Social Order
and Political Change:
Constitutional Governments
Among the Cherokee, the
Chickasaw, the Choctaw, and·
the Creek, reviewed, 208-10
Champe, Flavia w., 120, 122n,
123n,124n
Chapman, Oscar L., 10
Chapman, William, 3
Chaves County, NM, 49, 52, 60,
364
Chavez, Jose Francisco, 218
Chavez, Thomas, 283
Chernobyl, 319, 354
Cherrington, Ben, 30
Chew, Frank, 34n
Chichimecans, 108, 116, 119-20
Chihuahua, Mexico, 119, 131,216,
218,224,286
Chile, 361,382
Chino, NM, 363,371
Christianity, 119, 122,282
Christiansen, Paige w., 368n
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A City at the End ofthe World, by Coronado, Francisco Vasquez de,
V. B. Price, reviewed, 201-02
128, 263, 268
Civil War, 1,49, 132-33,147,
Cortez, Hernan, 106, 118
215-28,358-59
Cox, Annie Mo, 342n
Clancy, Flora S., reviews
Creamer, Winifred, "Re-examining
Yaxchilan: The Design of a
the Black Legend: Contact PerMaya Ceremonial City. by
iod Demography in the Rio
Carolyn E. Tate, 75-76
Grande Valley of New
Clark, Ira G., 387n
Mexico," 263-78
Crittendon, Alonzo, 343n
Clavijero, Francisco Javier, 123n
Crommelin, Michael and Andrew
Clayton, Jllmes L., 356n
Cleland, Robert Glass, 320n, 342n
R. Thompson, eds., 40.4n
Crouch,
Dora P., Daniel J. Garr,
Clow, Richmond L., reviews Singing an Indian Song: A Biogand AxeLIo Mundigo,293n
raphy ofD :Arcy McNickle. by Crown, Patricia, 278n
Dorothy Ro Parker, 193 -94
Cruzat y G6ngoni, Gervasio, 290Cochise: Chiricahua' Apache
91
Chief, by Edwin R. Sweeney, Cuervo y Valdes, Francisco, 249,
reviewed, 199-200
255,257
Cochiti Pueblo, 133, 138, 142, 155, Cuervo y Valdes, IIdefonso,250
264,286,289
Cuervo y Ventoza, Juan, 250
Cueva, Francisco, 255
Coeur d'Alene, 400-01,403 .
Coker, Caleb, ed., The News from Cummings, Homer, 44
Brownsville:Helen
Curie, Marie, 347
Chapman 50 Letters from the
Curie, Pierre, 347
Texas Military Frontier, 1848- Curtis, William E., 62
Cushing, Frank Hamilton, 146
1852. reviewed, 90
Colfax County, NM, 359
Cutler, Abraham, 220
Cutter, Charles R., 293n
Collier, John, 28
Cutter, Donald Co, Malaspina &
Colton, Harold S., 267, 277n
. Comanche Indians, 172, 175, 177
Galiano: Sp,anish Voyages to
the Northwest Coast. 1791 &
Concha, Fernando de la, 287
1792. reviewed 429
"Congregation and Population
Change in the Mission Com~ Cutting, Bronson M., 21, 23
munities of Northern New
. Dabbs, J. Autrey, trans., 176, 183 n
Spain: Cases From the
Dailey, Martha LaCroix; "SymbolCalifornias and Texas," by
ism and Significance of the
Robert H. JackSon, 163-83
Lincoln Canes for the Pueblos
Cooley, 153
Cordell, Linda S., 278n
of New Mexico," 127-44
Corn is Our Blood: Culture and
Davis, Richard E. 38,41
Day, Harry, 400
Ethnic Identity in a
DeFreest, Charles w., 58,65
Contemporary Aztec Indian
Village, by Alan R. Sandstrom, Delgado, Edmundo, 225n;
reviews Santiago: Saint of
190
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Two Worlds, by Marc
Dills, Lucius, 54
Simmons 299-300
Dirucaca, Jeronimo, 287
Delgado, Francisco H. with Rich- The Dispossession of the American Indian 1887-1934, by
ard Landavazo, annotator, "A
Glossary of Spanish Mining
Janet A. McDonnell, reTerms," 405-17
viewed, 77-78
Delo, David Michael, Peddlers
Dissette, Mary, 155
Dix, Keith, 341n
and Post Traders: The Army
Dizier, Edward P., 277n
Sutler on the Frontier, reviewed 297-98
Dobyns, Henry F., 277n
Deloria, Vine, Jr., reviews OrgaDodge, Phyllis B., 404n
Dohm, Karen, 277n
nizing the Lakota: The
Political Economy ofthe New Dold, John, 133
Deal, by Thomas Biolsi, 194- Dole, William P., 127
Domenici, Pete, 382, 384-85
95
Demaray, Arthur E., 6, 15n
Dona Ana County, NM, 218-19,
222
Deming, NM, 13
Donnelly, Thomas C., 27, 34n
Dempsey, John 1., 10, 12, 16n
Dempsey, Stanley and James E.
Doti, Lynne Pierson and Larry
Fell, Jr., 404n
Schweikart, Banking in the
American West: From the Gold
Dempsey, William, 376
Denetdale, Jennifer Nez, reviews
Rush to Deregulation, reSacred Land. Sacred View:
viewed, 78-79
Navajo Perceptions of the
Douglas, James S., 327
Four Corners Region. by Rob- Dozier, Edward P., 106, 120, 123n,
ert S. McPherson, 195-96
124n, 142n, 276n
Desert Lawmen: The High Sheriffs Draper, W. R., 59
of New Mexico and Arizona,
Drexel, Mother Katherine, 155,
1846-1912, by Larry D. Ball,
160n
Drucker, Peter, 399, 404n
reviewed 94-95
Duane, Henry, 151
Devaney, Joe, 378
Dubofsky, Melvyn, 343n, 393n
Diaz del Castillo, Bernal, 224n
Dugan, Pat, 44
Diaz, Gisele and Alan Rodgers,
Dunning, Charles H., with Edward
The Codex Borgia: A FullH. Peplow, Jr., 342n
Color Restoration of the Ancient Mexican Manuscript, re- Dunin, Diego, 113,117, 125n
Duran y Chaves, Fernando, 255
viewed,205
Dibble, Charles E. and Arthur 1. O. Duran y Chavez, Barbara Casilda,
Anderson, 123n
218
. Dworshak, Henry C., 12
Dickson, Bruce D., Jr., 278n
Diggs, Annie L., 52,67
Dillingham, Rick and Melinda
Ealy, T. F., 152
Elliot, Acoma andLaguna
Easton, Stanley, 400
Eddy County, NM, 59,63,364
Pottery. reviewed, 207-08
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Edelman, Sandra A. and Alphonso
Ortiz, 144n
Edward, Ethan, 352
Eggan,Fred; 142n, 160n
Eggan, Fred and T. N. Pandey,
143n
Eisenhower, Dwight D., 12, 140,
348
Elguea, Francisco Manuel, 358
Elliot, Melinda and Rick·
Dillingham, Acoma and La
gunaPottery, reviewed, 20708
Elliott, Jim, 380-81
Elliott, Michael L., 278n
Elliott, Russell R., 320n, 398, 404n
Ellis, Amanda M., 356n
Ellis, A. v., 148
Ellis, Florence Hawley, 134, 143n,
277n
Ellis, George F., 64
Ellis, Richard N., reviews Watt
Matthews of the Lambshead.
by Laura Wilson 302-03
Elwes, Hugh G., 343n
Embree, Edwin, 28
Emmons, David M., 318, 321 n,
341n, 393n
Emmons, Glenn, 142
Emory, W. H., 132
Emory, William H., 142n
Engh, Michael E., S.J., Frontier
Faiths: Church, Temple, and
Synagogue in Los Angeles,
1846-1888, reviewed, 210-11
Escontrias, Reyes, 222
Espejo, Antonio de, 266
"Espias mexicanos en tierras
norteamericanas (1914 y
1915)," by Victoria Lerner,
231-47
Espejo-Ponce Hunt, Marta, reviews Soldiers of the Virgin:
The Moral Economy of a
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Colonial Maya Rebellion, by
Kevin Gosner, 196-97
Espinosa, Aurelio M., 25, 123n
Espinosa, Diego Arias de, 291
Espinosa, Gilberto, 25
Estancia Valley, NM, 357
Estrada, Bartolome de, 253

F. de la Teja, Jesus, reviews
Hecho en Tejas: Texas-Mexican Folk Arts and Crafts. edited by Joe S. Graham 76-77;
reviews The Texas Revolutionary Experience: A Political and Social History, by
Paul D. Lack, 197-98
Fahey, John, 319, 396
Fallon, Denise and Karen Wening,
278n
Faraon Apaches, 255
Faris, Chester E., 132; 143n
Farmington, NM, 13,366
Federal Justice in California: The
Court of Ogden Hoffman.
1851-1891, by Christian G.
Fritz, reviewed, 205-06
Felipe II, 283,292
Felipe IV, 284
Felipe V, 255
Fell, James E., Jr., 320-21n
Fergusson, Erna, 226n
Fernandez, Abran, 24
Fernandez, Antonio M., 10
Fernlund, Kevin J., "Mining the
Atom: The Cold War Comes to
the Colorado Plateau, 19481958" 318, 345-56; reviews
Thomas Moran and the Surveying of the American West,
by Joni Louise Kinsey, 300-01
"The Fight for Life: New Mexico
Indians, Health Care, and the
Reservation Period;" by Peter
Thompson, 145-161
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Filler, Louis, The Finishing
Touch: A History of the Texas
Cattle Feeders Association
and Cattle Feeding in the
Southwest, by Charles E. Ball
reviewed,429-30
Fink, Leon, 321n
Fixico, Donald L., reviews The
Dispossession of the AlIlerican Indian 1887-1934, by
Janet A. McDonnell, 77-78
Flagler, Edward K., 260n, 249-61,
261n
Fleming, Elvis E., '''Sockless'
Jerry Simpson: The New
Mexico Years, 1902-1905," 4969
Flooding the Courtrooms: Law
and Water in the Far West,
by M. Catherine Miller, reviewed,426-27
Foner, Eric, 320n
Foote, Cheryl J., reviews Presbyterian Missions and Cultural
Interaction in the Far Southwest, 1850-1950, by Mark T.
Banker, 301-02
Ford, John, 351
Forrest, Suzanne, 34n
Forrestal, Peter, trans., 176, 183n
Fort Apache (film), 351
Fort Defiance, 148, 150
Fort Stanton, 148, 157
Fort Tularosa, 151
Fort Union, 1-17
Fort Wingate, 149, 154
Foster, Mark, 355n
Foster, Morris w., Being
Comanche: A Social History
of an American Indian Community, reviewed, 82
Fo~, Robin, 276n
Foy, Thomas, 380
Francaviglia, Richard v., 321 n
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Francisca, Maria, 256
F'l:ank,Lany,New Kingdom ofthe
Saints: Religious Art of New
Mexico, 1780- 1907, reviewed,
308
Fraser-Campbell, Evan, 343n
Fritz, Christian G., Federal Justice
in California: The Court of
Ogden Hoffman, 1851-1891,
reviewed, 205-06
"From Asturias to New Mexico:
Don Francisco Cuervo y
Valdes," by EdwardK. Flagler,
249-61
"From Ruins to a National Monument: Fort Union, New
Mexico, 1891-1956," by
Liping Zhu, 1-17
"From Traders to Traitors? The
Armijo Brothers Through the
Nineteenth Century," by Susan V. Richards, 215-28
Frontier Defense in the Civil War:
Texas' Rangers and Rebels,
by David Paul Smith, reviewed
71-72
Frontier Faiths: Church, Temple,
and Synagogue in Los Angeles, 1846-1888, by Michael
E. Engh, S.J., reviewed, 21011
Fruitland, NM, 363
Gabriel, Kathryn, compo and ed.,
Marietta Wetherill, Reflections on Life with the Navajos in Chaco Canyon, reviewed, 87-88
Gage, Thomas, 112, 123n
Gaitan, Jose, 177
Galisteo Pueblo, 266
Gallagher, Tag, 356n
Gallo, Alfonso Garcia, 292n
Gallop, Rodney, 118, 124n
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Gallup, NM, 13
Garcia, Manuel, 286
Garcia, Mario T., 20, 33n
Garcia, Vicente,286
Garcia de las Rivas, Maria
Francisca, 249, 256
Gardner, A. Dudley and Verla R.
Flores,404n
Gaskins, Susanne Teepe, reviews
Banking in the American
lfest: From the Gold Rush to
Deregulation, by Lynne
Pierson Doti and Larry
Schweikart, 78-79; reviews
A. P. Giannini and the Bank of
America, by Gerald D. Nash,
424
Gaston, Charity Ann, 149
Gatewood, W. W., 65
Gayton, Narcissus Duffy and Ruth
McDonald Boyer, Apache
Mothers and Daughters:
Four Generations of a Family, reviewed, 189
Geiger, Robert, 34n
Gentry, William D., 2
George, Henry, 59
George, Mary Carolyn Hollers,
o 'Neil Ford, Architect, reviewed,211-12
Gera, Lorerizo, 123n
Gerber, Michele Stenejem, 355n
Gibson, Charles, 125n, 182n
Gid, Juan, 285
Gilles, Barbara and Adrian
Trevino, "A History of the
Matachines Dance," 105-25
Gillmor, Francis, 125n
Gilmore, Kathleen, 176, 183n
"A Glossary of Spanish Mining
Terms," annotated by Richard
Landavazo,405-17
Godfrey, Lisa Pitcher, 354n
Goetzman, William H., 142n, 356n;
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reviews The Journals of the
Lewis and Clark.Expedition:
June- 10-September'26. 1806,
edited by Gary E. Moulton,
425-26
Goetzman, William N., 356n
Goldfrank, Esther S., 276n
Goldman,Marion S., 318, 321n
Gomez, Arthur R., "Mining New
Mexico: A Photographic Essay," 319, 357-68,391
Gonzalez, Phillip B., 33n
Gosner, Kevin, Soldiers of the
Virgin: The Moral Economy of
a Colonial Maya Rebellion,
reviewed, 196-97
Gould, Peter, 356n
Graham,Joe S.; ed., Hecho en
Tejas: Texas-Mexican Folk
Arts and Crafts, reviewed,
76-77
Graham, Ruth, 381
Gram, Helen, 376
Grant County, NM, 360, 362,37071,373,380-81
Grants, NM, 365, 368
Green, Jesse, ed., 159n
Greenwell, Darrell J., 46n
Greiner, John, 130
Gressley, Gene M., "An Alpha and
Omega ofTwentieth~Century
Mining History: A Review Essay," 395-404
Grieser, Robert C. and Neal Miller,
45n
Griffen, Clyde and Mark C.
Carnes, eds., 341n
Griffith, W. H., 403
Groves, Leslie R., 347
Guadalajara, Mexico, 250, 256,
283-84,286
Gustafson, John K., 346
Gutierrez, David G., 342n
Gutierrez, Ramon A., 32, 34n
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Haas, Jonathan, John W. Hannah,
and Bruce G. Harrill, 278n
Habig, Marion A., 182n
Hagerman, NM, 60
Hall, Em, reviews Flooding the
Courtrooms: Law and Water
in the Far West, by M.
Catherine Miller, 426-27'
Hall, Linda B., reviews Mexican
Political Biographies, 18841935. by Roderic A. Camp,
79-80
Hall, Martin H., 227n
Hallowell, James; 51
Hamlen, Patricia L., 273, 278n
Hammond, D. B., 355n
Hammond, George, 5, 28
Hammond, George P. and Agipito
Rey, 276n
Hanley, Lewis, 401
Hano, NM, 264
Harrison, John, 157
Hart, Gary, 382
Haskett, Robert, Indigenous Rulers: An Ethi1ohistory of Town
Government in Colonial
CuernaVaC(l, reviewed, 72-73
Haynes, C. w., :s6
Hays, Kelley Ann and E. Charles
Adams, Homol'ovi JJ: Archae·
ology of an Ancestral Hopi
ViI/age, Arizona, reviewed,
92-93
Hearst, William Randolph, 57
Hecho en Tejas: Texas-Mexican
Folk Arts and Crafts, edited
by Joe S. Graham, reviewed,
76-77
Hecht, Robert A., Oliver La Farge
and the American Indian: A
Biography, reviewed, 88-89
Hedren, Paul L., reviews Myles
Keogh: The Life and Legend
of an "Irish Dragoon, " edited
by John P. Langellier, Kurt
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Hamilton Cox, and Brian C.
Pdlanka, 80-81; YBliaNsThe
Battle of Beecher Island and
the Indian War of 1867-1869,
by John H. Monnett, 198-99
Helmerich, Jonathan, 404n
Hernandez, Francisco, 116, 123n
Herrington, LaVerne, 376
Hetrick, Barbara and Sar A.
Levitan, 159n
Hewett, Edgar Lee, 276n, 278n
Hewlett, Richard G. and Oscar E.
Anderson, Jr., 355n
Hildebrand, George H. and Garth
L. Mangum, 387n
Hill, A.P., 335
Hill, w. W. and Nancy S. Arnon,
144n
Himes, Larry, 371
Hinchmen, Steve, 387n
Hine, Charles, 376
Hine, Robert v., 356n; reviews The
Hispano Homeland, by Richard L. Nostrand, 431-32
Hiss, Alger, 349
Historia de la Nueva Mexico,
1610, by Gaspar Perez de
Villagni, reviewed, 298-99
"A History of the Matachines
Dance," by Adrian Trevino and
Barbara Gilles, 105-25
Hitler. AdQlph, 352
Hodge, Frederick Webb, 277n
Hoebel, E. Adamson, 144n
Holt, Ronald L., Beneath These
Red Cliffs: An Ethnohistory of
the Utah Paiutes, reviewed,
202-03
Hoover, Herbert, 36
Hopi Indians, 264
Hopi Ruin Legends:
Kiqotutuwutsi, edited by
Ekkehart Malotki, reviewed,
191
Howell, Wes, 327
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Huggard, Christoper J., 368n, 390,
392; "Introduction: Southwestern Mining.in the Twentieth Century" 317-21; "Mining
and the Environment: The
Clean Air Issue in New
Mexico, 1960-1980," 319, 36988; reviews Mil/ and Mine:
The CF&I in the Twentieth
Century, by H. Lee
Scamehorn, 81
Hughes, 1. Donald, reviews On
Rims & Ridges: The Los
Alamos Area Since 1880,
by Hal K. Rothman, 303-04
Huginnie, A. Yvette, 390,392,
344n, 393n; "A New Hero
Comes to Town: The Anglo
Mining Engineer and
'Mexican Labor' as Contested
Terrain in Southeastern
Arizona, 1880-1920," 318,
323-44 .
Hurtado, Juan Paez, 258, 290
Husband, Michael B., 355n
Indian-White Relations, 127-61,
163-83
"Introduction: Southwestern Mining in the Twentieth Century,"
by Christopher J. Huggard,
317-21
Isleta Pueblo, 133, 137,264
Iverson, Peter, reviews Being
Comanche: A Social History
of an American Indian
Community, by Morris W. Foster,82
Jackling,Daniel C., 371
Jackson, Robert H., "Congregation
and Population Change in the
Mission Communities of
Northern New Spain: Cases
From the Californias and
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Texas," 163-83
Jackson, Robert H. and Erick D.
Langer, 182n
Jackson, W. Turrentine, 317, 320n
Jameson, Elizabeth, 319; "A New
History Comes to Town,"
389-93
Jaramillo, Cleofas M., 105, 122n
Jarri, Jean, 252
Jemez Pueblo, 133, 137,264,266,
288,291
Jensen, Vernon H., 393n
Jicarilla Apaches, 148, 154, 156
Johnson, Byron A., 225n
Johnson, Jean B., 123n
Johnson, Jesse C., 352
Johnson, Judith, "Crisis in Corrections: Penitentiaries in the Far
Southwest during the Great
Depression," 35-47
Johnson, Lyndon B., 373
Jones, Thomas, 55
Jurado, Ramon Garcia, 291
Kaku, Michio and Jennifer Trainer,
eds.,356n
Karankawa, 164, 167, 175, 177, 180
Kearny, Stephen W., 132
Kennedy, John F., 372
Kern, Thomas B., 130
Kerr, Clark and Abraham Siegel,
393n
Kessell, John L., 276n
Kessell, John L., et aI., eds., 261n
Kidder, Alfred V., 268, 277n, 278n
King, Bruce, 380·
Kinsey, Joni Louise, Thomas
Moran and the Surveying of
the American West, reviewed,
300-01
Kinsinger, J. W., 61
Kloeppel, Richard Joseph, 125n
Kockelman, Valerie, 377
Kolbe, William, 147
Kramer, Dale, 51, 67n
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Kroeber, Clifton B., reviews To Reclaim a Divided West: Water,
Law, and Public Policy, 18481902, by Donald J. Pisani,
304-05
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Leal, Luis, 123n
LeCarpentier, Jules, 147-50
Lefever, Harry G., Turtle Boque:
Afro-Caribbean Life and Culture in a Costa Rican Village,
reviewed, 90-91
Leff,
Gladys, 21, 33n
Lack, Paul D" The Texas Revolutionary Experience: A Politi- Lenihan, John, 356n
cal and Social History, 1835- Leon, Alonso de, 252
Leonard, Irving A., 124n
1836, reviewed, 197-98
Lerner, Victoria, "Espias
Ladd, Edmund J., 143n
LaFeber, Walter, 356n
mexicanos en tierras
Laguna Pueblo, 133, 136, 142;152
notreamericanas (1914 y
1915)," 231-47
Lamar, Howard R., ed., 356n
Lambert, Marjorie F., 134, 144n
Lerrigo, Ruth A., 46n
La Mesilla, NM, 218
Leshy, John D., 404n
Landavazo, Richard, annotator, "A Leupp, Francis, 160n
Glossary of Spanish Mining
Leutenegger, Benedict, 182n
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County War: A Documentary
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.
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Wilson, Laura, Watt Matthews of
Lambshead, reviewed, 302-03
Wilson, R. L., The Peacemakers:
Arms and Adventure in the
American West, reviewed, 188
Wilson, Woodrow, 334
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Wingfield, George, 397-98
Winship, George P., 277n
Winter, 1. C., 151
Wirth, Conrad L., 12, 14
Witesman, Charles E., 335, 336
With Their Own Blood: A Saga
of Southwestern Pioneers, by
Virginia Culin Roberts, reviewed, 93-94
Wolf, Eric, 125n, 277n
Woodbridge, Dwight E., 342n,
343n
Woodfin, Thomas M., reviews
o 'Neil Ford, Architect, by
Mary Carolyn Hollers George,
211-12
Woodman, Kenneth F., 5
Working in the Dark: Reflections
of a Poet of the Barrio, by
Jimmy Santiago Baca, reviewed, 95-96
Workman, E. J., 29
World War II, 28, 38, 45,268,345,
360-61,363,366,369
Wright, Bill, The Teguas: Pueblo
Indians of Texas, reviewed,
204
Wrobel, David M., 428
Wyman, Mark, 318, 320n, 341n
Xabier, Francisco Antonio, 258
Ximena Pueblo, 275
Yaqui Indians, 108, 122
Yarmolinsky, Adam, 356n
Yaxchilan: The Design ofa Maya
Ceremonial City. by Carolyn
E. Tate, reviewed, 75-76
Young, Otis E., Jr., with Robert
Lenon,317,320n
Zacatecas, Mexico, 119, 121,167,
255,260
Zanjani, Sally, 318-19, 321, 396n
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Zantwijk, Rudolf van, 124n
Zhu, Liping, "From Ruins to a National Monument: Fort Union,
New Mexico, 1891-1956," 117; reviews Bisbee: Urban
Outpost on the Frontier, edited by Carlos A. Schwantes,
212

ZiaPueblo, 133, 139, 142,264,291
Zimmerman, Helen Emily, 31
Zimmerman, James Fulton, 21,28,
31
Zogbaum, Heidi, B. Traven: A Vision ofMexico, reviewed, 7475
Zuniga, Ignacio, 106
Zuni Pueblo, 133, 135, 142, 146,
152,155,291
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